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comprises at least one image sensor disposed along an
optical axis to take polarized reflectance image and flu-
orescence image,at least one broadband illumination
apparatus for reflectance imaging, and a narrow-band
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ultraviolet illumination apparatus for fluorescence imag-
ine. In order to remove the specular reflection, one or
more polarization elements are disposed along the opti-
cal axis. A filteris disposed along the optical axis to block
narrow-band ultraviolet light, and a switch for selecting
one of the operation modes.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention generally relates tomethods and
apparatus for dental imaging and more particularly re-
lates to an intra-oral camera apparatus that includes ca-
pabilities for caries detection as well as for shade match-
ing.

BACKGROUNDOFTHE INVENTION

[0002] Digitalimaging has been adapted to serve den-
tistry for both diagnostic and cosmetic purposes. For ex-
ample, there have been a number of dental imaging sys-
tems developed for diagnosis of dental caries in its var-
ious stages, capable of assisting in this diagnostic task
without the use of x-rays or other ionizing radiation. One
methed that has been commercialized employs fluores-
cence, caused when teeth are illuminated with high in-
tensity blue light. This technique, termed Light-Induced
Fluorescence(LIF), operates on the principle that sound,
healthy tooth tissue yields a higher intensity of fluores-
cence under excitation from some wavelengths than
does de-mineralized tooth tissue that has been damaged
by caries infection. The strong correlation between min-
eral loss and lossof fluorescenceforblue light excitation
is then used to identify and assess carious areas of the
tooth. A different relationship has been foundfor red light
excitation, a region of the spectrum for which bacteria
and bacterial by-products in carious regions absorb and
fluoresce more pronouncedly than do healthy areas.Uti-
lizing this behavior, U.S. Patent No. 4,290,433 entitled
"Method and Apparatus for Detecting the Presence of
Caries in Teeth Using Visible Luminescence" to Alfano
discloses a method to detect caries by comparing the
excited luminescence in two wavelengths. The use of
fluorescenceeffects for caries detectianis also described

in U.S. Patent No. 6,23- ,338 entitled "Method and Ap-
paratus for the Detection of Carious Activity of a Carious
Lesion in a Tooth" to de Josselin de Jong et al.
[0003] Reflectance characteristics of visible light have
also been usedfor oral caries diagnosis. For example,
U.S. Patent No. 4,479,499 entitled "Methed and Appa-
ratus for Detecting the Presenceof Caries in Teeth Using
Visible Light" to Alfano describes a method to detect car-
ies by comparing the intensity of the light scattered at
twodifferentwavelengths. Commonly assigned U.S,Pat-
ent Application Publication 2007/0099148, previously
mentioned, describes an improved method for caries de-
tection that combines both fluorescence and reflectance
effects.

[0004] Amongcommercialized products for diagnostic
dental imaging using fluorescence behavior is the QLF
Clinical System from Inspektor Research Systems BV,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, described in U.S. Patent
6,231 338. Using a different approach, the Diagnodent
Laser Caries Detection Aid fram KaVo Dental GmbH,
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248 A2 2

Biberach, Germany, described in U.S. Patent 6,024,562,
detects caries activity monitoring the intensityof fluores-
cence of bacterial by-products under illumination from
red light. Othercommercial products, such as the DIFOTI
system from Electro-Optical Sciences, Irvington, NY, de-
scribed in U.S. Patent 6,672,868, use transmission of
light through the tooth structure for diagnostic imaging.
[0005] Diagnostic imaging methods have been devel-
oped for use with hand-held devices. For example, U.S.
Patent Application Publication 2005/0003323, entitled
"Diagnostic Imaging Apparatus” by Naoki Katsudaet al.
describes a complex hand-held imaging apparatus suit-
able for medical or dental applications, using fluores-
cence and reflectance imaging. The’3323 Katsudaet al.
disclosure shows an apparatusthat receivesthe reflec-
tion light from the diagnostic object and/or the fluores-
cenceof the diagnostic object with different light irradia-
tion. However, with such an approach, any unwanted
specular reflection producesfalse positive results in re-
flectance imaging. Moreover, with the various illumina-
tion embodimentsdisclosed, the illumination directed to-
ward a tooth or other diagnostic object is not uniform,
since the light sourceis in close proximity te the diagnos-
tic abject.
[0006] Cosmetic dentistry has also taken advantage
of digital imaging capability to some extent, primarily for
shade-matching in tooth restoration or replacement.
There have been numerous solutions proposed for pro-
viding some form of automated shade matching to assist
the dentist. A few examples are given In U.S. Patents
No. 6,132,210 and6,305,933,both entitled "Tooth Shade
Analyzer System and Methods” both to Lehmann; and
in U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2005/0074718
entitled "Tooth Shade Scan System and Method"to Gra-
ham et al. Apparatus solutions for cosmetic imaging are
outlined, for example, in International Publication No.
W02005/080929 entitled "Equipment and Method for
Measuring Dental Shade”by Inglese and in U.S. Patent
No. 4,881, 811 entitled "Remote Color Measurement De-
vice" to O’Brien. Commercialized hand-held productsdi-
rected te shade matching include the ShadeScan™sys-
tem from Cynovad, Montreal, CA, described in Cynovad
brochure 1019 of February 2002; and the Shade-Rite™
Dental Vision System from X-Rite Inc., Grandville, MI,
described in U.S. Patent 7,030,986. Notably, hand-held
shade-matching systems are not designed for ease of
access to any but the front teeth Conventional shade-
matching techniques can match tooth color acceptably,
but may not provide enough data for providing a substi-
tute tooth that appears real and exhibits some amount
of translucence. This is largely because conventional
cosmetic imaging systems are directed primarily to color
matching, but provide insufficient information on tooth
translucency and surface texture. For cosmetic systems
that measure translucency, little or no attention is paid
to uniformity of illumination. This results in an uneven
distribution of light and reduces the overall accuracy of
the system for measuring tooth translucency.
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[0007] In spite of the growing rangeof imaging devices
that is now available to -he dental practitioner for diag-
nostic and cosmetic purposes, thereis still room for im-
provement. Diagnostic imaging apparatus and shade-
matching systemsarestill separate pieces of equipment,
each system having its own requirements for system op-
tics. |o a large extent, this is the result of their different
functions, affecting numerous components from illumi-
nation, light shaping, and imaging subsystems. For ex-
ample, the illumination requirements for diagnostic im-
aging, largely using fluorescenceeffects, differ signifi-
cantly from those of cosmetic imaging, which largely em-
ploys reflective light. Specular reflection can be undesir-
able for both diagnostic and cosmetic imaging, but must
ke compensatedin different ways for each type of imag-
ing. Image sensing, the use of polarization and spectral
content, and otherfeatures furtherdifferentiate diagnos-
tic from cosmetic systems. Thus, it would be advanta-
geousto provide an intra-oral camera that could be used
for both diagnostic and cosmetic functions.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

[0008] An object of the presentinventionis to provide
improved apparatus and methods for dental imaging.
With this object in mind, the present invention provides
an apparatusfor obtaining an imageof atooth comprising
at least one image sensordisposed along an optical axis;
at least one broadband illumination apparatusfor reflect-
ance imaging; a narrow-bandultravioletillumination ap-
paratusforfluorescence imaging; one or morepolariza-
tion elements disposed along the optical axis to eliminate
specularreflection; a filter disposed along the optical axis
to block narrow-band ultraviolet light; and a switch for
selecting one of the operation modesof reflectance and
fluorescenceimaging.
[0009] An embodiment of the method ofthe invention
is useful for obtaining images of a tooth for cosmetic im-
aging and comprisesstepsof directing light from the light
source to tooth for obtaining a monochromatic image for
translucency measurement, directing polarized visible
light from one or morecolor light sources to the tooth for
obtaining a polarized color reflectance image; calibrating
the illumination uniformity and tooth shape; calculating a
tooth shadefor tooth restoration according to the images
obtained; displaying a simulated imageof the tooth using
the calculated shade information; obtaining customer
feedback on the displayed image; and sending or saving
the tooth shade information.

[0010] A feature of the present invention is that it uti-
lizes a commonoptical system for both diagnostic and
cosmetic imaging. An advantageof the present invention
is that it provides a single imaging instrumentfor a range
of dental applications.
[0011] These and other objects, features, and advan-
tages of the present invention will become apparent to
those skilled in the art upon a reading of the following
detailed description when taken in conjunction with the
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drawings wherein there is shown and describedanillus-
trative embodiment of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] While the specification concludes with claims
particularly pointing out and distinctly claimingthe subject
matter of the present invention, it is believed that the in-
vention will be better understood from the following de-
scription when takenin conjunction with the accompany-
ing drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram of an imaging
apparatus for caries detection and shade matching
according to one embodiment;
Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram of an imaging
probe for diagnostic and cosmetic imaging;
Figures 3a to 3d show example schematic diagrams
for different arrangements of components suitable
for use as an illumination apparatus in embodiments
of the present invention;
Figure 4 is a schematic block diagram of an imaging
probe configured for diagnostic imaging;
Figure 5 shows,in a front view taken along line 5-5
of Figure 4, one arrangementfor multiple illumination
apparatus used in the embodiment shownin Figure
4.

Figure 6 showsan alternate embodimentof the im-
aging probe that employs a fold mirror for improved
accessto tooth surfaces:
Figure 7 showsanotheralternate embodimentof the
diagnostic mode optical path using a polarization
beamsplitter;
Figures 8a and 8b show twoconfigurations for a color
sequential illumination method;
Figures 9a and 9b show two embodimentsof an at-
tachmentfor capture of transmittedlight;
Figure 10 shows an arrangementof probe 100 with
two sensors;
Figure 11 shows an arrangementof probe 100 with
three sensors;
Figure 12 shows an arrangementof probe 100 with
three sensing regions;
Figure 13 shows a point-based method for measur-
ing tooth translucency;
Figure 14 is a logic flow diagram showing how the
imaging apparatus of the present invention can be
operatedin either diagnostic or cosmetic modes;
Figure 15 is a logic flow diagram that shows how
processor logic usesthe translucency and color data
obtained in the process of Figure 14 to provide shade
matching; and
Figure 16 showsanalternative arrangementof light
sources suitable for use in the apparatus of the in-
vention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0013] The method and apparatus of the present in-
vention combine both diagnostic and cosmetic functions
to provide a versatile intra-oral imaging system for use
by dental practitioners. As noted earlier in the back-
ground section, there are significant ditterences in re-
quirements between diagnostic and cosmetic imaging,
including different light source and optical system re-
quirements, appropriate compensation for specular re-
flection, and different image processing. Moreover, cos-
metic imaging itself is complex and can involve more than
merely shade matching. In addition to matching color,
accurate cosmetic imaging also requires that additional
information on more subtle tooth features be obtained,
including translucency, surface texture, gloss, and other
characteristics.

[0014] Commonly assigned U.S. Patent Application
Publication No. 2007/0099148, previously mentioned
and incorporated herein by reference, describes a diag-
nostic imaging approach that combines both fluores-
cence and reflectance effects in order to provide Fluo-
rescence Imaging with Reflectance Enhancement
(FIRE). Advantageously, FIRE detection can be accurate
at an earlier stage of caries infection than has been ex-
hibited using existing fluorescence approaches that
measurefluorescence alone. The apparatus and meth-
odsof the present invention further expand upon the use
of FIRE imaging, as described in detail in the "9148 ap-
plication, in order to provide the added advantages of
cosmetic imaging when using a singleintra-oral camera.
[0015] The schematic block diagram of Figure 1 shows
basic components of an imaging apparatus 150 for both
diagnostic and cosmetic intra-oral imaging in one em-
bodiment. An imaging probe 100 is uscdto obtain images
from atooth 20,either for diagnostic or cosmetic purpos-
es. A control logic processor 140 communicates with
probe 100to obtain the image data and providesthe proc-
essed image on a display 142.
[0016] Imaging apparatus 150 can operatein either of
two modes: a diagnostic mode or a cosmetic imaging
mode. Subsequent embodiments give examples show-
ing how operationin either or both modes can be obtained
using a suitable configuration of probe 100 and adapting
the illumination, data collection, imaging processing, and
data recording and display functions accordingly.
[0017] The schematic diagram of Figure 2 shows an
embodiment of imaging probe 100 that can be used for
both diagnostic and cosmetic imaging purposes. Probe
100 has a handle 32 andaprobe extension 40. A common
optical axis O applies for both diagnostic and cosmetic
image capture. Illumination for any type of imageis pro-
vided from one or moreofillumination apparatus 12a,
12b, 12c, or 12d, which include light sources and beam
shaping optical elements. An optional attachment30 pro-
videsillumination for translucency measurement. Probe
100 also includes a mode switch 36 which is used to

select either of the operating modes: diagnostic or cos-
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metic. Animaging assembly 34 contains the imaging sen-
sor and its supporting optical components, as described
subsequently.
[0018] Each of illumination apparatus 12a-12d may
have both light source and beam shaping optics. Each
illumination apparatus could have its own light source,
or a single light source could serve for multiple illumina-
tion apparatus 12a-12d, provided with an appropriate
spectral selectionfilter for each illumination apparatus,
for example. The light source could be a solid-state light
source, such as a light emitting diode (LED)or laser, or
could be a broadband light source such as xenon arc
lamp or other type of light source.
[0019] Figures 3a to 3d show example schematic dia-
grams for different arrangements of components that
could be used for illumination apparatus 12a-12d in em-
bodiments of the present invention. Each of these con-
figurations has a light source 21. Beam-shaping optical
elements 22, such as beam-shaping components 22a,
22b, or 22c condition and shapethe light for uniform il-
lumination on the tooth surface.If the beam profile from
the light source is uniform enoughforillumination on the
tooth surface, nobeam shaping optics are needed. Beam
shaping component 22a of Figure 3ais a diffuser. Beam
shaping component 22b of Figure 3b is a spherical or
aspherical optical element. Beam shaping component
22c of Figure 3cis a light pipe. Figure 3d shows a con-
figuration using a number of these different components
in combination within an illumination apparatus. Other
beam shaping components that are part of illumination
apparatus 12a - 12d can includelight guiding or light dis-
tributing structures such as an opticalfiber or aliquid light
guide, for example (not shown). The lightlevel is typically
a few milliwatts in intensity, but can be moreorless, de-
pending on the light shaping and sensing components
used.

[0020] Each illumination apparatus 12a -12d can be
arranged in a numberof ways, as shown in detail sub-
sequently. Light source 21 for each illumination appara-
tus emits light with appropriate wavelengths for each dif-
ferent imaging mode. In one embodiment, for example,
lightsource 21 inillumination apparatus 12a emits broad-
band visible light (400nm - 700nm)for polarized reflect-
ance imaging, or a combination from light sources with
different spectrum, such as acombination of Red, Green
and Bluelight emitting diodes (LEDs). Light source 21 in
illumination apparatus 12b emits narrow bandultraviolet
(UV)light (875nm - 425nm)to excite tooth fluorescence.
Light source 21 inillumination apparatus 12c emits Near-
Infrared (NIR) light for translucency measurement. Light
source 21 in illumination apparatus 12d emits blue light
or UV for tooth surface texture measurement. The light
used in the illumination apparatus 12a can be also ob-
tained from other sources, such as a daylight simulator.

Diagnostic Imaging Mode

foo21] The schematic diagrams of Figures 4 and 5
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show probe 100 as configured for diagnostic imaging.
Probe 100 has a handle 32 and a probe extension 40
that is designedfor insertion into the mouth for both im-
aging modes. Illumination apparatus 12a, with the coop-
eration of polarizer 42a, which is placed in front of the
illumination apparatus 12a, provides uniform polarized
white light illumination on the tooth surfacefor polarized
reflectance imaging. Illumination apparatus 12b directs
UV light toward tooth 20 through a bandpassfilter 46 to
excite fluorescencein the tooth. Bandpassfilter 46 is an
option and is helpful for improving spectral purity of illu-
mination from the light sourcein illumination apparatus
12b.

[0022] Light reflected from tooth 20 passes through a
central opening among theillumination apparatus and
through an analyzer 44. One or more lenses 66 then di-
rect reflected light through a spectralfilter 56. Spectral
filter 56 has a long pass that captures fluorescence data
over a range of suitable wavelengths and blocks the ex-
citation light from the light source. In order to obtain a
true color reflectance image, the cut-off wavelength of
the spectralfilter 56 is selected so that it can block the
excitation light from illumination apparatus 126, but not
block the blue portion of the light from illumination appa-
ratus 12a. The fluorescence image that has been ob-
tained from tooth 20 can havea relative broad spectral
distribution in the visible range, with light emitted that is
outside the wavelength rangeof the light used for exci-
tation. The fluorescence emission is typically between
about 450 nm and 600 nm, while generally peaking in
the green region, roughly from around 510 nm to about
550 nm. A sensor 68 obtains the fluorescence image,
typically using the green color plane. However, other
rangesof the visible spectrum could also be used in other
embodiments. When taking fluorescence image, analyz-
er 44 can be movedoutof the optical axis O if necessary
to increase the fluorescence signal. Referring back to
Figure 1, this image data can then be transmitted back
to control logic processor 140 for processing and display.
[0023] Still referring to Figures 4 and5,polarized re-
flectance image data is also obtained using manyof the
same components.Anillumination apparatus 12a directs
visible light, such as a white light or other broadband light,
through a polarizer 42a, and toward tooth 20. Analyzer
44, whosetransmission axis is oriented orthogonally with
respect to the transmission axis of polarizer 42, rejects
light from specular reflection and transmits light used to
form the reflectance image onto sensor68.Filter 56 may
be removed out of the optical axis O or replaced with
another filter element as needed.

[0024] Sensor 68 maybe any of a numberof types of
imaging sensing camponent, such as a complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) or charge-coupled
device (CCD) sensor. Light sources usedin illumination
apparatus 12a and 12b can belasersorother solid-state
sources, such as combinations using one or morelight
emitting diodes (LEDs). Alternately, abroadband source,
such as a xenon lamphaving a supporting color filter for
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passing the desired wavelengths, could be used.
[o025] Figure 5 shows one arrangementfor multiple
illumination apparatus used in the embodiment shownin
Figure 4. As Figure 4 showed, probe 100 has multiple
illumination apparatus 12a, 12b, 12c, and 12d. Illumina-
tion apparatus that have the same light spectrum are
arranged to be symmetric to the optical axis of the imag-
ing optics for a uniform illumination.
[0026] The imaging optics, represented as lens 66 in
Figure 4, could include any suitable arrangement of op-
tical components, with possible configurations ranging
from a single lens component to a multi-elementlens.
Clear imaging of the tooth surface, which is not flat but
can have areas that are both smoothly contoured and
highly ridged, requires that imaging optics have sufficient
depth offield. Preferably, for optimal resolution, the im-
aging optics provides an imagesizethat is suited to the
aspect ratio of sensor 68.
[0027] Camera controls are suitably adjusted for ob-
taining eachtypeof diagnostic image. For example, when
capturingthe fluorescence image,itis necessary to make
appropriate exposure adjustments for gain, shutter
speed, andaperture, since this image may not be intense.
When sensor68is a color sensor,color filtering can be
performedby color filter arrays (CFA) on the camera im-
age sensor. That is, a single exposure can capture both
back-scattered reflectance and fluorescence images.In
one embodiment, the reflectance image is captured in
the blue color plane; simultaneously, the fluorescence
image is captured in the green color plane.
[0028] Image processing by imaging apparatus 150
(Figure 1) combines the reflectance and fluorescence
images in order to obtain a contrast-enhanced image
showing caries regions, as is described in the '9148
Wonget al. application. Various methods can be used
for processing, combining, and displaying the images ob-
tained.

[0029] Figure 6 shows an alternate embodiment of
probe 100 that employs a fold mirror 18 for improved
access totooth 20 surfaces. This fold mirror is necessary
in order to access the buccal surface of the molars and

the occlusal and lingual surface of all teeth. Figure 7
shows another alternate embodimentof the diagnostic
mode optical path using a polarization beamsplitter 38.
Anillumination apparatus 14 provideslight of one polar-
ization directed through a beam shaping optical element
14a from a light source 14b, whichis reflected from po-
larization beamsplitter 38 and directed toward tooth 20.
Beam shaping optical element 14a shapesthelight from
an illumination apparatus 14 to provide uniform illumina-
tion on the tooth surface. Reflected light of the opposite
polarization state is then transmitted through polarization
beamsplitter 38 toward sensor68. This arrangementre-
moves specularreflected light from other scattered light,
so that the returned light includes a high proportion of
reflectancelight from caries sites. Using the arrangement
of Figure 7, illumination apparatus 14 can be selected
from a numberof configurations, such as a combination
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of the light sources with different wavelengths ora single
light source with spectrum selection filter. The light
source 14b can also be outside of the handheld probe
and the light delivered to the beam shaping optical ele-
ment 14a through an optical fiber or other light guide such
as a liquid light guide. One advantageof this embodiment
is that illumination apparatus 14 can be easily changed
to meetdifferent applica-ions. For example, illumination
apparatus 14 can be changedto provide a daylight sim-
ulator for dental shade matching in cosmetic imaging
mode,as is described subsequently.

Cosmetic Imaging Mode

[0030] When switched to cosmetic imaging mode,
probe 100 operates under a different set of requirements.
Inthis modethe illumination sources and optical path are
suitably configuredfor the types of measurementthat are
of particular interest for cosmetic imaging. This includes
the following:

(i) Color shade measurement;
(ii) Translucency measurement; and
(iii) Surface texture or gloss measurement.

[0031] In embodiments of the current invention, color
shade measurement can be obtained using a number of
approaches. In one approach,illumination is provided
from polarized Red (R), Green (G), and Blue (B) light
sources, sequentially. The resulting R, G, B images are
then captured in sequence. The tooth shade can be cal-
culated from the RGB images that are obtained. In an
alternate approach,a polarized whitelight source is used
as sourceillumination. The color shade of the tooth is

then calculated from data in RGB planesof the white light
image.
[0032] In one conventional method, unpolarized light
is used in tooth shade measurement. One problem with
unpolarized light illumination relates to specular reflec-
tion. The light from specularreflection has the same spec-
trum as the illumination light source and doesn’t contain
colorinformation for the tooth. Additionally, very little sur-
face informationis obtained when specularreflection pre-
dominates and saturates the sensor.

[0033] By using polarized light illumination and spec-
ular reflection removal, embodiments of the present in-
vention overcome this limitation and obtain scatteredlight
fromthe enamel and dentin. This scatteredlight contains
the true base colorof the tooth.

[0034] Referring to Figures 4 and 5, when probe 100
of the present invention is used to measuretooth color,
a broadbandlight sourcein illumination apparatus 12a
is turned on. The broadbandlight from illumination ap-
paratus 12a passes polarizer 42a andilluminates the
tooth surface. Of all the light reflected backfrom the tooth,
only the light having orthogonal polarization passes
through analyzer 44 and reaches sensor 68. Tooth shade
information is calculated from the R, G, and B plane data
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of sensor 68.

[0035] Because sensor andfilter performance are im-
perfect, there is some amountof cross talk between each
color plane when broadband illumination is used. An al-
ternative solution fortooth color measurementisto obtain

3 separate images sequentially, each image separately
illuminated using light of red, green, and blue spectra
separately. These images can then be combinedto pro-
duce more accurate tooth shade information. One dis-

advantage of this methodis that it may require additional
imageprocessingin ordertoalign the threedifferent color
imagessince they are taken atdifferent time.
[0036] Figures 8a and 8b showtwoconfigurations for
a color sequentialillumination method. Thefirst config-
uration of Figure 8a comprises three light sources 21
such as red, green and blue LEDs, and one beam shap-
ing optical element 22, which can be one of beam shaping
elements 22a, 22b, or 22c, previously described or some
combination of these elements. These threelight sources
can be switchedeither simultaneously or sequentially in
order to obtain each of the composite Red, Green, and
Blue images separately. The second configuration of Fig-
ure 3b comprises a broadband light source 21, spectrum
selection filter 23 and beam shaping optical element 22.
While using this configuration, the spectrum selectionfil-
ter 23 is rotated to changetheillumination spectrum in
order to obtain Red, Green and Blue images. Lightsource
21 and spectrum selection filter 23 of this embodiment
can be built in or provided outside of probe 100. Illumi-
nation from these color sources could be directed to

probe 100by optical fiber or liquid light guide. This type
of arrangement allows a wide selection of light sources,
without the constraints imposedby size and weightlim-
itations for probe 100.
[0037] The translucency of a tooth can be determined
by measuring the reflectancelight returned from the tooth
or, alternately, the light transmitted through the tooth. The
translucency can be used as a coordinate of the meas-
urement point in one dimensionof the shade space ded-
icated to this pararneter.It can also be used for correction
of at least one other coordinate of the measurementpoint
in another dimension.

[0038] To use the reflectancelight to deterrnine tooth
translucency, specular reflection must be removed either
by changing the illumination angle, or by using polarized
light illumination. One advantage of embodiments of the
present invention using polarized light illumination re-
lates to the light captured by the sensor and scattered in
enamel and dentin. If unpolarized light is used, specular
light reflected from the tooth surface and from the super-
ficial layer of the enamel is much more pronouncedthan
is the light returned from enamel and dentin. This can
lead to inaccurate translucency data.
[0039] Theoretically, with the uniform illumination and
ideal enamel, the tooth is more translucent if the light
level of the polarized light, reflected from the tooth sur-
face, and captured by the sensor68,is lower. However,
there are several factors that can affect the light level of
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the polarized light captured by the sensor 68. Thesefac-
tors include, for example, the thickness of the enamel,
the local tooth defect, fillings, and local absorption.
Therefore, calibration is an important processfor trans-
lucency measurement. Also, in order to determine the
translucency of the tooth from reflectedlight, calibration
is necessary to correct the illumination non-uniformity
and tooth shape factor. With calibration, one or more im-
ages captured for tooth color shade measurement, as
discussedin a previous paragraph, can be processed to
determine the tooth translucency. In one preferred em-
bodiment, Near-Infrared (NIR) light is used for tooth
translucency measurementsince the scattering is weak-
er inside the toothfor light with longer wavelengths. In
particular, the measuremenistaken in infraredlight can
be used for the correction of one coordinate of the meas-

urement point in a dimension corresponding to the red
shades. Illumination apparatus 12c and polarizer 42c in
Figures 4 and § provide NIR light for translucency meas-
urement.

[0040] When transmitted light is used to determine
tooth translucency,the toothis illuminated from the side
opposite the image sensor. The illumination is not nec-
essarily polarized, since there is no specular reflection
in transmission mode. Translucencyis determined by the
light level transmitted through the tooth. A higher light
level meansthat the tooth is more translucent.

[0041] Referring to Figures 9a and 9b, two embodi-
ments of attachment 30 are shown. Either embodiment

can be added to imaging probe 100 in order to capture
transmitted light. In both embodiments,light from illumi-
nation apparatus 12a or 12cis deliveredto a light output
window 31 of attachment 30 by a light guide element.
The light source, such as LEDsorothersolid state light
source, can also be placed directly in the light output
window 31. In the embodiment of Figure 9a, the light
illuminates the tooth at an angle, as indicated bylines
33. In the embodiment of Figure 9b, the lightilluminates
the tooth directly. In both embodiments, calibration on
illumination uniformity is necessary when calculating the
translucency from the transmitted light.
[0042] Anotherparameterof the tooth capable of being
used as acoordinate of the shade space,or as a correc-
tion parameter, is the tooth’s surface condition. This pa-
rameteris termed the roughness parameter, or texture.
The roughness parameter can be usedto establish one
coordinate of the measurementpoint in one dimension
of the shade space dedicated to this parameter. This can
be determined by illuminating the tooth with light, and
measuring the angular distribution and intensity of the
light reflected from the tooth surface. A smooth tooth sur-
face tends to return a greater amount of specularly re-
flected light. Since the scattering effect is stronger for
light with shorter wavelength, blue or UV light source can
be generally more advantageousfortooth surface texture
or roughness measurement. Sincethelight reflected by
the tooth surface and superficial enamel layer is more
relevant to surface properties of the tooth, one strategy
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is to illuminate the tooth surface with polarizedlight, then
to capture light of the same polarization state thatis re-
flected from the tooth.

[0043] Again referring to the architecture of probeillu-
mination shown generally in Figure 4 and more particu-
larly in Figure 5, illumination apparatus 12d and polarizer
42d provide polarized lightillumination for surface texture
measurement. Thelight sourcein illumination apparatus
12d could be anylight source in the spectral range from
UV to NIR. In one preferred embodiment, UV orblue light
is used, since the surface scatter effect is stronger. For
surface roughness measurement,the orientation of po-
larizer 42d is orthogonalto that of other polarizers 42a
and 42cin order to capturethe light reflected back from
the tooth surface with the same polarization astheillu-
mination light. Polarizer 42d is not a requirementfor sur-
face roughness measurement and could be an option.
Withoutpolarizer 42d, light captured by the sensor is still
polarized since there is an analyzer 44 in the imaging
path. This polarized light contains both specular light and
scattered light, sincethe illumination light is unpolarized.
The analyzer 44 could be movedoutof the optical axis
too as needed for surface texture measurement.

[0044] As describedearlier with reference to Figures
7 and 8, instead of separatelight sources, beam shaping
elements, and polarizers, asingle broadband light source
with one spectrum selectionfilter and one beam shaping
element can also provide the needed illumination for
color shade, tooth translucency, and surface roughness
measurement.

[0045] Illumination uniformity is useful for determining
both tooth translucency and surface roughness meas-
urement. Any one of the illumination configurations
shownin Figure 3 could generate sufficiently uniform il-
lumination. On the other hand, tooth shape is another
factor which hasa significant effect on the light level re-
ceived by the sensor. For example, even with the same
surface quality, the light level reflected backfrom the tilted
surface is lower than that of the surface perpendicular
with the optical axis. For these reasons, calibration for
both illumination uniformity and surface shape is very
important in order to obtain accurate measurement on
tooth translucency and surface roughness.

Alternate Embodiments

[0046] Figures 10, 11, and 12 are alternative embod-
iments of probe 100 using more than one sensor. There
are somebenefits with more than one sensor, especially
for an apparatus with diagnostic and cosmetic application
modes.In Figure 10, there are two sensors, 68a and 68b.
A polarization beamsplitter 65 divides the light returned
from the tooth into two parts having different polariza-
tions, Thelight with orthogonal polarization goes to sen-
sor 68a, while the light with the same polarization state
goes to sensor 68b. Along passfilter 56 is placed in front
of the sensor 68b to block the excitation light from illumi-
nation apparatus 12b. In diagnostic imaging mode, sen-
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sor 68b captures a fluorescence image and sensor 68a
capturespolarized white lightimage. In cosmetic imaging
mode, the data from sensor 68b, which has the same
polarization state as the illumination beam, can be used
to determine the surface roughness. The data from sen-
sor 68a is used to calculate the color shade and translu-
cency.

[0047] The embodimentof probe 100in Figure 11 com-
prises three sensors, one for each color. A beam splitter
element 67 separates the beam into three spectrum
bands: UV to Blue band, Green band and Red to NIR
band, One type of beam splitter element 67 that can be
used is an x-cubethat is configured to direct lightto three
sensors with different spectrum bands.As in Figure 10,
one long passfilter 56 is required in order to obtain flu-
orescence images without crosstalk from the excitation
light. Since there are Red, Green and Blue imaging data
fromthree sensors separately, the calculated colorshade
is more accurate.

[0048] Figure 12 is yet another alternate embodiment
with three sensing regions 69r, 69g, and 69b in one sen-
sor 69. Color filter 58 is placed in front of sensor 69 so
that sensing regions 69r, 89g, and 696 capture the im-
ages in RED, Green and Blue regions. Since sensing
regions 69r, 69g, and 69bare in the sameplane, three
separate imaging lenses 66a, 66b, and 66c are neces-
sary.
[0049] Figure 13 shows another point-based method
formeasuringtooth translucency and surface roughness.
As shownin this figure, a numberof individual points,
shownasA, B, C, D and =, areilluminated with polarized
light. The sensor captures the tooth surface image
formed by the orthogonal polarized light reflected from
these points. The methodillustrated in Figure 13 works
as follows: Afterthe illumination light reaches the enamel,
it scatters inside the tooth randomly andexits the tooth
surface from all over the tooth surface. Even whenthe

tooth is notilluminated over its entire surface, the sensor
canstill obtain the tooth image with sufficient scattered
light. This image gives a particularly good characteriza-
tion of tooth properties, such as tooth translucency and
surface roughness. It should be emphasized that Figure
13 only presents a pointillumination method. Other illu-
mination methods, such asgrid illumination andline illu-
mination, can be applied and canoffersimilar advantag-
es,

Operation of Imaging Apparatus 150
 

[0050] Imaging apparatus 150 is designed to obtain
translucency, surface texture, and color shade measure-
ments as well as to obtain images for dental caries de-
tection. Figure 14 is a logic flow diagram showing how
this apparatus can be operated in either mode. Initially,
an operation mode selection 70 is made, such as by ac-
tuating mode switch 36. In diagnostic imaging mode, the
light Sourcein illumination apparatus 12a or 12b is turned
on for tooth examination (step 72). When the operator
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decides to capture the images and pushes the shutter
(or otherwise enters the command to capturethe image),
the light sourcesin illumination apparatus 12a and 12b
are switched on and off sequentially for sensor 68 to cap-
ture the polarized reflectance image and fluorescence
image (step 73). Then the image processing software
processes the images and provides the analyzed data
(step 76). Software suitable for this purpose is disclosed
in commonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent Applica-
tion Serial No. 11/623,804, previously mentioned, the
contents of which are incorporated by referenceinto this
specification.
[0051] With the selection of cosmetic imaging mode,
the light sourcein illumination apparatus 12a is turned
on to determine the right teeth for imaging (step 78). To
take images for color shade, translucency and texture
measurement, the light sourcesin illumination apparatus
12a, 12c, and 12d (or light source 31) are turned on and
off sequentially (step 80). The final step 82 is to calculate,
using image analysis techniques Knownto those skilled
in the art, the tooth color shade, translucency, and rough-
ness from the images obtained in step 80.
[0052] The logic flow diagram of Figure 15 shows how
processor logic usesthe translucency and color data ob-
tained in the process of Figure 14 to provide shade
matching. After the tooth shade, translucency and sur-
face roughness are calculated (step 82), the image
processing software displays a simulated tooth to the pa-
tient for review (step 84). A patient approval step 86 then
prompts the patient to approvethe calculated shade, us-
ingasimulation provided on display 142 (Figure 1). When
approved, the data is sent to a lab or other processing
facility (step 88). If not, the image process softwarewill
modify the simulated image based onthe patient’s pref-
erence (step 90), and re-display the modified image to
the patient for approval.
[0053] The invention has been describedin detail with
particular reference to certain preferred embodiments
thereof, butit will be understood that variations and mod-
ifications can be effected within the scopeof the invention
as described above, and as noted in the appended
claims, by a person of ordinary skill in the art without
departing from the scopeof the invention. For example,
various atrangementsof light sourcesin illumination ap-
paratus 12a-d could be used,with various different em-
bodiments employing a camera or other type of image
sensor, such astheparallel arrays oflight sources shown
in Figure 16.
[0054] Thus, whatis provided is a dental imaging ap-
paratus that provides, in a single unit, diagnostic imaging
forcaries detection and cosmetic imaging for shade map-
ping.

PARTSLIST

[0055]

12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 12d. Illumination apparatus
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14. illumination apparatus
14a. Beam shaping optical element
14b. light source
18. Fold mirror
20. Tooth

21. Light source
22. Beam shaping optical element
22a. Diffuser

22b. Beam shaping element
22c. Light guide
23. Spectrum selectionfilter
30, Attachmentfor translucency measurement
31. Light output window
32. Handle

33. Light lines
34, Imaging assembly
36. Mode switch

38. Polarization beamsplitter
40. Probe extension

42, 42a, 42c, 42d. Polarizer
44. Analyzer
46. Bandpass filter
56. Long pass spatialfilter
58. Color filter

65. Polarization beamsplitter
66, 66a, 66b, 66c. Lens
67. Beamsplitter
68, 68a, 68b, 68c. Sensor
69. Sensor

69r, 69g, 695. Sensor regions
70, 72, 73, 76, 78, 80, 82, 84, 86, 88, 90. Method
steps
100. Imaging probe
140. Control logic processor
142. Display
150. Imaging apparatus
A, B, C, D, E.illumination points
O. Optical axis

FURTHER SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

[0056]

1. An apparatusfor obtaining images of atooth, com-
prising:

a) at least one image sensordisposed along an
optical axis;
b) at least one broadband illumination apparatus
for reflectance imaging;
c) a narrow-band ultraviolet illumination appa-
ratus for fluorescence imaging;
d) one or more polarization elements disposed
along the optical axis to eliminate specular re-
flection;
e) a filter disposed along the optical axis to block
narrow-bandultraviolet light; and
f) a switch for selecting one of the operation
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modesof diagnostic imaging using reflectance
and fluorescence imaging, and cosmetic imag-
ing using reflectance imaging.

2. The apparatus of 1, wherein cosmetic imaging fur-
ther useslight transmission through the tooth.

3. The apparatus of 1 further comprising an attach-
ment for illuminating the occlusalor lingual surface
to obtain an image from the transmitted light.

4. The apparatus of 1 wherein the broadband illumi-
nation apparatus comprisesatleast one light source
with the spectrum from 400nm to 700nm.

6. The apparatus of 1 wherein the broadband illumi-
nation apparatus further comprises one or more
beam shaping elements.

6. The apparatus of 1 wherein the narrow-band ul-
traviolet illumination apparatus comprises at least
one narrow-band ultraviolet light source with the
spectral range of 375nm to 425nm.

7. The apparatus of 1 wherein the narrow-band ul-
traviolet illumination apparatus further comprises a
bandpassfilter to clean the spectrum of the narrow-
band ultraviolet light source.

8. The apparatus of 1 wherein the polarization ele-
mentis a polarization beamsplitter.

9. The apparatus of 1 wherein the polarization ele-
mentis a plate polarizer.

10. The apparatus of 1 wherein there are two image
sensors, further comprising a polarization beam
splitterto separate the light with different polarization
states to two sensors.

11. The apparatus of 1 wherein there are two image
sensors, further comprising at least one dichroic mir-
ror to separate the light with different spectral ranges
to at least two sensors.

12. Amethodfor obtaining imagesof a tooth for cos-
metic imaging, comprising:

(a) directing light from a light source to a tooth
for obtaining a monochromatic image for trans-
lucency measurement;
(6) directing polarized visible light from one or
more color light sources to the tooth for obtaining
a polarized color reflectance image:
(c) calibrating the illumination uniformity and
tooth shape;
(d) calculating atooth shadefor tooth restoration
according to the imagesobtained;
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(e) displaying a simulated imageof the tooth us-
ing the calculated shadeinformation;
(f) obtaining customer feedback on the dis-
played image; and
(g) sending or saving the tooth shade informa- 5
tion.

13. The method of 12 further comprising a step to
illuminate the tooth with deep blue or UV light for
obtaining reflectance image fortooth surface texture 10
measurement.

14. The method of 12 wherein the light for obtaining
monochromatic imageis delivered to occlusalor lin-
gual surface of the tooth. 18

15. The method of 12 wherein calculating the tooth
shadefor tooth restoration includes the tooth shade,
tooth translucency and tooth surface texture. 20

Claims

1. Amethodfor obtaining imagesof atooth for cosmetic
imaging, comprising: 26

a) directing light fram a light source to a tooth
for obtaining a monochromatic imagefor trans-
ucency measurement;
b) directing polarized visible light fram one or 30

more colorlight sourcesto the tooth for obtaining
a polarized color reflectance image;
c) calibrating the illumination uniformity and
‘ooth shape;
d) calculatingatoothshade fortoothrestoration 35

according to the imagesobtained;
e) displaying a simulated imageof the tooth us-

ing the calculated shade information:
f) obtaining customer feedback on the dis-
played image; and 40
g) sending or saving the tooth shade informa-

tion.

 
2. The method of claim 1 further comprising a step to

illuminate the tooth with deep blue or UV light for 45
obtaining reflectance image for tooth surface texture
measurement.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the light for obtaining
monochromatic image is deliveredto occlusal orlin- 50
gual surface of the tooth.

4. The methodof claim 1 wherein calculating the tooth
shadefor tooth restoration includes the tooth shade,
tooth translucency and tooth surface texture. 55
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL MEASURING DEVICEUSED IN THE DENTAL FIELD   

The present invention relates to a new secure three-~dimensional

measuring device through contactless high-precision and wide-

field optical color impression without structured active light

projection, especially for dentistry.

The present invention ensures the structural integrity of the

human body and an accuracy in the range of one micron. IR is

applicebie namely im the medical and dental fields for intra-

oral pieture secerdings and assistance in diagnosis.

Ee includes:

1} a miniaturized three-dimensional reading system using xno

active or structured light projection for measuring the

dimensions of the object, consisting of

a) one or more CCD- or CMOS-type electronic sensors and its

agsociated optical system,

b} eventually one LED or OLED lighting of one or several

wavelengths permitting to diagnose eventual pathologies at the

surface of the teeth or the gums,

©) one or more accelerometers/gyroe/iD-magnetometers for

assisting, limiting, even xseplacing one or several sensors.

2} @ central unit fer converting anmalogue/digital data and

management data,

3) associated software permitting 30 spatial analysis almost. in

xyeal time, temporal analysis for analyzing the movementa of the

measured objects, colorimetric analysis for analyzing the color

of these objects im direct correlation and in real time with the

surfaces measured in 3D providing assistance for the diagnosis
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through reflection, global or selective penetration of the

carefully selected LED/OLED Light radiation,

4) an <IHM communication “hardware"® and “software"™ set (screen,

keyboard, modem ...}).

This invention permits te solve the furdamental problems the

systems iex xecording optical 3D impressions are facing. It

provides real~color and real-time information for the dentistry.

It measures the object without projecting any structured active

light with an accuracy of at least 10-15 pm at a field depth of

at least 15 mm and a surface of at least 20 x 30 mm on the teeth

located within 10 mm of the front lens of the camera.

There exist a large variety of methods for recording optical

impressions in the mouth or om a model for making prostheses or

a Giagnosis. By the term “optical impression" first introduced

in 1373 by the inventor of this technelegy, Francois Duret, in

his thesis fer the second cycle (DDS) under the tible “Optical

impreseion*® No. 273, the 3D measuring and diagnostic analysis of

he oral and medical environment by contactless optical means,

in substitution of the traditional impression methods with paste

or probing.

Im the dental field the works by Dr. Duret, deseribed i.a. in a

number of articles and in his patents dd. May $$, 12980 (FR

BO.10967 or US 4,663,720 and 4,742,464), April 14, #1982 {pe

0,092,876 - US 4,611,288), November 30, 1982 (BP oO110797, os

5,092,022), March 27, 1984 {FR 84.05173), February 13, 1987 (FR

B7.02339 or US 4,952,149) or also Teme 26, 121992 (FR 92,.08128 or

POT WO 94/00074) have been echoed by many authors since the

early 1980s, as we will see in the various technologies, which
can be summarized as follows.

1) The techniques using the projection of active er

structured light.
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The simplest method used by these systems consists in projecting

on the object structured light, which may be a dot, a line, even

a Lull grid. This light will scan the object and is followed by

one or several CCD or CMOS 2D cameras pesitioned at an angle

ranging between 3° and 10° with respect to the axis of the light

projection. These techniques have been widely known for several

decades and ave very well described in the article by ¢G Hausler

and Col. # light sectioning with large depth and high

resolution » im Appl. Opt. 27 (i986). They have been the object

of numerous developments and are used in particular by the desk-

top scanners in dental laboratories.

A more sophisticated method censists in projecting onte the

teeth & gtructured active light in the form of a varying-pitch

grid. The most common technique for this kind of ‘fringe

projection has heen described fer the Eirst time by M.

Altschuler amd Col., under the title "Numerical stereo camera*

SPIE vol 283 3-D (1981) Machine perception, which publication

has been echoed by other authors such as M Halicua and Cel.

« Automated phase measuring profilométry of 3D diffuse objects »

in Appl.Opk. 23 (1984). Zt consists in projecting a series of

varying-pitch grids. The grid with the wider pitch serves for

providing general information and the global position 6f the

limes im =z, the f£imest line for refining the accuracy of

reading.

Ali these works and inventions have Led to many embodiments and

to more than hwenby commercially available systems (F.Duret, the

dental floss No. 63, May 2011, "the great adventure of CAUCAM at

ios in Cologne®*® 14-26). We will cite fer exemple the systema

using a spot seanming system {Cera from Cera system, GNI from GC

and Nikon}, a line acanning system (Titan from DCS, Ekton from

Straumann), & varying-piteh frame scanning system (Cercom from

Degudent, DBDigident from Hint-Blis, Everest from Kavo, lLavascan

Exom 3M, Zene from Wielan ex Wol~ceram from Wol-dent} .
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These systems cannot be used in the mouth because they are too

siow {3s to imn). The slightest movement by the patient or the

operator impedes the full reading and the necessary correlation

of pictures for transfoxming a 2D cross-sectional digplay into a

3D image. Furthermore, there is no information between the

dines, which xequires a series of readings in different

directions, which further increases the reading time

significantiy (up to 4 minutes per tooth for the complete

readings) .

Finally, more recently, in order to more easily determine the

spatial position of the projected fringes, the chromatic

profilometry technique has been provided, which uges the

varying-color fringes. It has been described ae profilometry by

Cohen Sabban, BV F 2758076 and is the object of a marketing

under the name Pros (Cynovad - Canada} .

in order to meet the intra-oral. reading requirements, faster

Systems has been provided. The first one has been marketed in

Prance in 1985 under the name of Duret system (Vienne - France}

and used the system of profiiometric phase im comical projection

as desgeribed in the patents (FR 82.06707 or US 4,611,288}, (FR

82.20349 or US 5,092,022) and (FR 87.02339 or US 4,952,149).

This technique has been adopted with great success by Moermann

and Brandestini in their Patents 4,575,805 and 4,837,732 or in

their books dealing with the issue as "de Cerec Computer

Reconstruction" in 3989. “CAD/CIM in Aesthetic Dentistry* in

1886 or alec “State of the art of CAD/CAM restoration® in 2006.

This method has been improved gradually as we dan see in the

patent by Jones, T.N. of 1999 (U.S. 6.409.504).

This is an active and structured light projection technique in

the form of a frame projected onto the teeth actording to

parallel wor comical xadiation with a slight phase shift

(generally n/2} and performing a series of 2b picture

acquisitions (in 100 ms}. the third dimension can be found
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provided the patient and the camera are perfectly still while

xecording the successive pictures, which remains difficult

during a clinical action, the more since the electro-optical

organs of the camera are mobile.

Other siightly different systems, but which use structured

active projection im the mouth, have bean provided:

The simplest one is the ‘“OralMetrix®, which consists in

projecting one single type of grid onto the aurfaca of the

€eeth, as described in FR 84.05173). This is therefore an active

triangulation asseciated with one single projection of

structured light. One single camera reads the daformation of the

grid and, by comparison with a stered grid, derives the distance

2 From it, the acquisition of six pictures per second associated

With a 2D view of a deformed grid makes the system inaccurate

and unstable during the picture recording.

The second system is the "directScan® from the company Hint-Hls

(USA). Ih combines the Fringe projection and the phase

vorxselation. This method takes place im two ateps: projection of

two series of orthogonal gxeids with different pitches, one after

the other, then cerrelation of the pictures obtained depending

of the positiem of the dets at the level of the pixels of the

ccDps. Thie is an improvement of the profileometric phase, but the

processing time is about 200 ms, which makes its use very

aifgfiewult in the mouth. The measures are often erroneous.

The third system provided is the ifeo system from de company

Cadent (US.0109559} based on the principle of the ‘parallel

econEscal image" where many 509 pm laser dots are projected at

different field depths. This ecamning of the target area has the

advantage of having one single axis of image recording and re-

recording of images, but takes about 300 ms. The apparatus muet

therefore not move during the recording of images. In addition,

since this technology is complex, the iTero system is
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particularly voluminous, which limits the recording of images in

the depth of the mouth.

The fourth system haz been provided by 4G. Hausgler {us

2010.0303341). Several structured light grids of different

oxientations are projected onto the arch. This permits to find

the third dimension immediately through correlation between the

fixst deformed grid and the next ones. This method permits to

record only one image, but has the digadvantage of being capable

of measuring only the dots of the deformed grid and not ali the

dets of the object itself.

in these methods based on active and Structured light

projection, we obtain several 2D images permitting bo

reconstruct the analyzed object in 3D. These methods are the

more accurate as the projected light is fine and calibrated and

as. the moving orgams are stable over time. Unfortunately, none

o£ them measures the object itself, but only the deformation of

the projected light, which limits the number of measured dots

and dan hide important areas for the exact reconstruction of the

analyzed 3D surface.

Furthermore, it vary often requires the object to be coated with

a white Layer referred to as coating, or to use special plasters

when a model is measured. Indeed, the specular reflection of the

teeth is very sensitive and responds in a varying way to the

structured light projected depending on its own color.

This aiso has & major drawback as regards the accuracy of the

measurement. The structured active dight, because cf its power,

penetrates inte the aurface layers of the tooth, adding

inaccuracy to the exact determination of the outer surface.

The calibration of these devices is complex and the mounting is

always very complex and expensive.
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Winally, since the angle of proyection is often different from

the angle of recovery of the image, the shadow effects can lead

te the presence of uncoded shadow areas, which requires many

manipulations. It sheuld aise be noted that we have no

information between the Lines.

Seme systems have tried to limit the projection of structured

ight without xemoving it. To this end, they have agscciated «

very siteli projected portion with a conventional 2D stereoscepic

vision. One uses two identical cameras and projects a line or a

target having a@ varying shape onto the object and moves the

whole while scanning the surface of the object. The two 2p

cameras form a corventional stereoscopic unit, both dnformation

of which are correlated thanks to the projected target visible

in the two pictures. This system is marketed by means of the ‘T-

scan 3 sensor from Steinbichler Opt. (Neubeuern - Germany} or by

Uneo {Toulouse - France}. These methods, which have the same

drawbacks as the methods described above, could never be applied

to dentistry, because they in addition lack precision and, in

particular, they require the projected target to always be

aiLeplayed, which remains difficult on highly gepecular or uniform

surfaces as in the ease of the teeth.

2) The techniques, which do not use active ox structured

light projection.

The first propesal to uge a stereoscopic intra-oral system was

made by 0D. Rekow (J. of BDent.Practice Administration ; 4 {2} 52-

55 (1964). In this system, it is necessary to make several

acquisitions, with a reference Fimed om the teath, then to read

these frames by means of a Kodak Elkonix device. This ancestral

method, well kmown under the name of stereoscopic, has proved

inaccurate and time-consuming for its implementation. This

method was xecently proposed again by Denzen Cao US 2009.0227875

(Sandy - USA} and by Steinbichler Opt. EP 2,166,303 (Nevubeuern -

Germany) withowt any improvement over the system by Rekow, in
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particular the resolution of the field depth, the determination

ef the reference dots and the accuracy, which is a erucial

problem during the recording of intra-oral pictures

corresponding to a cloge stereoscopic, has not been addressed.

Such a system cannot be carried out in the mouth if we want to

achieve an accuracy of 20 pm at a field depth of 20 mm with the

abject placed within 5 mm of the front lens.

The same remarke can be made for the systems using the technique

veferred to as "3D from motion" deseribed, for example by Cc.

Tomasi and Col. « Shape and motion from image streams under

Orthography : a facterization Method » dans Int. J. of Computer

Vision 9 (2) 1992. This system no longer uses active light, as

seen before, but only a passive illumination of the areas

measured by a conventional stereoscopic vision with two cameras

having the same gesolution. Unfortunately, under conventional

circumstances ag described by the authors, the correlations of

piletures without projected target and the abundance of areas

without coding make the use of this system impossible on the

teeth. Tt dees not solve the prehlems evoked by Rekow.

This is the reason why recently the system by Active Wavefront

Sempling (AWS), based on the Biris system, marketed by 3M with

his Lava Cos camera has been introduced on the market in 2008

{Rohaly and Co. US Patent 7,372,642}. This system uses a single

view scanning, thanke to a roetatery disk, a very small portion

ef the object. The diameter of the positien of the view in the

focal plane and the mechanical variation of the focal length

with respect to the optical axis of the mounting permite to know

the spatial position of the small area measured at a small-field

depth. Unfortunately, the system is complex and expensive fer

its implementation and the very small scanning area requires the

eperateor to slowly move over ali the areas to be measured.

Whether they are laboratory systems or intra-oral cameras,

including the one we developed, all these systems do not provide
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the required qualities to have a quality information in order to

make prostheses or diagnoses. A more thorough analysis shows

that these cameras have several very important drawbacks, in the

very principle of the methods used. These drawbacks are

unavaidable, because they are related to the choice of these

methods,

@) All these systems, whether in the mouth, om the skin or in

the Laboratory {on model) use the surface scanning by

mechanical, optical ex electro-optical means. Although this

scanning of fringes ox frames is very fast, the Eact remains

that it requires & mevement in the camera itself, which movement

Gan Cause blurxsy areas or paragitic movements, which often lead

to the rejection of part of the pichures.

b) This scanning significantiy limits the already considerably

reduced field depth in aA macroracopie pletuve {of a Few cubic

centimeters) .

a} the @dats of the aurface of the object ara not measured, but

the deformation of a light projection om the surface of this

object is measured. VThie first feature requires developers te

cover the teeth with a white layer referred to as "coating’®,

which degrades, in principle, the sectual measurement of the

object. This is in Eact often expressed both as inaccuracy and

inconvenience in the use of cameras in the mouth {Beuttell, 7

TInt. 7.Cumputerizged Dent. 1998 1:35-33) .

Besides, this layer is oftem mandatory if we do net want to have

amy penetration, thus dimaccuracy, in measuring the exact

position of the tooth surface, crystalline organ per excellence

where a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio ia required.

ad} Thie has led some manufacturers to use radiation, making the

teeth Yopague*" as de the blue er UV rays. This is why the

present inventor proposed in 1985, presented to the ADF, the use
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of am argon laser. This can be rwestrictive for the user, even

dangerous, for the patient.

2} even more, not measuring the object, but the deformation of

the projected light, either a dot, a line, a frame of a varying

shape or a phase of this light, remeves all possibilities of

heaving a perfect match in real time between the color, the color

Shade of the object and ite measurement. The only color that we

cas have in real time ig the color of the projected Light.

£}) There is no immediate solution allowing the clinician to

continue his surgical procedure if a component fails, which is

eruclal during a clinical procedure.

g) the transition from 3D reading to 2D coler reading, when it

is used for diagnosis, is completely impossible in. dentistry,

because we will recever only a monechromatic image representing

the light of the fringes.

&) finally, the techniques of analysis by profilometry of

stamning require recording multiple pictures of the same spot in

order to be able te extract the thixd dimension. This results

into a risk of distertion of the data between the first picture

and the last pictures, leading to large errors in correlation

and accuracy. The "movement® has always been an enemy of this

type of technology.

Finally, if it is possible to measure a tooth, in mest cases 4

measurement of the projected light is carried out and not a

measurement of the object dtself. In the case in which wea do mot

use projected light, we must use complex and «expensive

defeoussing systems. This explains why the proposed cest is

Particularly high. As for the only stereoscopic systems that

have been provided for decades, they have nothing innovative and

are therefore inaccurate, time-consuming to handle, complex and

very axpensive to be implemented.
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No simple and above all secure solution has been found to mest

the tooth/camera proximity, fast carrying out, required

accuracy, the massurement of the actual color and field dapth on

a quite large surface.

The object o£ the present invention is to solve the

aforementioned drawhacks by providing a new and very secure

stereoscopic method for intra-oral reading combining a very

fast, even inatantameous dynamic 3D veading, a measuring at a

field depth corresponding to the intended application and the

availability almest in real time of a real 3D or 2D aplor

display, all this leading to a very accuxvate Gigitaliszing, a

data storage and transfer without using structured active light

or addition of a "coating" covering the teeth.

The three-dimensional measuring device used in the dental field

according to the invention is aimed at measuring in the absence

of achive or structured light prejection, it comprises means for

capturing images as well as data-processing means for said

images, and it is characterized in that said image-capturing

means are comprised of means designed capable of pexmitting to

simultaneously, ox nearly simultaneously, capture at Least two

amages, one of which is fully or partially included in the cther

one, said included image describing a Field that is narrower

than that of the other one, and its accuracy is greater than
that of the other one.

This invention solves the problems seh forth by providing an

adaptable, inexpensive solution usable in ail dental and medical

offices, but alse as hand-held instrument in denhal-prosthesis

ishoratories, in a simplified and patient-friendly form.

in particular, it solves the many problems mentioned above:

1} Phrough a new and original organization of the

traditional dental sheress¢opy, we limit the problem of

the blind spote between the two picture recordings
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Corresponding to the difference between the optical axes,

which is crucial for an object close to the front lenses

of the mounting, as teeth in the mouth always are.

By using an original software arrangement, in case of

failure of ome of the sensors during the clinical

Procedure, it is possible te obtain a stereoscopic

picture by means of one single sensor, which solution is

simple, inexpensive and little bulky in the mouth.

BY eventually adding a 35 accelerometer/gyroscope/

magnetometer, it is possible to accelerate and facilitate

the correlation of the pictures with each other,

especially in the event of Failure of one of the sensors.

By choosing different focal lines, it is possible to

solve the problems of accuracy and speed of xiliniecal

optical recerding of an dmpression in the mouth. This

also permits to combine or separate a general, less

accurate wreeording on a wide field and a fast and

accurate recording of a marxower field depending on the
Clinical meed:

By choosing new lenses, in particular the liquid lenses,

ah is pessible to eliminate the complex mechanical

adjusting equipment, which ensures a measuring at an

effective field depth in dentistry on objects very close

to the measuring system because of the very small intrae-

oral space,

By not using measguxements of deformation of structured

active light, we work directiy om the actual surface and

in color of the body images. This permits for example te

manually or automatically select certain parts of the

human body, for example to identify the teeth and gums

separately.
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Not to be compelled to cever the measured object with

the "coating", which is unaccurate and tedious

To have no penetration of meagure-vector light inside

the teeth, thanks to the abandonment of active

structured light projection.

To use the color of the read areas, in order to

facilitate the matching of homelogous dots. which is

erucial in the mouth where the surfaces remain reqular
and umiform.

Yo make highly effective and to reduce the reading time

for measuring a complex surface {full arch} or the

movements of these surfaces (upper arches with reapect

to lower arches} .

To enable self-calibration, eliminating any adjustment
over time.

fo avoid any blur effect due to *movement*® during the

wecerding of pictures.

For the implemented means, the device is simple as to its

manufacture, which makes it particularly resistant.

This also permits:

te significantly reduce the manufacturing cost, hence

the sale price, in paxtioular from the democratization

of the electronic components used, such as CCps, cMog

or LEDs,

to permit a reduced power supply, which can be provided

by 3 @USR-compatible connection with all types of

computers or just a battery power-supply,
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~ €0 have CMOS or CCD sensors in a predetermined,

immutable and fixed spatial position with respect to

each other during manufacture, avoiding the nsaed to

know the movements of the object or cameras (with

EFespect to seach other}. reducing the problem of

disparity to a simple problem of density correlation in

the seatter diagram.

~ Being able to pass from a 3D image, spatial analysis,

to a 2D image, planar analysis, useful for common

diagnostics in dentistry without using software

manipulations .

- Te have the 3D display on standard 3D screens, which is

not the case without complex processing of the present

intra-oral systems.

The present inventien relates to a new three-dimensional and

temporal measuring device by means of optical color impressions

am the mouth ensuring its structural integrity, namely

applicable in the dental Field for intra-oral xecording of

pictures, but alge ensuring in thege areas an asaistance for

dental diagnosia.

Im accordance with the present Yhardware* mounting there is

provided a “software method that meets the requirements of

fastness and accuracy necessary for the specialiat in dentistry

and permitting to limit the stereoscopic vision to one or two
BensSors .

te is comprised of:

AM Mindaturiged original wutersoscopic system comprised of at

ieast. two sensors, of which:
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one views «a wide average-precision fleld and the other

ome@ a narrower field with higher accuracy fully or

partially included in the previous field.

The wide fleld permitting a sufficiently large general

xvecerding of images in order to avoid a leng and tadicus

scanning of the mouth for the practitioner.

Since some areas are paxrtiewlarly strategic and require

higher precision, a marrow field is included in the wide

Sieid, which permits to detect specific information where

this is necessary, without being obliged to sean tha

entire mouth. Thia alse permits to better define certain

amportant homologous spots for the correlations between

pictures.

ft also permits the "software® to operate almost in real

time, as thiag partial or full Ainelusion of the small

field in the large field permits to very quickly find the

position of the specific and highly localized area in a

wider space.

xt is obvious that these sensere can be multiplied when

one wants to measure larger clinical areas, both at the

Level of the large field and at the level of the small
Eield.

The optical systems associated with the sensors have

different focal lengths, in order to permit two different

levels of precision. The images received by the sensors,

such as for example the CChs or CMOS included in the head

or the camera, are therefore a general image with an

average accuracy, for example in the range of 26 pm and a

complementary image with more information and a higher

accuracy (5 to 10 pm) fully or partially included in the

wide Edelid. It is therefore umnecessary to sean the
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entire mouth toa have accurate information required fer by

only less than 5% of the total aram.

The advantage of this system is to Facilitate the

ecerrelation of the two fields, since they are vary

similar, but also to limit the number of sensors without

Raving to use clock or pulsed reading systems. Indeed,

the approximation of the two fields shows that a single

wide-fiald sensor or twe sensors can be used without any

complex electronic system. It also permits ta avoid the

use of lLight- or image-returning mirrors, which are

always fragile and very voluminous in the mouth.

The fields are read by one or several electronic sensors,

which ean be of the color or monochromatic CMOS or ccp

type generating the information necessary for calculating

the color 3D or grayscale information. These sensora thus

perform & measuring of the xeal-time color or black and

white imtensities. The measured color will thus be the

actual color of the teeth and gums.

This is very important, because it permits i.a.:

a. £0 automatically separate the teeth from the gums in

the images.

b. to identify some important celexrs for the CADCAM

software

c. to measure the color of the tooth on a three-

dimensional surface.

This information is treated either by wey ef a video, in

order to allow the operator and hie assistants to follow

in real time the movements of the camera in the mouth or,

after an analog-toe-digital conversion in «a digital way

that permits to have an almost real-time color 3D
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veaconstruction and to be able of taking advantage of the

dental CAD/CAM software processing, «oz 2a @ual video and

digital processing providing the operatoxy with all the

g¥ailable information.

Thie will also allow the operator, as we will describe at

the level of the "software", to Know and come back to the

areas that have been insufficiently measured in real
time.

The optical system reading the sceme has two different

focal lengths. The advantage of this device is to be able
ta have:

a. # focal length that does not require high preeision,

and to be able to have a unique fixed focal length

without adjusting system. fr is indeed optically

possible to have a 20 * 30 = 15 mm £ield at 10 om

from the lens for an accuracy of 26-25 p.

a high-precision fecal length (§ to 219 pm}, but theoe

field depth of which is included in the previous

one. The scamming im xz will thus always be simple

and known a priori. The scanning in « (field depth}

will thus be limited to some 5 te 410 different

levels.

¢. @ high-precision Focal length and variakle zoom

permitting to freely choose and increase the desired

BLUESACY

in order to facilitate the reading in the mouth by the

practitioner, without any need of monitoring his screen,

if is foreseen that the device includes means for

projecting at iesast one cixcle of eolered light

surrounding the imcluded image field, and/or the Field of

the other image:
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a, Eventually and preferably, the existence of a mark,

for example a wed eixele, projected onto the scans

in the picture indicating where the exact reading is

kocated in the reading of the wide field.

b&b. Eventually and preferably, the existence of a mark,

such as a blue circle, projected omto the scenes in

the picture indicating where the edge of the wide
field is located.

In order to avoid unpleasant and dangerous interruptions

in the clinical reading in the mouth, a 30 accelerometer/

gyroacope/magnetometer is eventually and advantageously

added, in order to facilitate the correlation of the

pictures, even to compensate for a possible failure of

one of the sensors. This device, placed in the vicinity

ak the S@REOKS, provides general and continuous

information on the spatial position of the camera.

This also permits, thanks to the “software" introduced,

which is an insgeparable part of the invention, te work

with only one single sensor, the wide field or the narrow

field, depending om the clinical needs, since some

actions require a&@ general study as in orthodontics, or a

very accurate detection as For the localized unitary
reconstitution.

While measuring an gypsum generally benefits of a good

lighting, this is sot true For readings in the mouth.

Brentually and advantageously, the addition is provided

of a passive and unstructured lighting by LEDs ef one or

several wavelengths permitting to measure specular or

Lambertian gmooth surfaces without deposition of cdeating
on the surface of the mouth.
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Not using structured light also avoids the operator from

turning off his professional lighting, which greatly

facilitates Ris clinical work.

10) The information detected at the same time or with an

5 extremely short shift avoids any mevement causing

redhibitory blur due to the movement of the operater or

the patient.

423} In order te limit the blur phenomena, an anti-blur

hardware system, or a "Flash BED" system with a very fast

id pulse of the unstructured LED lighting or also a software

thet can be of type: amti-blur system in photographic

cameras, is eventually added.

12) With the present invention is aasociated, fox

processing and displaying the data frem the senators;

is Aa. & central management and analeg/digital conversion

unit without the slightest need for mechanical,

optical or electro-optical scanning, structured-

light projection permitting to calculate the 3

spatial dimensions and eventually the fourth

20 dimension corresponding to the times of the

movements of the measured objects.

». original seftware permitting the use of a single

sensor permitting a 3D detectien almost an real

time, dn erder to compensate for a possible failure

25 of one of the sensere ox to limit the volume of the

CaMeEs .

a. a data txansamission via cable, telephone or

wireless.
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&. a complementary processing, dialog/display with the

operator, @ata transmission and storage hardware

system,

an original software system including:

2} A real-time 3D reconstruction diagram atarting from twoCae

2D0-image atreams from both cameras,

2) A real-time 3D reconstruction diagram starting From a 2D-

image stream from a single camera and an acceleration

data flow from the acrelerometer

10 3) Am algorithm for finding dots of interest on the three

aigexithmsa for searching @h optical trace {projection of

the same 3D det on several different cameras} by

calculating dots of interest and matching through the

images

1s 4) Am algorithm for real-time automatic sequencing of the

stream of images into spabially coherent subsequences

5) Am algorithm for astimating in parallel the camera

positions in space and the coordinates of the 3D dots

thanks to the optical traces

20 6} An algorithm for 3D imterpolating the seatter diagram

7) Am algerithm for polyqonizing 3D scatter diagrams and

caleulating the texture

8) Bn algorithm for scaling the 3D reconetruction

$) Ywo algorithms. fox enhancing the spatial accuracy

25 Global organization. of the algorithm:

The image stream proceeding From the cameras is processed in

real time so as to produce a fixst 3D reconstruction displayable
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by the user as he moves the aystem in the vicinity of the

object. The real-time 35D global reconstruction scheme and the

organization of the data vary depending on the availabiliey of
the two cameras.

Bach newly acquired picture is firat of all prédacessed by a

algorithm for searching for an optical trace. Starting Erom the

correspondences, &  gequencing algorithm then updates the

sequencing of the wideo stream for a better temporal

performance. A parallel estimation algorithm can then permits,

thanks to the optical traces

#) to find the positions of the cameras in the space at the time

of acquisition

&) to generate the 3D scatter diagram projecting on the optical
traces,

The generated scatter diagram is then interpolated, in order to

obtain a denser diagram, and an implicit interpolation function

is ecalonulated, Thanks to this Eunchion, a textured

polygonization of the surface to be xeconstructed can be

obtained, In this step, it is algo poasiblie to calculate quality

indices @f the final scatter diagram. Some of them or some areas
Gan thus be labeled as invalid.

The textured surface is then displayed on the screen, evenkually

with adapted annotations to indicate the areas, which are still

invalid.

The surface generated in real time is a representation without

Spatiai dimension representing a scale facbor near the

reconstructed area. This seale fEacter is calculated by an

aigorithm when the acquisition is complete.

Finally, the final 3D medel can have its accuracy enhanced by an

algorithm, BQ as ro have the most atcurate possible
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xeconatruction. This algorithm re-calculates a 3D snatter

diagram taking into consideration all the scquired pictures.

This diagram is then interpolated by the algorithm. Finally, an

*space carving*® algerithm reconstructs the global 3D medel.

There is thus provided a device universal as to its field of

application, meeting numerous requests im terms of cost,

accuracy and diagnostic imaging in dentistry and medicine.

This system can fox example be applied, in an evolutionary form,

te any 3D acquisition requiring good accuracy including any

human body surface, the acquisition of data related to the

architecture and xequiring high precision, or the industrial

production processes. It is thus possible to sean the object

measured with the single or multiple sensor, to move the object

in front of the sensor{s} or to move both, sensor and object.

We xemind that the elemente permitting this measurement are made

in veal time and with a different accuracy, which permits te

improve the reading of certain areas thanks to the narrow-field

camera, while facilitating, thanks to the wide-fleld camera, @

fast correlation with other captured images.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention wilk

become clear from the following description, which xefers to an

embodiment of the method, given by way of an indicative and non-

restgrictive example. The widerstanding of this description will

be facilitated when seferring to the attached drawings, in
which:

- Figure la is an overall representation of the prototype

made, including the Camera, the connectors, the

computer {here ao ilaptop) and eventually a casing

containing the processing cards.

- PBigure ib is a diagram showing the detail of the

configuration of the invention.
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Figure 2 shows a view of the prototype made,

highlighting the very small dimensions of the camera,

thanks to the technique chosen and permitting ites

introduction imto the mouth.

Figure 3 shows a longitudinal cross-sectional view of

the camera (1) dmecluding the image acquisition system

(optical system and Cccp or CMOS sensors} ITocated in the

head, in direct views (3a and 3b).

Figure ¢ shows a frontal cross-sectional view of the

head of the camera (1) according to the configuration

we have just seen in drawings and 2 and deneting the

covering of the wide and narrow reading area.

Figure 5 shows the global volume analyzed by the wide-

field camera and the samall-field camera.

Figure 6 shows the different levels of field depth

provided by the use of variable fecal length or the

liquid lens analyzed by the wide-field camera and the
amall~fielid camera,

Figure 7 shows the dillustration of the pictures

obtained hy the wide-field camera and the smali-~fieid

camera and 3D modeling obtained.

Pigures Ga, 8b and 8c show the automatic determination

by software of the homologous dets on a plaster model

(8a), ain the mouth (8b) and the resulting scatter

Giagram (8).

Figures Ga and 9b represent the arrangement of the LEDs

im passive lighting (9a) and the target projected onto

the teeth ($b) permitting the practitioner te know the

area scanned by the high-precision camera.
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- Figures lOa, 10b and iOc represent a view obtained with

white light {(iGa), blue Tight {105} and composite blue

and white light (100).

~ Pigure 12 shows the aperture in the head of the camera

permitting the jet of aix, im order to remove saliva. ox

bloog and the protective heating glass avoiding the

Bresence of moisture during the recerding of an optical

impression in the mouth.

~ Figure 12 shows the general diagram of the software

part, from the integration of the acqnired images to

the final 3D reconstruction to scale.

- Figures l3a, i13b and lic represent three algorithms for

using the acquired images in real time in the case in

which two cameras are used simultaneously.

~ Figure 14 shows the two possible reconstruction

Strategies when one single camera is used.

- Figure 18 shows an exemplary calculation of an optical

trace by "tracking" of the dots of interest.

~ Figure 16 shows the simplified steps of the algorithm

for real~time 3D reconstruction.

~ Figures i7 shows the organization ef the algorithm fEor

enhancing the accuracy.

As shown in Figure 1, the present invention, presented in the

form of a prototype, in the form of a schematic design photo in

the following figures, relates to a measuring and/er diaqnosis

gevice that wil find a particular interest in the fields of

gentistry.

As shown in photo ila, this device includes a camera with focal

length (1) using the technology described in the invention. a
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connection (2) between the camera (2) and the cable {3} for

supplying and transferring data, the connection {4) between the

cable and the computer (5) being of the USE type and the casing

(6), which can be placed in between for adding a driving. card

for the processor of the camera and/or processing the image if

they area mot placed in the camera or in the computer.

This same camera can use & wireless WiPi-type conmmection for

transmitting images or date proceeding from the images, and a

chargex system for charging rechargeable batteries for the power

ko to supplied to the camera.

The electronic part, which can be entirely included in the body

of the camera (9-12) or shared between the camera, the casing

{8} and the computer (5}. Ft dimeludes an electronic system

dacated behind or near the sensors; eanduring the manmagemenk of

the lather, but also of the LEDs illuminating the impression

xecording area. This electronic system also includes:

- #@ Gentral management unit that can collect, stere and order

the data of the sensors in a language understandable by a

universal PC. It will eventually also be capable of converting

Gata having analog values into digital values if this Eunction

is met transferred to the remote FC, Net having to manage a

system for projecting masks or Eringes significantly reduces the

central unit to its bare minimum: the management of a

stereoscopic color picture camera.

- a LED control card, under the eontrol of the central unit

and/or software. of the PC, capable of triggering preferably a

particular LED depending om the programs being implemented.

indeed, the LEDs will be controlied alternately or together, or

according to a varying order depending on the program being

implemented. The function is in the form of a simple order, but

it is good to mention it.
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~ a Standard power-supply card capable of operating on USR or on

battery power (e.g. AC/DC}. Depending on whether we have a free

system (without wire connection) or a wired system. the power

suppiy will remain light, taking into consideration the low

power consumption of the components being implemented. Our

camera will thus be the first one that can have a wireless

connection.

~ eventually, a miniaturized memory card eventually included in

the camera, permitting te store the pictures and to transfer

them to the eomputer using a transportable medium without

needing a USB connection or a wireless communication.

A Standard laptop (5), metbook or desktop PC containing the

management and program and data precessing software can be added

toe the unit when everything is not included in the camera or/

and the intexmediate casing (6). It ds capable of xeproducing

the information in a 2D or 3D form visible on the screen, but

also to send the measures to more ox less remote centers

{internet, Wifi, Ethernet ...}) dm a staridard form similar to any

CAD/CAM system (STL...) or im a specific Form, by means of

janguage tranglation software. In this computer, before having a

miniaturized computing unit, wiLh ke installed the 3m

restitution and camera control saftware.

Thus, the connection between the camera and the computer can be

wired ox wireleda.

According to the invention, the wireline connection (3) is

preferably vie a self-powered USE connection {4} with a specific

port (2) at the side of the camera {1}. This apecific connection

{2) is designed so that it is adaptable to any camera shape and

gesign.

Gikewise, and according to the invention, the connection can be

witeless, for example in Wifi mode, and this is not restrictive.

in this case, the antenna will be included in the camera or
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conmected instead of the specific cannection (2). Likewise, on

the computer (5) or the intermediate ¢asing (6), an amtenna for

sending and receiving data corresponding to the commands given

by the program located in the camera, in the computer (5) ox the

intermediate casing {6} will be inserted inte the USBWa

commection. This arrangement will permit fast, friendly and easy

communication, iexespective of the configurations of the

medical, dental offices or dental prosthesis laboratories.

in the same way and still according to the invention, the umit

10 formed by the processing cards, the CPY amd the display will be

instalied in the intermediate casing (8) se that the unit

according to the invention can be integrated into a professional

plece of furniture, such as the unit of the dentists or the

work-bench of the dental technicians.

15 Acecerding to the invenkion, the computer {5} will be of a

Standard type with an incorporated or separate soreen, such aa a

PC or the like (Mac ...). Fhis computer will use standard cards

specifically programmed for controlling the camera or specific

control cards, which will be placed om the bus.

20 In the event the computer could not be equipped or when it is

previously present in the dental~care unit, an intexsmediate

casing (€) will be positioned between the camera and the

computer in order to compensate for this lack. Similarly and for

the same function, this casing will be positioned downstream of

the computer and the USE conmection (4) of the connection willRD th

be conneated directly to the USB port of the computer, without

any intermediate part. This will generate a specific language

that can be interpreted by each CAD or CAM application used in

the professional workplace.

30 Pigure ib shows the detail of the configuration of the

invention. This diagram is comprised of two major entities, the

camera (1) and the computer {5}, which may be substituted with a

apecifie and dedicated casing {6}.
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After having chosen a menu on the HIM interface of the computer

(48) and started the camera thanks to its own man/machine (KIM)

interface (13), the image software {45} of the camera controls

the initiation of the reading process of the wide-field (38) and

amali-field {39) sensors. At the same time, it triggers the LSD

iighting {15}, whether specific or not, depending on the

selected menu. This precess will alse cauge the accelerometer

{52} to staxvt, which will send its information as a continuous

oar discontinuous stream to the picture software i {45}

throughout the process, thus agsisting in a cerxvelation of the

pictures, and which may at amy time substitute one of the

sensors, should it fail during the clinical action. The optical

system (38) of the large field (20) will allow the image

software system to know the field depth and to adjust, if we da

not implement liquid lenses, the control (42) dtself, adjusting,

thanks to a micre-moter {22}, the field depth of the optical

system (41) of the small field (19) on the oral structures {231}.

Bach of the two images will be captured by the ccp of the laxge

field (38) and of the smali field {39}. They will be converted

into digital data by the A/D converters {43 and/or 44) and/or

arrive im analog form on the video control screen (49).

if the hardware supporting the image scoftware 1 (45) uses too

iarge a volume to be lecated in the camera {1), the second part

of this image software (46}) will be vcelocated in a standard (5}

ox dedicated (6) computer.

The information proceeding from this processing, as described

Later in this detailed deseription, will be addressed by all the

nowadays known channels {52} capable of performing their

processing, whether for diagnosis or for the CAD/CAM. This will

be deme using a modem (50) that will semd ite infoxmation, in

both directions, by wired chanmels (internet and Ethernet, Wifi

ox telephone} .
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For the detail of each part of this invention, we will refer ta

Pigure 2, which shows a dental clinic option in its functional

aspect. In. order to easily record an intra-oral picture, a 35

xeading camera should be little voluminous. Unlike all the known

systema, the present configuration enables us to have a very

smali-size 36D color camera, since its dimensions are between 20

and 25 om, and has a bedy that is large enough to ansure a good

gqvip (for example 2 to 4 om) amd a thickness that dees not

exceed for example 2 cm. It is an extended with an arm of §& to 6

em, which permits to pass the stage of the lips when recording

an impression deep in the mouth. The reading head contains; in a

non-hurtang oveid shape, for example 1 to 2 om thick, aprox. a 2

om width and a 3 em length, the complete optical system, the

BEDS and the €CB/CMOS sensors.

The cross-sectional view in Figure 3 permits us te better detail

the components of this camera. In thie configuration and this is

not restrictive, we have a crosa-sectional view showing the head

of the camera (7), the arm (8) permitting its insertion into the

mouth and the body (3), often cutside of the mouth. The head has

the cress-section of the eptical assembly, here comprised of twa

optical systeme {20) comprising three units (the lenses,

eventually the system for adjusting the focal length (22) and

the 2 CCD or CMOS sensors) connected to the image connection

ecard (312) wia a preferably shielded cable (11), in order to

avoid interferences barmfiul to the quality of the information

being transmitted. This card will itself be connected to the

eomputer (5) or te the specifie casing (6) through the specific

Sommector (13) depending from the camera {1}. Thia same

Longitudinal cross-sectional view permits to identify the LEDs

Placed towards the optical system (14} inside the head pretected

by the protective glass {17} and/or at the periphery of the

optical system, outside the latter (15). A button (18) permits

te activate the picture recording, when we do riot use the foot

pedal. Using a pilcttrure-recording system witheut any offset
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allows us to take this 3D image with the button without any risk

ef blur that could be created by an involuntary movement.

Figure 4 illustrates more accurately the basic principle of the

present invention application. We gee the schematic

xepresemtation of the head of the camera (7} and the two

different optical systems (10). These systems are comprised,

Exam the bottom to the top, of the fEocusing and the imagqe-

tramsmission lenses and the CCDs/CMOS. These lenses are shown

without focal adyustment. system. If we use traditional lenses,

it will be necessary to have a forcal-length adjusting system

{22} permitting to scanning in "2s" a £ield with a i toe 3 em

field depth,

Advantageously, the lens will be of the liquid type iVarioptic -

Fe) or of glass or melded glags/plastic with a pupil on the

input face.

The focal Length will advantageously be between 0.5 and 5 mm. in

order ko meet the requirements of large and small field im the

Limited environment the oral environment represents,

The white and blue LEDs ({15) are arranged around the optical

system, immediately behind the protective glass (17), whether

heating or mot. They will preferably be specifically selected

based on the desired type of Lighting color.

it should be noted that there is mo structured Light projection,

but two areas visualized by the optical system and the CCDs.

Advantageously, the narrow and accurate area {19} is completely

included in the less accurate wide area (20) of the teerh

measured by optical impression. AS we fan see, one of the

advantages of this method is to include the accurate area in the

general area, which largely facilitates the correlation of the

two stereoscopic pictures. This also reduces the uncoded areas,

Since what one camera will not record will be read by the second
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one. The mere movement the camera will correct the eventual lack

ef coding.

Eventually and preferably, the narrow area can also be partially

idneluded im the area for purposes of industrial design and size,

in this case, the narxow accurate measurement area will overlap

the less accurate widest area.

Bventually and advantageously, in order to facilitate the

xeading of the accurate and marrow area, it. is possible to adda

Gisplacement motor so that the narrow area quickly scans the

entire wide area during the recording of pictures. The

@isplacement motor may use all the techniques of displacement of

the lenses.

Eventually and advantageously, this narrow area may be of

variable zoom, which allews the operater to vary the desired

accuracy in this narrow area between 1 and 20 um, while

benefiting from the large reading field in the wide area.

his atereoscopic camera is comprised of one or several unitary

er multiple sensors, two in Pigure 4, in a predetermined

position, which ca be CCDs or CMOS, for example of 2 megapixels

at 2.2 ym, (25 to 500 dmages / second) defining, by their

venewal, the reading speed, thus the speed of recording of

successive impressions permitting a static ox dynamic reading,

25 we know for a photo camera or a video-camera. We can thus

have a dynamic view by moving over the area of analysis, unlike

with the profilometric phase systems that require a minimum of

four pictures for extracting the relief, the system used in the

present invention only requires a single frame or a double frame

at two levels of accuracy, avoiding any movement. in the

measurement, or the integration of the infermation on the sensor

is immediate and simultaneous.

it ais also comprised of an optical assembly having ome focal

length or at least two different focal lengths, which can
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ranging from a numerical aperture (NAJ}) of 0.001 to O.4, and

permits to transmit ta the sensox(s) of the camera, without

distortion, the data visualized on the two or several operatory

fields. For example. for the intra-oral pictures, in the example

ghown in Figure 4, these fields can be deseribed as follows;

a. one of the fields covers a large suxface, buh with a

iowar resolution, for axample and this is not

xestrictive, of 206 wm (A: 0.0325, ai.¢@. a Eocal

equivalent of F/8}) ever a Fleld of 30e20 mm.

b. the other field is smaller, but more accurate, for

example and this is not restrictive, with a

resolution of 10 am (STAs o025, L.@. a focal

equivalent of F/4) over a Field of 15 «x 10 mm. The

field depth is small, a series of picture recordings

with a variable depth is foreseen.

a. The small field is fully included in the large field,

at all Jevels, whether centered or mot, im erder toa

detect the data for the generation of the three

dimensions of the object (x, y & 2} and to facilitate

the veal-time correlation between the accurate views

and the general larger~field views.

ad. The objective can be comprised of several glass or

molded glass/plastiac elements, the adjustment being

performed by & micro-~moter.

Eventually and advantageously, this adjustment the field depth

on the teeth will be carried out using a liquid lens, in order

to ensure a perfect adaptation based on the proximity of the

intra-oral surfaces and to avoid the use of a micro-motor.

Eventually and advantageously, it can also be comprised of a

lens, for example a thermoplastic lens yeferred to as “free-

form” cemprised of a flat top surrounded by n asymmetric facets
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ensuring, im one picture recording, the visualization of the

oral environment according to m different viewing angles. The

faceted portion is oriented towards the sensor and the flat side

towards the oxrai environment. The sensor will receive n slightly

different images with views from =a different angle depending on

the angle of cut of the facet with respect te the flat surface.

Thus, in ome single recording of pictures is possible the

eapturing and digitizing of mn instantanecusly correlated

atereoscopic views of different surfaces, avoiding the addition

of a second sgenger and a sarond optical system.

Eventually and advantageously, if we have a single sensor, no

longer the predetermined position af the sensor all the views,

as we have seen previcusiy, but the sequences of successive

captures will define. The displacement movements correlated with

& sequence of automatic picture recordings will define the

different planes of picture recording. For example, the first

image will be recorded at time TO, then a slight shift, which

will lead to a change in angie of viewing, will be followed by a

new recording at time TO + 1 second (for example) and sc on.

Eventually and advantageously, an accelerometer, a gyre or a 3D

magnetometex (52) will be inetalled near the CcD/CMOS sensox, in

exder to agsist with the correlations and to compensate for an

eventual Failure of one of the sensors. According to the present

invention, in order to aveid amy interruption in the ¢limical

action or to replace one of the fields (large or small as the

case may be), it will be for exampie a 3D accelerometer with a

frequency of acquisition higher than er equal to 5S0Hz, an

interval of +/- 10g and an accuracy lower than or equal to 3 mg.

Eventually and advantageously, the general infermation on the

Field depth will be indicated by ome of the sensors, for example

the wide-field sensor, so that the focal teangth of the other,

amali-field senmser is prepositioned im am area close to the

reality analyzed by the first, For example-wide field sensor.
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Figure 5 shows the volume measured in the mouth of a patient.

The smali volume, dn which the dentist can move his camera,

considerably limits the possibilities of having both a wide

field and a high accuracy. With the new concept introduced here,

and sticking to the laws of optical physies, ib i8 possible to

measure a volume of 20 x 30 mm and a field depth of 2 mm with an

accuracy of 20 pm at the level of the wide fleld. The narrow

field limits the volume to 19 # 15 4 0.5 mm for an accuracy of

LO pm. FRis is given only by way of an emample and ean vary

significantly depending on the qualities of the optical systems

being used. These values are congistent with the requirements of

an optical impression in the mouth for making good prostheses

and good diagnoses.

The Eield depth is imsufficient, but it is laid om by the

proximity of the teeth with respect to the optical system laid

on by the space between the upper teeth and the lower teeth. In

erder to solve the problem of field depth, a series of picture

xecordings is provided for im Figure 6, by varying between 10

and 20 times in the accurate area and between 5 and 19 times in

the wider area. This ensures accuracies within 10 pm ({amall and

accurate marrow field} and within 20 pm {less accurate wide

Field) with a field depth between 10 and 30 mm, which is

sufficient in dentistry.

Bventuaily and advantageously, these movements in field depth in

the marrow field and in the wide field can be synchronized or

not depending on the needs of the recording of optical

impression. As wewlll see in the software processing, this

adjustment can be Limited, since the CCD/CMOS can recognize

whether the collection of information is unclear or net, This

provides an information on the position of the teeth with pre

mespect to the optical system and enables an automatic-

adjustment of the £ield depth. This also provides the advantage

of limiting the scanning im depth amd of Limiting the successive

picture recordings.
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Im Figure 7 we have the representation of the area scarnhed by

the wide f€ield (23) and by the succession ef pietures of the

accurate and narrow field (24). As we can see in the example

given, ten pictures are suffielent to cover an entire Field with

an mccaracgy of 10 pm.

In fact, the demtist will position its accurate view on the

tentral area requiring oral maximum accuracy. This area can be

the finishing line of a preparation, but also, as we can sea in

Figure 7, the grooves and the cusps of the teeth. Ae will be

presented later in the description of the “software®, in

particular in Figure 13 (stacked surfaces strategy), a judicious

use of this high-precision area largely contributes to a high-

fidelity reconstruction. The area common to both cameras is used

for reconstruction and largely bemefits of the level of details

provided by the accurate field. Om the other hand, by moving the

head randomly, and thanks to the high Erequemcy of acquisition

of images, the user has 4 great chance to cever the whole area

to be reconstructed by the part common to both cameras. Finally,

should an area exhibit dmsufficient accuracy, visual feedback

willl ba provided to the user, who can then focus the accurate

£Eield om this area, in oxdex to achieve sufficient accuracy.

As can be seen in Figures 8a, Sh and 8c, a 3D stereoscopic view

is possible when it is possible to correlate homologous. dots

found im each of the pictures recorded together ex with a slighh

time shift. Figure Sa shows the automatic determination of the

Komeloagous dets in two occlusal and lingual pictures of the same

teeth on a dental plastex (Figure 8a ~ 26). This automatic

determination is possible with the software, which is an

integrai part of our invention.

Phe Lines that we can see unit identical and hemelegeus dots

identified in aach of the two pictures. The same representation

can be made on an intra-oral view (Figure §&b - 27) thanks to the

software system,
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Eventually and advantagecusiy, the “seftware" permite this

mutomatic identification of the area of forus in the aren of

Eield depth, while noting that everything happens for areas

outside the field as if they had been subjected to a low-pass

filter with respect te aress inside the Fields therefore, the

iocal power spectrum has a softer slope. The power spectrum is

thus calculated in "patches" p of the image {typically a 2020

pixel square ares), the decreasing slope op of which is

approximated accerding £0 a decreasing exponential model. Then,

the xatio f{op-a0)/a0 ia calculated, where o@ is the decreasing

slope fox the entire image. Is this ratio below a carthain

threshold adapted to the image, then the patch is considered

outside the area of focus.

The result is a representation of a scatter diagram arranged in

Space (Pigure &c - 28), a part of which is very accurate (legs

than 10 um) .

Eventually and advantageously. this representation as a scatter

Giagram is also performed thanks toa the 3D reconstruction

techniques described in Figure x.

Eventually and advantageously, this representation can also be

mage by a dense, polygonalisée and textured representation close

to the actual visual representation, at the Bezier surface, by

Radial Basis Funetions, by NURBs, or by wavelets.

in this case, the software will pracesd as deseribed in Figure

x, in order to perform thie modeling. Schamatically,. the sparse

Scatter diagram generated by the 3D reconstruction (Figure x} is

interpolated using the technique described in figure y. This

technique has the advantage of deneifying the seatter diagram

and of modeling it by means of soft Radial Basis Functions type

CUrves . (Without loss of generality, the modeling can be

performed for example, and this is not restrictive, by Bezier

eurves, by Radial Baais Functions, by NRURBs, ox by wavelets.)

Once the surface model is applied, polygomalization oceurs by
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neanes of a conventional technique {for example, and this is not

xestrictive, Bleoomenthal technique, ball piveting, Poisson

xrecometruction}), then a texture as described in Figure =z is

calculated and applied.

The advantage of these modeling methods in real time or almost

im xye@al time is that they permit, starting From a shereoscopirc

view, an immediate 3D representation on the prachitiones’s

display screen. He can vary the corlentation and zoom digitally

em all or part cr the impression, in order to verify and/or

validate his work for the following part of hig clinical

operations.

Fig. @ shows the LEDs providing sufficient light for a gcod

stereoscopic recording. In order to achieve an accurate and

complete mensurement, it is necassary to have a good lighting of

the scene. Fhe question is not at ell te project structured

Light, but only to light the scene in a relatively dark mouth.

Eventually and advantageously, the lighting will be LED lighting

For powers that can vary between 10,000 and 300,000 lux of white

light and between 5,000 and 360,000 lux of blue light.

That is why a few LEDs are sufficient. In Figure 98a are shown

two white LEDs (29) among the eight that are necessary to

achieve 206,000 lux of white light and 1 bine BED (30) among the

4 blue LEDs that area necessary to achieve the 100,000 lux of

blus Light.

Eventually and advantageously, other LEDs will be added which

have an umstructured Light, but with the exact characteristics

an terms of purity (consistent or not}, of type icolor) and

intensity (power). Im Figure 9a ia shown, fer example, and this

is not restrictive, @ green LED (31) permitting to develop some

functions of assistance te the diagnosis on a 3% image,

transferred onto our 3D surfaces.
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This is the more interesting as since we are not using

structured light, it is always possible te perform real-time

eolor analyses in the mouth of the patients, both at the level

of the nucosa and at the level of the mineral structures of the

tooth or the prosthetic reconstruction materials.

Eventually and advantagecusiy, the Light will be chosen so that

dt can highlight mineral or organic carious fracbures or damage

in the orystal of the tooth. This is particularly interesting

because the display will not occur om 2D images, as presently

known, bub on stauctures shown im 3D highlighting the areas to

be analyzed, diagnosed or treated. This also allows the

practitioner to follow up the quality of his work and to he

sure, on 3D images, he has properly treated the highlighted
disease.

Eventually and advantageously, this permits to highlight

fracturas in the restorative materials (as for example a slit in

the girconia ceramics) and to assess whether a new intervention

on the reconstitution is necessary.

Eventually and advantageously, in addition to diffuse LED light,

im order to assist the practitioner in knowing where the high-

precision reading is lecated (marrow field im the wide field),

the projection of a target ({Pigure 9b ~ 32a) surrounding thie

specific area is eventually foreseen.

Brentually and advantageously, cther LEDs will be added, which

have a non-structured Light, Dut wWEth the specific

characteristics in terms of purity {consistent or not}, type

{color} and intensity (power). In Pigure 9a is shown, for

example and non-restrictively, a green LED (31) permiting te

develop some functions of assisting to the diagnosis on a 3b

image, transferred onto our 3D surfaces.

Sventualiy and advantageously, the projection of a frame

surrounding the wide Field ({32b) is provided for, which avoids
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the practitioner from fellowimy his scamning on the sereen

during the recording of an impression in the mouth.

Using hese bliue and/or white LEDs kas the advantage of

permitting an easier search for homologous points and to

determine a higher numbexr oF them on a tooth that has a

cryatailine and slightly penetrating structure. Eventually and

advantageously, though the penetration of a diffuse LED light is

not comparable to that of structured light projected on a

surface of the tooth, the Blue light will be used to make them

look more chalky, avoiding the use of a covering layer referred

to ae coating.

Eventually and advantageously, the lighting system with LEDS of

various wavelengths or colers, the mix of which will he chosen,

fer example, so as to creste Flucrestence or phosphorescence

effects in the crystals of the tooth or in some parts or

pathologies of the gum. This will further promote the display of

the surface of the mineralized tissues in the blue or the Uv,

Since a fluorescent tooth btissue has & particularly “*mat#

aspect, which avoids the surface or paint deposition referred to

as coating.

This same applicatien finally allows us to pemetrate inte finer

gum axyeas, such as they exist in the dental sulcus. This permits

the operator to have a view on the emergence of the tooth

through the gum. biikewise, the choice of a ‘udieliousiy selected

complementary color, for example, among the red, permits to

reduce the harmful effects of blood and saliva and facilitates

the recording of an optical impression.

Advantageously, these LEDs will have a variable powar and color,

an ordex te light, at low power, the measured surface or, at

high power, to cross some small thicknesses of the epithelial

tissue.
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Through the mounting as provided fer in this methed, as Figures

iQa, 206 amd 10c show, a reading in white light ids provided fer,

in order to have the exact color of the mouth environment (33)

and eventually the addition of a@ picture recarding in

Gemplementary Light, for example and son-restrictively in blue

Zight (34) or am association of the complementary light and the

white Light {complementary blue at 35}.

Eventually and advantageously, one or more of the color

components added to the white light will he subtracted, in order

te arrange and represent on the acreen and in real time the real
color of the measured oral environment.

Eventually and advantageously, this choice of the LED color can

be predetermined or automatic. If the saatter diagram is

insutificient during a rensding in white light, the system

automatically {or manually) activates the complementary LEOQs,

for example the blue LEDs, and the system records again the same

pleture, The addition of the biue and white pictures multiplies

the chances of increasing the information on the surfaces and

the search for homologous dots.

Eventually and advantageously. these LEDs can also have a

predetermined wavelength permitting to highlight the matural

anatomic elements {bottoms of furrows or color areas

differentiating tumors, gums or tooth shades) or markings made

before the recording of impreseions and made by means of

specific and predefined colored markers.

These maxkings can advantageously be objects of different shapes

placed in the measured area, glued or accommodated for example

en the teeth, in the spaces between the teeth or on the inplant

heads, in order to facilitate the correlation of the pictures,

but alse in order to know the exact spatial position of these

pradefined marks.
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In the case of implants or dental canals, this will permit to

knew some inaccessible areas during the optical reading. The

Aademtification of the mark and «a priori knowledge of the

carrying shape will permit to derive the shape and the spatial

position of the hidden part.

The Light combinations permit to highhight details on the areas

With a weak texbure, which do nok appear under “natural” Light.

An optimal combination will be provided to the user by default:

however, several pre-established combinations {which can

highlight the markings, for example) will be provided.

The Light combimation permits, on the other hand, to have

additional information for each spectral band. Thus, when we

will present the algorithm for searching optical traces in

figure =, the processing is mot performed on the global image.

but in paraliel on the three spectral bands. The optical traces

used for the 35 reconstruction result from the combination of

the traces obtained for the three spectral bands.

in Figure 11, two additional functions required in the mouth are

shown. Very often, during a recording of an optical impression.

three optical elements that can degrade the information are

avoided. They axe Bleed, due to the preparation of the tooth,

saliva that naturally £lows in an open mouth, and mist that

appears om a surface colder than the mouth.

For this reason and for reasons of comfort and accuracy, it is

foreseen to associate with the camera, in the reading head, a

spray of air or Liquid, of which can be seen the aperture (37),

which ia directed towards the xeading area. This permits to

evacuate saliva or blood during the reading.

Likewise, the glass protecting the optical system and the LEDs

an the head of the caniera, is designed as a heating glass, for

example between 20 and 35°, depending on the seasons, so as to

limit the deposition of mist on the protective glass.
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Figure 12 shows the general diagram of the software portion.

This diagram permite both to provide a real-time 3B

reconstruction durimg che acquisition and te ensure spatial

high-fidelity of the final model.

A farst reconstruction is performed an real time and

sequentialiy: when images are acquired {53}, a regional 3D

reconstruction (54) is calculated (from this only pair ~- if twe

cameras - or with a few preceding paixys - if a single camera}

then added to the global reconstruction as it was before the

acquisition of this pair. The reconstruction is instantly

displayed on the sereen (55), eventually with annotations on its

Local quaiity, enabling the user te visually identify the areas

in which a second pass would eventually be necessary. The

sequential reconstruction is continued until the user completes

the acquisition of images.

Once the acquisition is complete, we proceed to the final

adiustments of the reconstructed 35 model: enhancement of the

accuracy of the model and estimation of the seale factor. The

tetal duration of the final adjustment does not exceed 5

Minatles .

First of all, the 3D xeconstruction may require a scaling (56)

when the images were acquired from a single camera. The

estimation of the scale factor ta be applied to the

reconstructed 3D model is performed by means of a Eilter, for

example, and this is mot restrictive, a Kalman filter, and uses

both the measurements for example, and this is net restrictive,

fxom the accelerometer and those fé~rom the images (relative

positions of the cameras with respect to each other) .

Furthermore, the real-time 3D reconstruction is refined in order

to admaexease accuracy (57). The precision-gain technique is

detailed in Figure 17.
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Figures ita, i3b and j3c schematically show how the pictures

acquired from the two cameras can be used. To this end; three

ways of operating, and this is not restrictive:

Pigurée 13: When a paix of dmages is newly acquired by the

two cameras, we look for the optical traces (dets of

interest and correspondences) among the two images

(aigorithm shown in Figure £5}. The corresponding dots

then permit, py triangulation, te ecalculate the

corresponding 3D dots. Triangulation is extremely simple

in the case of two cameras, since we are im a calibrated

configuration, in which we know the imntringie {focal

length and distortion} and extrinsic (relative positions

of the cameras with rest to each other, by construction

of the camera} parameters.

Yhe 3D scather diagram generated is then interpolated,

polygonealized and textured {algorithm shown din Pigure

16). A validity index gq (57} is then calculated for each

element {fox example, and this is mot wréestrictive,

triangie or tetrahedron) of the polygonalized 3b

2160/3 2
¢= fatbectadpy © *reconstruction. We will chese

volume, a, b, ©, @ * Jength cof the sides of the

tetrahedron, for example, and this is not restrictive}.

If, at a point, this index is lower than a cerbain

threshold, the reconstruction element is labeled as

invalid, which will permit a real time visual feedback to

the user during the phase of display, so that the user

can acgquixve new pictures in this area and thus obtain a

sufficient quality. A global index of validity of the

reconstruction generated by the pair of images is also

derived, by calculating the percentage of invalid

elements compared to the tetal number of reconstruction

elements. If this percentage is lower than «a certain
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threshold, the ganerated surface will not be integrated

inte the reconstruction.

The generated surface, if walid, is imbegrated into the

partial reconstruction for example by resetting, and this

is mot restrictive, of the non-linear Iterative Closest

Point type followed by a simplification {removal of

redundant 3D dots or ocutliexs}. Eventually ard

advantageously, the integration inta the partial

reconstruction can be done by performing a tracking of

the relative positions of the cameras by an algorithm

simiijar to that shown in the following figure.

Finally, the reconstruction phase is followed by a phase

of display.

Figure i136: Alternatively. the images frem the two

cameras can be used independently. Two regional 3D

reconstructions can be calculated independentiy for the

wide-field camera and the small-field camera, thanks to

the algorithms shown in FPigure 14. Since the small-field

reconstruction is caleulated based on images that

integrate into ss fixed position in the IlLarge-field

images, ait can be directly integrated into the lLarge-

field yveconstxuction. The end of the algorithm is then

similar to the case shown in Figure I3a.

Figure 13a; Altexnatively, the images ef the smail-fiela

camera can be used only sporadically. During the

acquisition, then they axe stored, but not automatically

Processed. The reconstruction is carried ont only from

the wide-field camera, thanks to ene of the algerithms of

Figure 24, then the local quality indices are calculated.

For the invalid elements, one looks through reverse

projection to which portion of the large-~field 2D image

they helong, then ome Jooke in the small-field image

database whether some images (typically some tem images)
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rover this area. A iocal raconstruction is then

calculated based om these small-field images, then the

validity indices are ye-caleulated. If the latter are

above the threshold, than the small-field recenstraction

as integrated into the Jarge-field one in a way similar

to Figure i3b.

Figure i4 details the two strategies usable for reconshructing

the 3D medel from a single camera. The complexity of the

algorithms uged in this case results directiy from the freedom

given to the user to use the system without any constraint.

Thus, the movements of the system cannet be predicted; im other

words, when the picture recordings are acquired, we cannot know

a priori from where these pictures have been recorded. It is

then up to the algorithms to find the specific spatial

exganization of the pictures, in order to ensure # faithful

xeconstruction of the object.

e Sequential Case: We work in a projective geometry, which

requires from the atart of the acquisition to choose a pair

of images serving as a geometrical reference, The choice of

these first two pictures is essential to avoid falling

thereafter inte a preblem of lecal minima. Among the firget

images of the acquisition, the initializing pair is

selected such thats

o The number of matches between the first two pictures

is at least 4060.

o The distance between these two pictures is large

enough: axbitrarily, we will wait for the data fErom

the accelerometer that at least 5mm have been

covered; otherwise (ik the operator remains

immobile}, we will wait umbil ab most 40 images have

been acquired,
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From these first two pictures, a first estimate of the geometry

igs performed:

> The optical trace is calculated between these 2

images (algorithm of Figure 15}

The projection matrices Pl and P2 (representative ofey 9

the spatial position of the cameras) are calculated

from the matches by a conventional 5-point algorithm.

o Yhe corresponding dots are triangulated, in order ts

obtain an initial estimation of the 3D dots.

cf) © The geometry Is updates by self-calibration, in order

bo pags from a projective geometry to a nearly-metric

geometry (within one scale factor).

o The generated 3D gcabter diagram is then

interpolated, polygonalized and textured {algorithm

1S in Figure 16}. The generated surface is the first

estimate of the partial 35 reconstruction.

Then, the reconstruction is enriched thanks to any newly

acquired picbure i:

* the optical trace is complemented by calculating the

20 dots ef interest in this pieture and by matehing it

with the previous picture (58).

» Knowing the correspondence with certain dots of

interest im image i-1, and knowing the coordinates of

32D points that are projected onto these dets of

25 interest, it is possible to estimate the projection

matcin P,. for example and this is not restrictive, by

re~sectioning (59).

* ines all the projection matrices are now known until

image i, we xre~estimate the 35D dets linearly based on
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these matrices and the optical traces. In practice, in

order to maintain the real-time constraint, we only

work om the current pichure and the n previous pictures

(typically, n=3 or 4). The total geometry on these n

pictures (projection matrices and 35 dots) is then

refined by a mon-linear algorithm for example, and this

is not restrictive, of the Sparse Bundle Adjustment

type.

The total 3D scatter diagram is again interpolated by

multiscale RBF. then pelygonalized and texturized.

The local indices of validity are calculated, and then

follewa the visualization phase.

s Case by sub-eequences: The sub-sequence etrategy calculates

partial reconstructions for sub-sequences of images, formed

by isolating spatially coherent groups of images and having

a targe number of corresponding dots. Gne proceeds as
follows:

Sequencing algorithm: The video stream is divided into

sub-sequences', referred fo as regions, as the

acquisition progxresses, after calculating the optical

traces. If the optical seaxrch occurs by tracking, «a

region ends (60) whem the percentage of dots still in

tracking phase @rops below 70%; for the other optical

search techniques, the region ends when the number of

matches with the First image of the region is Lower

than Y0O% of the dots of interest of the current image.

When the current region ise closed, a new region is

¢reated and initialized with the new image being

acquired.

Ag s00m a@5 an area is closed (613}, the relative

positions of the cameras and the 39 dots corresponding

to the optical traces found in this region by an
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factorization, for amampise and this if not rastrictive,

ef the Tomasi Kanade type are calculated in parallel.

The generated 3D scatter diagram is interpolated, then

polygonalized and textured (algorithm of Figure 16}.

o The geometries differ by region when this algorithm is

used as is; Che generated surfaces are thus not

eoherent in space. In order to bring all the regione in

the same geometry (62). one should be careful to put

some images {typlioaally 3) artiviaqialiy an com@«»orn

between 2 adjacent regions, which will permit to derive

a txransiormation homography between pairs ef adjacent

regions. The homegraphy is applied to each end of the

generated surface, in order to integrate it into the

giobal model.

» The Jocal indices of validity are calculated, then

foliews the visualization phase.

Figure 15 shows an example of calculation of an oeptbical trace by

tracking dots of interest. The dets of interest of the current

image are represented in it by squares (63), while the Lines

represent the positions of these dots of interest in the

previous images.

‘She search for noticeable optical traces of 3b dots occurs by

searching dots of imterest im all the acquired 20 images, then

by Searching matches between the dots of interest ef different

images. Several schemes are possible;

* Optical Tracking of Angles: The general idea is to

calculate noticeable dots (angles) in an image, then te

track these dots in the following images without having te

re-detect them. The tracking phase comtinues as long ag «a

certain percentage of noticeable dots of the first image is

still detectable (typically 703) ; below this threshold, a
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mew detection phase of noticeable dots is conduched on the

foliowing image.

The detection of angles occurs by calculating for any pixel

(2) xfox w ¥ OXY 

 {x, y) bhe 2*2 matrix ¢€ 2 ; Where

(2) oft
x}\ap) ek Op

iI denotes the intensity in (x, y} of the image and W a

suxrreunding of (x, y). Let’s assume that Al and A2 are the

2 @igenvalues of thig matrix; if these 2 values are above 2

Certain threshold (typicaliy @.15), the dot is considered

Be a@ noticeable dot.

For the tracking, we look, ameng 2 images { and i +1 and

for each noticeable dot, the displacement d=(d,, dy} that

S((x,¥)-Lale+d,y+d,) . This
We

minimzee

displacement ie caloulated by d=C".b. € being tha 2*2

7 C(x, ¥)- Tals, ve Lt,ylMatrix avoked above, and b=>)~Ube y)-hotevel (ey)
Since this optical tracking technique is reliable for amail

displacements, the contingencies of large displacements are

coped with by sequentially calculating the displacement d

on & pyramid of images (from a Largely subsampled version

of the images to the original resolution).

The above-mentioned techniques are based on the implicit

assumption that the stream of images if caonsistent, i.e.

the displacement between 2 successive images is small, and

2 suctessive images are of sufficlent quality to find a

Satiafactory amount of matching dots {at least 36).

As regards the displacement between 2 images, the

acquisition of the images occurs at a conventional video-
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stream fErequency. We can therefore expect a very small

displacement between 2 images. For a larger displacement

that would result into an impossibility of finding dots

corresponding with the previous Images, a new region can be

generatad,

As regards the insufficient quality of an image (in the

eventual case oF a blurred image, for example), the

matching phase acts as a filter, simce it is clear that

very few matching dots will be found. The image will then

be shored without being processed, and one will wait for

the next image thet will have a sufficient number of

matching dots.

Unchanged dots + matching at least squares: The dots of

interest are sought ain the 2D images by well-known

techniques, which lock for dots that remain unchanged under

change of scale and illumination. These techniques have the

advantage of being capable of calculating morphological

deseriptoxrs for each det of interest.

The matching between dots of interest for a given pair of

images is performed by searching for any dot of interest

Si, adm aimage 1, the dot of interest x,; in image 2

minimizing the distance at x, at the least squares in

terms of descriptors. In order to avoid false matches or

outliers, the fundamental matrix F will first be calculated

hetween images i and 2 (which binds the pairs of dots of

interest by the ratio wi. PF mi” = 0.

Tf, For a pair of potentially matching dots of interest x,

and xi. at the least squares, the product wi:.F i," ie

larger than 19°, the pair ia rejected.

The search fer an optical trace then occurs by transition

during the acquisition of a new image. When acquiring image

iy, it ia assumed that the caleslation of the optical trace
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was performed for all previous images 4, ... 2331. The dots

of dnterest 1, are then calculated, which are brought inte

correspondence with image 13... The optical traces are ther

complemented by transition, whereby it should be noted that

> Lio om; de in correspondence with x*.,., and i4;., is in

coxrrespondence with Xyy.2, them i;. da in correspondence

with Mij-2«

s Strong gradients + matching by correlation: As dots of

interest of an image are considered all the dets where the

10 variations in intensity sere important. Im practice, for

each det of the image considered is calculated the standard

deviation of the intensities in a 20*20 pixel surrounding

around this dot. If the deviation is above a certain

threshold {typically in the range of 10, for intensities

coded on & bits}, then the dot is considered as a dot ofpars. hay

interest.

The search for matches between 2 images at the level of

theix dots of interest occurs by @ correlation technique,

For example and this is not reeatrictive, of the Medici type

20 ifrench Patents filed om 29.03.2005 EPLTS6771 (80453) and

EPOSOO0L2Z8 (€ BO4TL}).

Figure 16 showeae three simplified steps of the real-time 35

reconstruction algorithm. The reproduction (65) is ome of the 2D

images of the acquisition te be reconstructed. The reproduction

25 (66} represents the scatter diagram generated by ome of the

algorithms for calculating the 3D s¢sakter diagram. The

reproduction (67) shows the partial 3D reconstruction calculated

based on the xeproduction (66) thankea to the algerithm for

imtexpolating the scatter diagram, polygonization and texturing

30 detailed below.

The 3D modeling follows three steps. In the first step, the 3D

scatter diagram obtained by processing the optical jJines is

deneadfied by caleulating an implicit interpolation fumetion £.
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Thanks to this implicit function, the 3D surface interpolating

the points is polygonalized for example by meams of the method,

and this is mot regtrictive, such as Bloomenthal. Finally, each

polygon is textured in a very simple way: by projecting the 3p

points delimiting the polygon omto the images that generated

these points, a polygonal area is delimited on these images. We

then datermine the average value cof the texture of these

polygonal areas, and ib is assigned te the polygon.

The main difficulty resides in the algorithm used for

interpolating and calculating the implicit funetion. This

algorithm is optimally adapted to our usa, because it permits a

real-time interpolation and, unlike other interpolation

techniquea, it permits a dense interpolation from a very

seattered initial diagram, which is very often the case when

working with objects with iAittie texture Like the teeth, Below

we explain the generic interpolation underlying this algorithm,

then its use in practice in a multi-scale scheme:

* Generic Interpolation: Assuming that Pi represents the dots
+

ef the 3D diagram {after estimation ef the smormak nm at

these points}, we will search for the implicit fanetion

fork?» R, based on RadialBasia Functions (RBF) such that

the points * belonging to the surface are those for which

E(X}=0. We choose £ such that:

  f= Vie+aled(x- pl)
pe

with

$,(x) = realda=(-rY srs)
Loy

The unknowns te be determined to explain £ are thus the g,

and the A,.
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Estimation of the gi: Let's consider the point Pi and ites
“2

normal i; . let's choose a system fu,v,w) such that u and w

are perpendicular to the normal and w points in the

direction of the normal. Assuming that h is a function of

the form Alu,y)=<4nu?+BuviCe, we Look in pi for the

eoeftieientsa A, B and C so as to minimize the followingd.

quantity 2be 4PEF
 _> pjjelw, abe, vpy. We then calculate gi (x)

by gC) =w- Au.)-

Estimation of the A,;: Knowing that jf{P)=OVP. we can

estimate the Ai by simply solving the linear system.

Multiscale Interpolation: ‘The generic interpolation is

actually conducted on subsets of points, in order to

dargely improve the accuracy of the interpolation. We first

of all construct a set {P,P} as follows: the set & is
a parallelepiped including the set of points Pi. Between 2

successive levels k-1 and &. a subdivision ot

parallelepipeds into 8 small parallelepipeds made.

The function £ is calculated by an iterative procedure. We

start with f°«-1, then we iterate on the sets B by

updating £:

 
&

AoBO: Pw=f"&+o'(wo@= V(etw+a led. f
preP,

The g/ are determined as described above on the set Pos

and the Ai are calculated by solving the system

fopyvottphy=o.
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The oare updated such that ot = , and the number of

8o

levels to be constructed is defined by M=-toe,|o

Figure 17 shows the 2 steps of enhancement of the accuracy:

¢ Global cdaleulakion of the geometry {€8): In comtrast to ali

the real~time 3D reconstruction. techniques presented above,

we use, at the end of the acquisition. a te-agseasment of

the spatial positions of the cameras and the 3D poitate

based no lenger on some images {fixed number of images if

sequential strategy, region if sub-sequential strategy),

but on ali the images cf the acquisition.

We therefore use an algorithm of the type Sparse Bundle

Adjustment, with as the initial estimate the positions of

the 3D points and the projection matrices of the cameras ag

they were at the end of the acquisition. The scatter

diagram is finally densified by the interpolation algorithm
evoked above.

s §$pace carving (69): Once the global 30 scatter diagram has

been re-calculated, the glebal 3D reconstruction consiates

of a Delaunay triangulation of the diagram. This

triangulation provides a much too dense set of polygons,

mot taking inte consideration the visibility of the points.

im o¢der to segment this model and to extract only the

visible aaformation, we perform & graph-cut type

segmentation aiming at minimizing the energy E= visibility

+ photo-consistency + surface, with:

@ Visibility: fer each tetrahedron of the model is

known from which cameras it was reconstructed. It is

thus visible from this camera and xo other

tetrahedron should be lecated between it and the
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camera. Thus, for each tetrahedron, the rexrm

visibility counts the number of tetrahedra between

it and the camera.

© Phote-censistency: Let's assume that p(T) is a

Phote-consiatency measure for a triangle T of the

reconstruction. (Traditionally, we can take the

average value of the differences between the texture

of this triangle and the textures of the 2D points,

which its vertices are derived from). The term

photo-consistency energy to be minimized is equal to

Eprom = 2, PTY s aire(T) . En the care of the minimization

per graph cut, we will minimize by adding to the

graph. for each pair of tetrahedra sharing a

triangle T, two nodes p and g with a weight edge

W,, = PP).

o Surface area: we try to have a surface with an as

small as possible surface area. We will minimize by

adding to the graph, for any pair of tetrahedra

sharing & triangle T., two nodes p and q with a

weight edge W) =aire(?) .

The handling of such a system is extremely simple because its

characteristics are deemed fixed and unchangeable by the

operator, except the type of s@lected lighting, although this

Function can be controlled by a sequence of automatic actions

leading to the desired diagnosis. fo this end, the operator

identist, dental technician or physician) has «= compuker showing

him the operations the camera can carry out and permitting him
to choose between one function and another one.

All or part of the treatment can oceur at the level of the carde

included in the camera, whereby the vest of the treatment can

eventually be performed by a generic system (laptep ox standard
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desktop computer} or a epecific system including cards

specifically dedicated to the application of processing,

transmission and data display.

Thus, in *"measuring*® function, after having selected this mode

of action, the operator starts the measurement, using a button

located on the camera, or a pedal in comnmicarion with the

computer, the camera or on the intermediate casing, after having

positioned the camera over the area to be measured and stops it

when the feels he has enough information. To thia end, he stops

the pressure, ox presses a second time.

The camera is, in this aase of picture recording in the mouth or

on @ plaster model, moved over the arch, in order to cellect the

color 20 information, x and y,; om each of the sensor(s}), which

can be ¢CCDs/CMOSs with or without accelerometers.

The software processing permits to calculate practically in real

time the 3D coordinates (x, y and 2} and the color of each of

the points measured on x and y. We obtain a 3D Flle of @ partial

or Complete arch in color.

The successive recordings of images, a real film of the area to

be measured, permit a complete record of the information

necessary fox the digital processing ef all or part of the

object measured in the veatibular, lingual and proximal ares. A

alight light pattern permits to indicate the successive picture

xecerdings to the operator.

The knowledge of all the points of ali the gurfaces of the two

measured arches alse allows the operator to re-record certain

insufficiently accurate areas. These areas are identified

aufomatically by the software by means of different real-time

systems such as the existence of a lack of infermation on the

scatter diagrams (wide detection} or the existence of aberrant

dots with respect to their immediate vicinity Clocal detection) .
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Yhis same detection cam occur at the level of the modeling

curves (Nurbs, radial basis functions, wavelets ...+).

These areas will be marked with a toler or by another method

capable of drawing the clinician’s athention. Yhe latter will

take agaim the camera and the identification of the new points

with respect to the known points will permit to fill in the

imaccurate spaces or areag. This operation can be facilitated by

mumbering the areas to be read again, a reading order to he

followed, and/or the presence of a2 35 actelerometer.

These data undergo, om the one hand, an analog-to-digital

conversion and, om the other hand, axe eventually processed in

the form of a video signal directly usable in reali time by the

cenventional display screene.

Having a colored image also allows the operator to have an

automatic analysis of the dental (usually white) and gingival

{usually red) areas, which is impossible with the current

methods using the projections of structured light. Likewise,

through positioning an index of known color he has the

possibility of carrying out a discriminative analysis in order

to identify objects in the image, but alse their position

{implant er ecrew heads, erthedomtic brackets ...} or also te

Facilitate the correlation of the pictures (colored marks, lines

en the object or selective colors such as the bottoms of

furrows...)

This discrimination kas amother advantage at the level of the

software. Since the current methods often do mot have the color

analysis, because of the projection of structured light, they

have go-calied "ynrelated" surfaces, which disturb, even impede

the automatic correlation of the pictures. They require &a manual

cleaning of the pictures, which operation is time-consuming and

expensive. Being able to distinguish batween the gum {red} and

the teeth (white} will permit to remove the unrelated areas

based on the color information. Thus, im an analysis surface of
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the preparations of the teeth, all red unrelated areas will

automatically be deleted.

Finally, in the measuring fumction of oux invention, the high

accuracy of 10 pm is not always necessary and that of the wide

field is sometimes enough (20 jam). In dentistry, the

practitioner, who wants to carry out a diagnosis or an

impression, in order to make a prosthesis or an implant, needs

two types ef approaches, a fast one, which provides him only

with the mecessary information {in terms of measured surface and

provided accuracy), and the other one, a complete and accurate

one. For example, making a crown on a mandibular molar teoth can

be done by dental CFAO when the optical impression of the

preparation area is accurate, complete and neat, when the

eptical impression of the opposing teeth provides at least the

measures of the points of contact {itusps, furrows) and the arch

forms, which dees not require the same attention. Likewise, an

impression for a device for straightening the teeth

{orthodontics} will uot require as much accuracy as the ome for

making a ceramic bridge on implant heads.

Eventually and advantageously, the present invention permits to

Select independently from each other wide-field or narrow Field

accuracies, thanks to the software implemented in image

processing {Figure 1b). Ft is possible to quickly construct

darge-area color surfaces or, on the contrary, to construct

narrow areas with high accuracy, by putting into operation only

either one of the sensors, praferably associated with the

accelerometer the function of which will be to replace the

imactivated sensor. This substitution is not necessary, but is a

supplement that guatantees the accuracy of the correlation of

the pictures.

Im the function referred to as "diaanosia®, he selects on the

computer Ehe desired type of diagnosis, e.g. melanoma, and the

camera will start a scanning with a wavelength corresponding to
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highlighting the areas of aimterest for the pre-selected

wavelengths present on a 3D image. In addition, and through the

3D analysis of the object, the recovering of the meacures over

time will permit toa better follow the evolutien of said

pathology. It is indeed recognized by the professionais that the

study of a suspicious image can be made in 2D, but especially

the evolution of its volume and ita color serves as a reference

for monitoring dts dangerous character over time. Having a

vwolume xeferred to a mathematical center {e.g. the microbar

center} permits to supexrpose images on a center depending om the

object, and mot on the observer, in order to objectively assess

the e@welution cf its volume, the color analysis being

transferred onto a 30 form, which is not the case today with the

methods performed on 2D surfaces or those using structured Light

or waves (OCT, scanner ot MRI}.

Likewise, thanks to the 3D coler display cf our invention and by

sélecting the *color analysis", the analysis of the colexr of the

teeth will be transferred onte their measured volumes. This

measurement will be done by colorimetry using 3 or 4 hasic LED

eolors (RGSS). Being able to have different GED colors, thus

several wavelengths, we can approximate a continucus spectrum,

without the risk of disturbing an structured active light. We

will have & apectro-colorimetric anmalysia independent from the
metamerisam.

Advantageously and according to the imvention, the LEOs can alse

play an important rele in the ¢orrelation of the successive

pietures {(Pigure 12) {85}. Indeed, we know that there are

methods based om the correlations of the pictures with marks

placed in the measured environment ox using the similarity found

im the diagram itself, or even working on the Fuzzy edge of the

pictures. All these systems are complex, because they require

either placing spherical marks in the area, which operation is

complex at clinical level, or identifying areas often without

amy xelief or with too an even cendition of the surface.
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Seanning with LEDs having a known wavelength with a colar 3D

imaging permits to simplify and automate this process. Indeed, a

Simple colored line or the sticking of a mark can be detected

and displeyed automatically if we have taken care to use a4

marking using a color that is complementary, identical, additive

or subtractive of the wavelength of one for several) of the

Scanning LEDs (79). The detection will thus occur through a

simple chromatie highlighting of any mark whatsoever. This

raaxking, which is always in the same position on the object,

regardless of the angle or zoom of our opbical impressions, will

Serve as a correlation reference.

Advantageously and according to the same principle ain our

invention, it will be possible to track the mandibular movements

by placing our camera in the vestibular arsa of the jaws of the

mouth, We draw red-color lines on the upper jaw bone and the

lower jaw bone, and this is only a non-restrictive example, and

then we film the movements of these two Jaw bones, in a

vestibular view, from the start to the end of the movement. The

gamers takes pictures in which a scatter diagram moves (the

lower jaw bone} relative to the other scatter diagram (the upper

jaw bone, which is in principle considered immobile). Since our

marking belongs independently te each jaw bones, cur system will

only track the movement of the colored markings, highlighted

when fhe red LED is lit {in our example and this is only an

example}. Since this same marking exists at the time the optical

impresdion made separately of the upper jaw bone and the Lower

jaw bone, the correlation software will uge this colored marking

not only for correlating the images of each ome of the Jaw

bones, but alse for displaying the movements depending on the

fourth dimension, the time.

This operation can be performed without using a marker, buh only

through the identification of the scatter diagram common to the

upper and lower jaw bones.
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Et is also possible to measure the position im odclusion and the

displacement of an arch with respect to the other one. To this

end, the camera is positioned lateraliy, with clenched teath, in

erder to take the coordinates of the poimte visible on both

arches, wsually located on the labial surfaces of the teeth.

Since the points detected in the vestibular pictures are common

to the individual pictures of each of the arches, it is possible

te correlate all the points of both arches taken ind@ividually

and to so have all the points in occlusion, including the

inaccessible areas in the vestibular wiew, with clenched teeth.

We then have three types of polnt Files, the file of the upper

arch, that of the lower arch and that of the two arches in

ecelLusion referred to as static occlusion,

Lf we position the camera for a vestibular view, with clenched

teeth, and we ask the patient to move hie teeth, we will have a

fourth file corresponding to the temporal displacement of the

upper arch with xespect to the lower arch. It is enough to

follow over time the movement of the points identified in the

vestibular view, @his will provide the information on the

dynanic movements in occlusion.

This same operation can be performed using a laboratory patch or

articulator. The camera will follow the dileplacement of the

vestibular points detected on the plaster models placed on the
articulator.

Starting from this static analysis of the occlusion, it is

possible to position our virtual medela in a virtual articulater

as introduced in Chambéry in 1985 and to follow the dynamic

movements by adjusting the eseential data, which are the

condylax inclination, the Bennett angle and other essential

information given by a face-how.
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We can advantageously use the points of the 3D analysis

wesuliting from our invention in order to properly position the

virtual model on the virtual articulater and/or we oan use the

wavking points as defined im our patent BP 0373077 er oux patent

applicahion EP $3.913173.6.

Based om this atatic and dynamic occlusion measurement, we can

use the method described in cur patent EP 0369908 (US 5,143,086}

“Gevice for measuring and analyzing the movements of the human

body or part thereof", This will allow us to have all the

eLinidcal infermation necessary For a good analysis of the

patient's occlusion.

Likewise and advantageously in our imvention, the same principle

of the intervention of time in following the movements will be

applied fer measuring the presdure on the pathologies that can

be found in the mouth. Indeed, we know that a pathology can. i.a.

be identified by its reaction to the pressure (more cr less

rapi@ return to its original position}. By following the

tohygical® reaction over time of the optical impression of our

excrescence, we will be able to assist im diagnosing. In fact,

we took care, as can be seen in drawing Ga {69} to permit the

passing-~-through of an instrument to perform this action, without

it being an obligation of course.

The light is intended only tao dlluminmate the scene, in order to

promote the signal-neoise ratio. Tt would indeed be possible ta

perform & measurement without light illuminating the surface

baing measured, but working in dark areas like the inside of the

mouth requires an ambient light chosen as cicse as possible to

daylight, ox using a Laght having known epactral

characteristics, so that the color rendering can be analyzed for

extracting from same the characteristic data of the analyzed

tissues.

This umstructured light also permits, as we already said, ta

werk with the Lighting of the dentist's reom or the laboratory.
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Likewige, aS we dan see, by selecting <¢ertain wavelengths

amitted by the LEDs present around the reading window and by

increasing their frequencies or/and their intensities, we can

place om a 3DP image the display of certain anatomies or

pathologies leacated at a amali depth. Knowledge of the volume

provides an indication of the positioning of this pathological

limit, which permite to predict and display its evolution. This

is also true for the fluerescence reactions of some tissues to

blue or UV radiahion. The fluorescence appears not only at the

surtace, but also in the depth of the pathology, which helps us

to provide assistance for the therapy to be applied (exeresis of

pathological tissue}. Knowing the penetration of such or such

radiation, it is possible to assess the extent and depth with

respect to the actual 3D surface being analyzed.

Finally, and this is not restrictive, having two 2D images for

conaetructing the 3D image permits us, in real time, to switch

eur vision withaut any medification of the camera to 2D color

displays like all the cameras nowadays available on the market

of dantistry. Therefore, simee it dogs not use structured-Light

projection, our cCamexa can perform all presently known

functions, including zoom effects, but alse the applications of

color diagnosis on 2D images, such as the detections of caries

by fluorescence in green, blue or UY (506 to 300 am) radilations

ox visualizations in red and IR radiatien (600 toe 800 mm,

depending on the LEDs that we have emulated in the analysis.

Advantageously, amd this remains a very interesting point of our

anvention, it is possible to work in 2D color starting from 3D

views. THis can be done in two different ways:

~ Since we use daylight. (79), without projection of frames or

other structured light, the display secreen (5) im our control

during the recording of pictures (78) allows us to use this

eptical impression camera as a simple 2D camera, which

significantly limits the practitioners’ cost of investment.
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- We can also perform this 2D display, aftex digital processing

and highlighting of the pathological areas by scamning with LEDs

of specific wavelengths. This technique is obviously possible

only starting from 3D images.

This same zoom effect in color picture or the emulations can ke

performed on the 3D images. Tt is obvious that the transition

from coler te grayscale will only be an offset function present

in the software controlling the processing of imagem resulting

Erom the operation of the camera.

ft clearly appears from the foregoing ddseription that the

present invention fully solves the the probiems set £Eorth, in

that it provides a real answer for optimizing 3D oaslor and

dynamic dental reading (in time} and the pathological analysis

of skin pathologies at particularly low cost due to a concept

that can be fixed during the manufacturing phase. Ft alsa

clearly appears from this description that it permits te selive

the basic problems, such as the control ef the clinical

procedure, especially since no alternative has been provided. ft

Le obvious that the invention is net limited toa one form of

implementation of this method, nor to only the embodiments. of

the device for implementing this method ag written above by way

of an example. On the contrary, it encompasses all variants of

implementation and embodiment. Thus, it is possible, in

particular, oO measure the oral pathologies. ixrespective of

their being related to hard tissue or soft tissue.
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CRAIMS

i} Three-dimensional measuring device used in the dental

field and aimed at measuring in the absence of projection of

active ox struetured light, cempriesing meang fex capturing

images as weil as data-processing means for said images, wherein

said image-capturing means (38, 39) consist of means designed

capable of permithing to captuxe simultanesusly, or almost

simultaneously, at. Least two images, one of which is totally ox

Partially included in the other one, said included image

gescribing a narrower field than that of the other one, and

having a higher accuracy than that of the other one.

2} Three-dimengional measuring device according to claim i,

wherein the image-capturing means consist of at least two

electronic image sensors, one of which (38) viewing a wide field

with average accuracy and the other one {39} a marrower field

with higher accuracy totally or partially included in said wida

field, said sensors being associated with optical systems-

3) Three-dimensional measuring device according to claim 2,

wherein the optical systems associated with the sensors have

difgferent focal Lengths in order to permit two different levels

of accuracy.

4} Three-dimensgional measuring device aceording to claim 3,

wherein the sensors consist of color ox monochromatic CCD or

CMOS elechronic sensors.

5} PRree-dimensional measuring device according ta any of

claims 4 to 4, wherein Lt comprises in addition an

accelerometer/gyro/3D magnetometer (52) capable of providing a

general and continucus information on the spatial position of

the image-captuxring means.
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6} Three-dimensional measuring device according to any of

claims 1 te 5, wherein it comprises: a central management and

anaslog/digital data conversion unit,

- a date transmission wia cable, telephone or wireless,

$ - @ hard@ware esyatem for additional processing, dislog/

display with the operater, data transmission and storage,

- & power-supply card capable of operating on USB or on

battery {ea.g. AC/PC).

7) Three-dimensional measuring device according to any of

10 claims 1 to 6, wherein it comprises a passive and unstructured

Lighting by means of LEDs of one or more wavelengths permitting

bo measure spetular or Lambertian yrequilar surfaces, and having

unstructured Light, but with the specific characteristics in

terms of purity (consistent or not), type [eoler) and intensity

is ipower) for the function of diagnosis om a 3D image, transferred

eonute the 3D surfaces.

8) Three-dimensional measuring device actording te claim 7,

wherein the LEDs are of a predefined wavelength.

$9} Three-dimensional measuring device according to any of

20 claims 2 to 8, wherein one of the sensors is desiqned capable of

indicating the general information on the field depth, sq that

the focal length of the othar gensor is pre-positioned in a

region close to reality analyzed by the first sensor.

10} Three-dimensional measuring device accerding to any of

25 claims 2 to %, wherein the means for capburing images in the

narrowest field with higher accuracy is associated with a

displacement means permitting it to quickly scan the entire

Eield covered by the other capturing means.

11) Phree-dimensional measuring device according to any of

30 claime 1 te 10, wherein the means for capturing images in the
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narrowest field with higher accuracy is associated with a

variable zoom.

2} Three-dimensional measuring device according to any of

claims 1 to 1, wherein it comprises means for projecting at

ieast one circle of colored light surrounding the field of the

included image, and/or the field of the other image.

i3} Three-dimensional measuring device arceording to any of

elaims 1 to 12, wherein it comprises a flash system with very

fast pulsing LEOs.

14} Three-~dimensional measuring device according to any of

claims 2 to 13, wherein the optical systema includa liquid-type
Lenses.

48} Three-dimensional measuring device according tao any of

claims 1 to 13, wherein the optical systems comprise lenses of

glass or molded glass/plastic with a pupil on the input face,

associated with a micro-motor for adyusting the field depth.

16) Three-dimensional measuring device according to any of

claims 1 to 13, wherein the optical systems comprise so-called

'free-form*® thermoplastic lenses comprised cf a flat top

surrounded by asymmetric facets.
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Focus scanning apparatus recording color

Field of the invention

The invention relates to three dimensional (3D) scanning of the surface geometry

and surface color of objects. A particular application is within dentistry, particularly

for intraoral scanning.

Background of the invention

3D scanners are widely known from the art, and so are intraoral dental 3D

scanners (e.g., Sirona Cerec, CadentItero, 3Shape TRIOS).

The ability to record surface color is useful in many applications. For examplein

dentistry, the user can differentiate types of tissue or detect existing restorations.
For example in materials inspection, the user can detect surface abnormalities

such ascrystallization defects or discoloring. None of the above is generally

possible from 3D surface information alone.

W02010145669 mentions the possibility of recording color. In particular, several

sequential images, each taken for an illumination in a different color - typically

blue, green, and red - are combined to form a synthetic color image. This

approach hence requires meansto changelight source color, such as color filters.

Furthermore, in handheld use, the scanner will move relative to the scanned object

during the illumination sequence, reducing the quality of the synthetic color image.

Also US7698068 and US8102538 (CadentInc.) describe an intraoral scannerthat

records both 3D geometry data and 3D texture data with one or more image

sensor(s). However, there is a slight delay between the color and the 3D geometry

recording, respectively. US7698068 requires sequential illumination in different

colors to form a synthetic image, while US8102538 mentions white light as a

possibility, however from a secondillumination source or recorded by a second

image sensor,the first set being used for recording the 3D geometry.
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W02012083967 discloses a scannerfor recording 3D geometry data and 3D

texture data with two separate cameras. While the first camera has a relatively

shallow depth offield as to provide focus scanning based on multiple images, the

second camera hasa relatively large depth offield as to provide color texture

information from a single image.

Color-recording scanning confocal microscopes are also knownfrom theprior art

(e.g., Keyence VK9700; see aiso JP2004029373). A white light illumination system

along with a color image sensoris used for recording 2D texture, while a laser

beam forms a dot that is scanned, i.e., moved over the surface and recorded by a

photomultiplier, providing the 3D geometry data from many depth measurements,

one for each position of the dot. The principle of a moving dot requires the

measured object not to moverelative to the microscope during measurement, and

hence is not suitable for handheld use.

Summary of the invention

It is an object of the present invention to provide a scannerfor obtaining the 3D

surface geometry and surface color of the surface of an object, which does not

require that some 2D images are recorded for determining the 3D surface

geometry while other images are recorded for determining the surface color.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a scannerfor obtaining the 3D

surface geometry and surface color of the surface of an object, which obtains

surface color and the 3D surface geometry simultaneously such that an alignment

of data relating to 3D surface geometry and data relating to surface coloris not

required.

Disclosed is a scannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight, and
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- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

recording one or more 2D imagesoftight received from said object,

whereat least for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color and 3D

surface geometry of a part of the object are derived at least partly from one 2D

image recorded by said color image sensor

Disclosed is a scannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner comprising:

- a multichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight,

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, and

- an optical system configured for guiding light received from the object to

the color image sensor such that 2D images of said object can be
recorded by said color image sensor;

wherein the scanneris configured for acquiring a numberof said 2D imagesof a

part of the object and for deriving both surface color and 3D surface geometry of

the part of the object from at least one of said recorded 2D images atleast for a

block of said image sensorpixels, such that the surface color and 3D surface

geometry are obtained concurrently by the scanner.

Disclosed is a scannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight;

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, where

the image sensoris arranged to record 2D imagesoflight received from

the object: and
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an image processor configured for deriving both surface color and 3D

surface geometry of at least a part of the object from at least one of said

2D images recorded by the color image sensor.

Disclosed is a scanner system for obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface

color of an object, said scanner system comprising

a scanneraccording to any of the embodiments, where the scanneris

configured for deriving surface color and 3D surface geometry of the

object, and optionally for obtaining a partial or full 3D surface geometry
of the part of the object; and

a data processing unit configured for post-processing 3D surface

geometry and/or surface color readings from the color image sensor, or

for post-processing the obtained partial or full 3D surface geometry.

In some embodiments, the data processing unit comprises a computer readable

medium on whichis stored computer implemented algorithms for performing said
post-processing.

In some embodiments, the data processing unit is integrated in a cart ora

personal computer.

Disclosed is a method of obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the method comprising:

providing a scanneror scanner system according to any of the

embodiments;

ittuminating the surface of said object with probelight from said

multichromatic light source:

recording one or more 2D imagesofsaid object using said color image

sensor; and
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- deriving both surface color and 3D surface geometry of a part of the

object from at least some of said recorded 2D imagesat least for a block

of said image sensorpixels, such that the surface color and 3D surface

geometry are obtained concurrently by the scanner.

The present invention is a significant improvement over the state of the art in that

only a single image sensor and a single multichromatic light source ts required,

and that surface color and 3D surface geometry for at least a part of the object can

be derived from the same image or images, which also meansthat alignment of

color and 3D surface geometry is inherently perfect. In the scanner according to

the present invention, there is no need for taking into account or compensating for

relative motion of the object and scanner between obtaining 3D surface geometry

and surface color. Since the 3D surface geometry and the surface color are

obtained at precisely the same time, the scanner automatically maintainsits

spatial disposition with respect to the object surface while obtaining the 3D surface

geometry and the surface color. This makes the scannerof the present invention

suitable for handheld use, for example as anintraoral scanner, or for scanning

moving objects.

In the context of the present invention, the phrase “surface color” may refer to the

apparentcolor of an object surface and thus in some cases, such as for semi-

transparentor semi-translucent objects such as teeth, be caused bylight from the

object surface and/or the material below the object surface, such as material

immediately below the object surface.

in some embodiments, the 3D surface geometry and the surface color are both

determined from light recorded by the color image sensor.

In some embodiments, the light received from the object originates from the

multichromatic light source,i.e. it is probe light reflected or scattered from the

surface of the object.
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In some embodiments, the light received form the objectis fluorescence excited by

the probelight from the multichromatic light source, i.e. fluorescence emitted by

fluorescent materials in the object surface.

In some embodiments, a secondlight source is used for the excitation of

fluorescence while the mulitichromatic light source provides thelight for obtaining

the geometry and color of the object.

In some embodiments, the scanner comprisesa first optical system, such as an

arrangementof lenses, for transmitting the probe light from the multichromatic tight

source towards an object and a second optical system for imaging light received

from the object at the color image sensor.

In some embodiments, only one optical system images the probelight onto the

object and images the object, or at least a part of the object, onto the color image

sensor, preferably along the same optical axis, however along opposite optical

paths. The scanner may comprise at least one beam splitter located in the optical

path, where the beam splitter is arranged such thatit directs the probe light from

the multichromatic light source towards the object while it directs light received

from the object towards the color image sensor.

In some embodiments, the surface color and 3D surface geometry of the part of

the object are derived from a plurality of recorded 2D images. In that case, both

surface color and 3D surface geometry of the part of the object can be derived

from a numberof the plurality of recorded 2D images.

Several scanning principles are suitable for this invention, such as triangulation

and focus scanning.

In some embodiments, the scanneris a focus scanner configured for obtaining a

stack of 2D images of the object from a numberof different focus plane positions.

In some focus scanning embodiments, the focus plane is adjusted in such a way

that the image of e.g. a spatial pattern projected by the light source on the probed

object is shifted along the optical axis while recording 2D images at a numberof

focus plane positions such that said stack of recorded 2D images can be obtained
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for a given position of the scannerrelative to the object. The focus plane position

may be varied by meansof at least one focus element, e.g., a moving focus lens.

In some focus scanner embodiments, the scanner comprises meansfor

incorporating a spatial pattern in said probe light and meansfor evaluating a

correlation measure at each focus plane position between at least one imagepixel

and a weightfunction, where the weight function is determined based on

information of the configuration of the spatial pattern. Determining in-focus

information may then relate to calculating a correlation measure of the spatially

structured light signal provided by the pattern with the variation of the pattern itself

(which we term reference) for every location of the focus plane and finding the

location of an extremum of this series. In some embodiments, the pattern is static.

Such a static pattern can for example be realized as a chrome-on-glass pattern.

One wayto define the correlation measure mathematically with a discrete set of

measurements is as a dot product computed from a signal vector, / = (/1,...,/n),

with n > 1 elements representing sensor signals and a reference vector, f= (/1,...,
fn), of reference weights. The correlation measure A is then given by

Aap-t=> fl
i=1

The indices on the elements in the signal vector represent sensor signals that are

recorded at different pixels, typically in a block of pixels. The reference vector f

can be obtained in a calibration step.

By using knowledgeof the optical system used in the scanner,it is possible to

transform the location of an extremum of the correlation measure, i.e., the focus

plane into depth data information, on a pixel block basis. All pixel blocks combined

thus provide an array of depth data. In other words, depth is along an optical path

that is known from the optical design and/or found from calibration, and each block

of pixels on the image sensor represents the end point of an optical path.

Therefore, depth along an optical path, for a bundle of paths, yields a 3D surface

geometry within the field of view of the scanner.
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It can be advantageous to smooth and interpolate the series of correlation

measure values, such as to obtain a more robust and accurate determination of

the location of the maximum. For example, a polynomial can befitted to the values

of A for a pixel block over several images on both sides of the recorded maximum,

anda location of a deducted maximum can be found from the maximum of the

fitted polynomial, which can be in between two images.

Color for a block of pixels is at least partially derived from the same image from

which 3D geometry is derived. In case the location of the maximum of A is

represented by an image, then also color is derived from that same image. In case

the location of the maximum of A is found by interpolation to be between two

images, then at least one of those two images should be used to derive color, or

both imagesusing interpolation for color also. It is also possible to average color

data from more than two images usedin the determination of the location of the

maximum of the correlation measure, or to average color from a subset or

superset of multiple images used to derive 3D surface geometry.In any case,

some image sensorpixels readings are used to derive both surface color and 3D

surface geometry for at least a part of the scanned object.

Typically, there are three colorfilters, so the overall color is composed of three

contributions, such as red, green, and blue, or cyan, magenta, and yellow. Note

that colorfilters typically allow a range of wavelengths to pass, and thereis

typically cross-talk betweenfilters, such that, for example, some greenlight will

contribute to the intensity measuredin pixels with redfilters.

For an image sensorwith a colorfilter array, a color componentcg, within a pixel

block can be obtained as

Tt

cq = > Gili
ist

where gj= 1 'f pixel / has a filter for color cj, 0 otherwise. For an RGBfilter array

like in a Bayerpattern, jis one of red, green, or blue. Further weighting of the

individual color components, i.e., color calibration, may be required to obtain

natural color data, typically as compensation for varying filter efficiency,
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illumination source efficiency, and different fraction of color componentsin thefilter

pattern. The calibration may also depend on focus plane location and/or position

within the field of view, as the mixing of the light source component colors may

vary with thosefactors.

In some embodiments, color is obtained for every pixel in a pixel block. In sensors

with a colorfilter array or with other means to separate colors such asdiffractive

means, depending on the color measured with a particular pixel, an intensity value

for that color is obtained. In other words, in this case a particular pixel has a color

value only for one color. Recently developed color image sensors allow

measurementof several colors in the samepixel, at different depths in the

substrate, so in that case, a particular pixel can yield intensity values for several

colors. In summary,it is possible to obtain a resolution of the surface color data

that is inherently higher than that of the 3D geometry data.

In the embodiments where color resolution is higher than 3D geometry resolution,

a pattern will be visible when at least approximately in focus, which preferably is

the case whencoloris derived. The image canbefiltered such asto visually

remove the pattern, howeverat a loss of resolution. In fact, it can be
advantageous to be able to see the pattern for the user. For example in intraoral

scanning, it may be important to detect the position of a margin line, the rim or

edgeof a preparation. The image of the pattern overtaid on the 3D geometry of

this edge is sharper on a side that is seen approximately perpendicular, and more

blurred on the side that is seen at an acute angle. Thus, a user, whoin this

example typically is a dentist or dental technician, can use the differencein

sharpness to moreprecisely locate the position of the margin line than may be

possible from examining the 3D surface geometry alone.

High spatial contrast of the in-focus pattern image on the object is desirable to

obtain a good signalto noise ratio of the correlation measure on the color image

sensor. Improved spatial contrast can be achieved by preferential imaging of the

specular surface reflection from the object on the color image sensor. Thus, some

embodiments of the invention comprise means for preferential/selective imaging of

specularly reflected light. This may be providedif the scanner further comprises
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meansfor polarizing the probe light, for example by meansof at least one

polarizing beam splitter.

In some embodiments, the polarizing optics is coated such as to optimize

preservation of the circular polarization of a part of the spectrum of the

multichromatic light source that is used for obtaining the 3D surface geometry.

The scanner according to the invention may further comprise means for changing

the polarization state of the probe light and/or the light received from the object.

This can be provided by meansof a retardation plate, preferably located in the

optical path. In some embodiments of the invention the retardation plate is a

quarter waveretardation plate.

Especially for intraoral applications, the scanner can have an elongatedtip, with

meansfor directing the probe light and/or imaging an object. This may be provided

by meansof at least one folding element. The folding element could bealight

reflecting element such as a mirror or a prism.

For a more in-depth description of the above aspectsof this invention, see

W02010145669.

The invention disclosed here comprises a multichromatic light source, for example

a white light source, for example a multi-die LED.

Light received from the scanned object, such as probelight returned from the

object surface or fluorescence generated by the probelight by exciting fluorescent

parts of the object, is recorded by a color image sensor. In some embodiments,

the color image sensor comprises a color filter array such that every pixel in the

color image sensoris a color-specific filter. The colorfilters are preferably
arranged in a regular pattern, for example wherethe color filters are arranged

according to a Bayercolorfilter pattern. The image data thus obtained are used to

derive both 3D surface geometry and surface color for each block of pixels. For a

focus scannerutilizing a correlation measure, the 3D surface geometry may be

found from an extremum of the correlation measure as described above.

In some embodiments, the 3D surface geometry is derived from light in a first part

of the spectrum of the probe light provided by the multichromatic light source.
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Preferably, the color filters are aligned with the image pixels, preferably such that

each pixel has a colorfilter for a particular color only.

In some embodiments, the colorfilter array is such that its proportion of pixels with

colorfilters that match thefirst part of the spectrum is larger than 50%.

In some embodiments, the scanneris configured to derive the surface color with a

higher resolution than the 3D surface geometry.

In some embodiments, the higher surface color resolution is achieved by

demosaicing, where color values for pixel blocks may be demosaiced to achieve

an apparently higher resolution of the color image than is present in the 3D

surface geometry. The demosaicing may operate on pixel blocks orindividual

pixels.

In case a multi-die LED or anotherillumination source comprising physically or

optically separated light emitters is used, it is preferable to aim at a KGhler type

illumination in the scanner,i.e. the illumination source is defocused at the object
plane in order to achieve uniform illumination and good color mixing for the entire

field of view. [n case color mixing is not perfect and varies with focal plane

location, color calibration of the scannerwill be advantageous.

It can be preferable to compute the 3D surface geometry only from pixels with one

or two kindsof colorfilters. A single color requires no achromatic optics and is thus

provides for a scannerthat is easier and cheaperto build. Furthermore, folding

elements can generally not preservethe polarization state forall colors equally
well. When only somecolor(s) is/are used to compute 3D surface geometry, the

reference vectorfwill contain zeros for the pixels with filters for the other color(s).

Accordingly, the total signal strength is generally reduced, but for large enough

blocks of pixels,it is generally still sufficient. Preferentially, the pixel colorfilters

are adaptedforlittle cross-talk from one color to the other(s). Note that even in the

embodiments computing geometry from only a subsetof pixels, color is preferably

still computed from all pixels.

To obtain a full 3D surface geometry and color representation of an object, i.e. a

colored full 3D surface geometry of said part of the object surface, typically several
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partial representations of the object have to be combined, where each partial

representation is a view from substantially the same relative position of scanner

and object. In the present invention, a view from a given relative position

preferably obtains the 3D geometry and color of the object surface as seen from

that relative position.

For a focus scanner, a view corresponds to one passof the focusing element(s),

i.e. for a focus scanner each partial representation is the 3D surface geometry and

color derived from the stack of 2D images recorded during the pass of the focus

plane position betweenits extremum positions.

The 3D surface geometry found for various views can be combined by algorithms

for stitching and registration as widely knownin the literature, or from known view

positions and orientations, for example when the scanner is mounted on axes with

encoders. Color can be interpolated and averaged by methods such as texture

weaving, or by simply averaging corresponding color components in multiple views

of the same location on the 3D surface. Here, it can be advantageous to account

for differences in apparent color due to different angles of incidence andreflection,

which is possible because the 3D surface geometry is also known. Texture

weaving is described by e.g. Callieri M, Cignoni P, Scopigno R. “Reconstructing
textured meshes from multiple range rgb maps”. VMV 2002, Erlangen, Nov 20-22,

2002.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or the scanner system is configured for

generating a partial representation of the object surface based on the obtained

surface color and 3D surface geometry.

in some embodiments, the scanner and/or the scanner system is configured for

combining partial representations of the object surface obtained from different

relative positions to obtain a full 3D surface geometry and color representation of

the part of the object.

In some embodiments, the combination of partial representations of the object to

obtain the full 3D surface geometry and color representation comprises computing

the color in each surface point as a weighted average of corresponding points in

all overlapping partial 3D surface geometries at that surface point. The weight of
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each partial presentation in the sum may be determined by several factors, such

as the presence of saturated pixel values or the orientation of the object surface

with respect to the scanner.

Such a weighted average is advantageous in cases where some scannerpositions

and orientations relative to the object will give a better estimate of the actual color

than other positions and orientations. !f the illumination of the object surface is

uneventhis can to some degree also be compensated for by weighting the best

illuminated parts higher.

In some embodiments, the scanner comprises an image processor configured for

performing a post-processing of the 3D surface geometry, the surface color

readings, or the derived partial or full 3D surface geometries of the object. The

scanner may be configured for performing the combination of the partial

representations using e.g. computer implemented algorithms executed by an

image processorof the scanner.

The scanner system may be configured for performing the combination of the

partial representations using e.g. computer implemented algorithms executed by

the data processing unit as part of the post-processing of the 3D surface

geometry, surface color, partial 3D geometry and/or full 3D geometry, i.e. the post-

processing comprises computing the color in each surface point as a weighted

average of corresponding points in all overlapping partial 3D surface geometries at

that surface point.

Saturated pixel values should preferably have a low weight to reduce the effect of
highlights on the recording of the surface color. The color for a given part of the

surface should preferably be determined primarily from 2D images where the color

can be determined precisely which is not the case whenthe pixel values are

saturated.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is configured for

detecting saturated pixels in the recorded 2D images andfor mitigating or

removing the error in the obtained color caused bythe pixel saturation. The error

caused bythe saturated pixel may be mitigated or removed by assigning a low

weightto the saturated pixel in the weighted average.
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Specularly reflected light has the color of the light source rather than the color of

the object surface. If the object surface is not a pure white reflector then specular

reflections can hencebe identified as the areas where the pixel color closely

matchesthe tight source color. When obtaining the surface colorit is therefore

advantageousto assign a low weight to pixels or pixel groups whose color values

closely match the color of the multichromatic light source in order to compensate

for such specular reflections.

Specular reflections may also be a problem whenintra orally scanning a patient’s

set of teeth since teeth rarely are completely white. It may hence be advantageous

to assumethat for pixels where the readings from the color images sensorindicate

that the surface of the object is a pure white reflector, the light recorded by this

pixel group is Caused by a specularreflection from the teeth or the soft tissue in

the oral cavity and accordingly assign a low weight to these pixels to compensate

for the specularreflections.

In some embodiments, the compensation for specular reflections from the object

surface is based on information derived from a calibration of the scanner in which

a calibration object e.g. in the form of a pure white reflector is scanned. The color
image sensor readings then depend on the spectrum of the multichromatic light

source and on the wavelength dependenceof the scanner’s optical system caused

by e.g. a wavelength dependentreflectance of mirrors in the optical system.If the

optical system guideslight equally well for atl wavelengths of the multichromatic

light source, the color image sensorwill record the color (also referred to as the

spectrum) of the multichromatic light source when the pure white reflectoris

scanned.

In some embodiments, compensating for the specular reflections from the surface

is based on information derived from a calculation based on the wavelength

dependenceof the scanner’s optical system, the spectrum of the multichromatic

light source and a wavelength dependentsensitivity of the color image sensor.In

some embodiments, the scanner comprises meansfor optically suppressing

specularly reflected light to achieve better color measurement. This may be

providedif the scanner further comprises meansfor polarizing the probelight, for

example by meansofat least one polarizing beam splitter.
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When scanninginside an oral cavity there may be red ambientlight caused by

probelightillumination of surrounding tissue, such as the gingiva, palette, tongue

or buccaltissue. In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is

hence configured for suppressing the red componentin the recorded 2D images.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is configured for

comparing the color of sections of the recorded 2D images and/or of the partial

presentations of the object with predetermined color ranges for teeth and for oral

tissue, respectively, and for suppressing the red componentof the recorded color

for sections where the coloris not in either one of the two predetermined color

ranges. The teeth may e.g. be assumedto be primarily white with one ratio

betweenthe intensity of the different components of the recorded image,e.g. with

oneratio between the intensity of the red component andthe intensity of the blue

and/or green components in a RGB configuration, while oral tissue is primarily

reddish with another ratio between the intensity of the components. When a color

recordedfor a region of the oral cavity shows. a ratio which differs from both the

predetermined ratio for teeth and the predeterminedratio for tissue, this region is

identified as a tooth regionilluminated by red ambient tight and the red component

of the recorded image is suppressed relative to the other components,either by

reducing the recordedintensity of the red signal or by increasing the recorded

intensities of the other componentsin the image.

In some embodiments, the color of points with a surface normaldirectly towards

the scanner are weighted higher than the color of points where the surface normal

is not directed towards the scanner. This has the advantagethat points with a

surface normal directly towards the scannerwill to a higher degree beilluminated

by the white light from the scanner and not by the ambientlight.

In some embodiments, the color of points with a surface normal directly towards

the scanner are weighted lower if associated with specular reflections.

In some embodiments the scanneris configured for simultaneously compensating

for different effects, such as compensating for saturated pixels and/or for specular

reflections and/or for orientation of the surface normal. This may be done by

generally raising the weight for a selection of pixels or pixel groups of a 2D image
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and by reducing the weight for a fraction of the pixels or pixel groups of said

selection.

In some embodiments, the method comprises a processing of recorded 2D

images,partial or full 3D representations of the part of the object, where said

processing comprises

- compensating for pixel saturation by omitting or reducing the weight of

saturated pixels when deriving the surface color, and/or

- compensating for specular reflections when deriving the surface color by

omitting or reducing the weight of pixels whose color values closely

matchesthe light source color, and/or

- compensating for red ambient light by comparing color of the 2D images

with predetermined color ranges, and suppressing the red component of
the recordedcolorif this is not within a predetermined color range.

Disclosed is a method of using a scannerof this invention to display color texture

on 3D surface geometry.It is advantageous to display the 2D color data as a

texture on the 3D surface geometry, for example on a computer screen. The

combination of color and geometry is a more powerful conveyorof information

than either type of data alone. For example, dentists can more easily differentiate

betweendifferent types of tissue. In the rendering of the 3D surface geometry,

appropriate shading can help convey the 3D surface geometry on the texture, for

example with artificial shadows revealing sharp edges better than texture alone

could do.

When the multichromatic light source is a multi-die LED or similar, the scannerof

this invention can also be used to detect fluorescence. Disclosed is a method of

using the scannerof the invention to display fluorescence on 3D surface

geometry.

in some embodiments, the scanneris configured for exciting fluorescence on said

object by itluminating it with only a subset of the LEDdies in the multi-die LED,
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and where said fluorescence is recordedby only or preferentially reading out only

thosepixels in the color image sensorthat havecolorfilters at least approximately

matching the color of the fluoresced light, i.e. measuring intensity only in pixels of

the image sensorsthat havefilters for longer-wavelength light. In other words, the

scanneris capable of selectivelyactivating only a subset of the LED dies in the

multi-die LED andof only recording or preferentially reading out only thosepixels

in the color image sensorthat havecolorfilters at a higher wavelength than that of

the subset of the LED dies, such that light emitted from the subset of LED dies can

excite fluorescent materials in the object and the scanner can record the

fluorescence emitted from these fluorescent materials. The subset of the dies

preferably comprises one or more LED dies which emits light within the excitation

spectrum of the fluorescent materials in the object, such as an ultraviolet, a blue, a

green, a yellow or a red LED die. Such fluorescence measurementyields a 2D

data array muchlike the 2D color image, howeverunlike the 2D imageit cannot be

taken concurrently with the 3D surface geometry. For a slow-moving scanner,

and/or with appropriate interpolation, the fluorescence image canstill be overlaid

the 3D surface geometry.It is advantageousto display fluorescence on teeth

becauseit can help detect caries and plaque.

in some embodiments, the processing means comprises a microprocessorunit

configured for extracting the 3D surface geometry from 2D images obtained by the

color image sensor and for determining the surface color from the same images.

Disclosed is a method of using a scannerof this invention to average color and/or

3D surface geometry from several views, where each view represents a

substantially fixed relative orientation of scanner and object.

Disclosed is a method using a scannerof this invention to combine color and/or

3D surface geometry from several views, where each view represents a

substantially fixed relative orientation of scanner and object, such as to achieve a

more complete coverage of the object than would be possible in a single view.

Brief description of drawings
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Fig. 1 shows a hancheld embodiment of the scanner according to the invention.

Fig. 2 showsprior art pattern generating means and associated reference weights.

Fig. 3 shows a pattern generating means and associated reference weights

according to the present invention.

Fig. 4 showsa colorfilter array according to the present invention

The scanner embodimentillustrated in fig. 1 is a hand-held scanner with

components inside the housing 100. The scanner comprisesa tip which can be

entered into a cavity, a multichromatic light source in the form of a multi-die LED

101, pattern generation means 130 for incorporating a spatial pattern in the probe

light, a beam splitter 140, an image acquisition means 180 including an image

sensor 181, electronics and potentially other elements, an optical system typically

comprising at least one lens, the object being scanned 200, and the image sensor.

Thelight from the light source 101-travels back and forth through the optical

system 150. During this passage the optical system images the pattern 130 onto

the object being scanned 200 and further images the object being scanned onto

the image sensor 181.

The image sensor 181 has a colorfilter array 1000. Although drawn as a separate

entity because of its importance in the invention, the cotorfilter array is typically

integrated with the image sensor, with a single-colorfilter for every pixel.

The lens system includes a focusing element 151 which can be adjusted to shift

the focal imaging plane of the pattern on the probed object 200. In the example

embodiment, a single lens elementis shifted physically back and forth along the

optical axis.

As a whole, the optical system provides an imaging of the pattern onto the object

being probed and from the object being probed to the camera.

The device may include polarization optics 160. Polarization optics can be used to

selectively image specular reflections and block out undesired diffuse signal from

sub-surface scattering inside the scanned object. The beam splitter 140 may also
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have polarization filtering properties. It can be advantageousfor optical elements
to be anti-reflection coated.

The device mayinclude folding optics, a mirror 170, which directs the light out of

the device in a direction different to the optical axis of the lens system,e.g. in a

direction perpendicular to the optical axis of the lens system.

There may be additional optical elements in the scanner, for example one or more

condenserfensin front of the tight source 101.

In the example embodiment, the LED 101 is a multi-die LED with two green, one

red, and one blue die. Only the green portion of the light is used for obtaining the

3D surface geometry. Accordingly, the mirror 170 is coated such asto optimize

preservation of the circular polarization of the green light, and not that of the other

colors. Note that during scanning all dies within the LED are active, i.e., emitting

light, so the scanner emits apparently white light onto the scanned object 200. The

LED mayemitlight at the different colors with different intensities such that e.g.

one color is more intense than the other colors. This may be desired in order to

reduce cross-talk between the readings of the different color signals in the color .
image sensor. In casethat the intensity of e.g. the red and blue diodes ina RGB

system is reduced, the apparently white light emitted by the light source will

appear greenish-white.

Figure 2 shows an example of prior art pattern generation means 130 thatis

applied as a static pattern in a spatial correlation embodiment of

W0O20101455669, as imaged on a monochromatic image sensor 180. The pattern

can be a chrome-on-glass pattern. Only a portion of the pattern is shown, namely

oneperiod. This period is represented by a pixel block of 6 by 6 imagepixels, and

2 by 2 pattern fields. The fields drawnin grayin Fig. 2 (a) are in actuality black

because the pattern mask is opaque for these fields; gray was only chosen for

visibility and thus clarity of the Figure. Figure 2(b)illustrates the reference weights

F for computing the spatial correlation measure A for the pixel block, where 7 =6x

6 = 36, suchthat
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A =>fi
i=1

where / are the intensity values measured in the 36 pixels in the pixel block for a

given image. Note that perfect alignment between image sensor pixels and pattern

fields is not required, but gives the best signal for the 3D surface geometry

measurement.

Figure 3 shows the extension of the principle in Figure 2 for the present invention.

The pattern is the sameasin Figure 2 and sois the image sensor geometry.

However, the image sensoris a color image sensor with a Bayercolorfilter array.

In Figure 2 (a), pixels marked “B” have a blue color filter, while “G” indicates green

and “R”red pixelfilters, respectively. Figure 2 (b) shows the corresponding

reference weights f Note that only green pixels have a non-zero value. This is so |
because only the green fraction of the spectrum is used for obtaining the 3D

surface geometry.

Forthe pattern / color filter combination of Figure 3, a color component c within a

pixel block can be obtained as

n

G= > Gjili
i=1

where gj, = 1 if pixel (hasafilter for color G, 0 otherwise. For an RGBcolorfilter

array like in the Bayer pattern, / is one of red, green, or blue. Further weighting of

the individual color components,i.e., color calibration, may be required to obtain

natural color data, typically as compensation for varying filter efficiency,

itumination source efficiency, and different fraction of color componentsin thefilter

pattern. The calibration may also depend on focus plane location and/or position

within the field of view, as the mixing of the LED’s component colors may vary with

those factors.

Figure 4 showsanalternative colorfilter array with a higher fraction of green pixels

than in the Bayer pattern. Assuming that only the green portion of the illumination
is used to obtain the 3D surface geometry,thefilter of Figure 4 will potentially

provide a better quality of the obtained 3D surface geometry than a Bayerpattern
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filter, at the expense of poorer color representation. The poorer color

representation will however in many casesstill be sufficient while the improved

quality of the obtained 3D surface geometry often is very advantageous.
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Claims

. Ascannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an object,

the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probe light, and

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

recording one or more 2D imagesoftight received from said object,

whereat least for a block of said image sensor pixels, both surface color

and 3D surface geometry of a part of the object are derived at least

partly from one 2D image recorded by said color image sensor.

. Ascanner according to claim 1, wherein the surface color and 3D surface

geometry of the part of the object are derived from a plurality of recorded

2D images, and where for a numberof the plurality of recorded 2D images

both surface color and 3D surface geometry of the part of the object are

derived.

. Ascanneraccording to any of the preceding claims where the scanneris a

focus scanner configured for obtaining a stack of 2D images of the object

from a numberof different focus plane positions.

. Ascanner according to the preceding claim where the scanner comprises

meansforincorporating a spatial pattern in said probe light and means for

evaluating a correlation measure at each focus plane position between at

least one image pixel and a weight function, where the weight function is

determined based on information of the configuration of the spatial pattern.

. Ascanner according to any of the preceding claims where the 3D surface

geometry is derived from light in a first part of the spectrum provided by the

multichromatic light source, and where the color image sensor comprises a

colorfilter array which is such that its proportion of pixels with color filters

that match thefirst part of the spectrum is larger than 50%.
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. Ascanner according to any of the preceding claims where the scanneris

configured to derive the surface color with a higher resolution than the 3D

surface geometry

. Ascanner according to any of the preceding claims where the scanneris _

configured for exciting fluorescence on said object byilluminating it with

only a subset of the LED dies in the multi-die LED, and where said

fluorescenceis recorded byonly or preferentially reading out only those

pixels in the color image sensorthat havecolorfilters at least approximately

matching the color of the fluoresced light.

. Ascanner system for obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of

an object, said scanner system comprising

- ascanner according to any of the preceding claims, where the scanner

is configured for deriving surface color and 3D surface geometry of the

object, and optionally for obtaining a partial! or full 3D surface geometry

of the part of the object; and

- adata processing unit configured for post-processing 3D surface

geometry and/or surface color readings from the color image sensor, or

for post-processing the obtained partial or full 3D surface geometry.

wherein the post-processing comprises computing the color in each surface

point as a weighted average of corresponding points in all overlapping

partial 3D surface geometries at that surface point.

. The scanner system according to claim 8, wherein the scanner system is

configured for detecting saturated pixels in the recorded 2D images and for

mitigating or removing the error in the obtained color caused by the pixel

saturation, and wherein the error caused by the saturated pixel is mitigated

or removed byassigning a low weight to the saturated pixel in the weighted

average

10. The scanner system according to claim 8 or 9, wherein the scanner system

is configured for comparing the color of sections of the recorded 2D images
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and/orof the partial presentations of the object with predetermined color

rangesfor teeth and for oral tissue, and for suppressing the red component

of the recorded color for sections where the color is not in one of the two

predetermined color ranges.
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Abstract

Disclosed is a scanner, a scanner system, a user interface and a method

for obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an object, the

scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight, and

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

recording one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

whereatleast for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color

and 3D surface geometry of a part of the object are derived at least

partly from one 2D image recorded by said color image sensor.
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Focusscanning apparatus recording color

Field of the invention

The invention relates to three dimensional (3D) scanning of the surface geometry
and surface colorof objects. A particular application is within dentistry, particularly
for intraoral scanning.

Background of the invention

3D scanners are widely known from the art, and so are intraoral dental 3D

scanners (e.g., Sirona Cerec, Cadent ltero, 3Shape TRIOS).

Theability to record surface coloris useful in many applications. For example in
dentistry, the user can differentiate types of tissue or detect existing restorations.

For example in materials inspection, the user can detect surface abnormalities

such ascrystallization defects or discoloring. None of the aboveis generally

possible from 3D surface information alone.

VWVO2010145669 mentions the possibility of recording color. In particular, several

sequential images, each taken for an illumination in a different color - typically |

blue, green, and red - are combined to form a synthetic color image. This

approach hence requires means to changelight source color, such as color filters.

Furthermore, in handheld use, the scannerwill move relative to the scanned object

during the illumination sequence, reducing the quality of the synthetic color image.

Also US7698068 and US8102538 (CadentInc.) describe an intraoral scanner that

records both 3D geometry data and 3D texture data with one or more image

sensor(s). However, there is a slight delay between the color and the 3D geometry
recording, respectively. US7698068 requires sequentialillumination in different

colors to form a synthetic image, while US8102538 mentions white light as a

possibility, however from a secondillumination source or recorded by a second

image sensor,thefirst set being used for recording the 3D geometry.

1
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W02012083967 discloses a scanner for recording 3D geometry data and 3D

texture data with two separate cameras. While the first camera has a relatively

shallow depth of field as to provide focus scanning based on multiple images, the

second camera hasa relatively large depth of field as to provide color texture

information from a single image.

Color-recording scanning confocal microscopes are also known from-theprior art

(e.g., Keyence VK9700; see also JP2004029373). A white light illumination system

along with a color image sensoris used for recording 2D texture, while a laser

beam forms a dot that is scanned,i-e., moved over the surface and recorded by a

photomultiplier, providing the 3D geometry data from many depth measurements,

one for each position of the dot. The principle of a moving dot requires the

measured object not to move relative to the microscope during measurement, and

hence is not suitable for handheld use.

Summary of the invention

It is an object of the present invention to provide a scannerfor obtaining the 3D

surface geometry and surface color of the surface of an object, which does not

require that some 2D images are recorded for determining the 3D surface

geometry while other images are recorded for determining the surface color.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a scannerfor obtaining the 3D

surface geometry and surface color of the surface of an object, which obtains

surface color and the 3D surface geometry simultaneously such that an alignment

of data relating to 3D surface geometry and data relating to surface color is not

required.

Disclosed is a scannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner comprising:

- a multichromatic light source configured for providing a probe light, and
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~ acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensor pixels for
recording one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

whereat least for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color and 3D

surface geometry of a part of the object are derived at least partly from one 2D
image recorded by said color image sensor

Disclosed is a scannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight,

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, and

- an optical system configured for guiding light received from the object to

the color image sensor such that 2D images of said object can be

recorded bysaid color image sensor;

wherein the scanneris configured for acquiring a numberof said 2D images of a

part of the object and for deriving both surface color and 3D surface geometry of
the part of the object from at least one of said recorded 2D imagesat leastfor a

block of said image sensor pixels, such that the surface color and 3D surface

geometry are obtained concurrently by the scanner.

Disclosed is a scannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probe light;

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, where

the image sensoris arranged to record 2D imagesoflight received from

the object; and

wk aie 1 1 so : we
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- an image processor configured for deriving both surface color and 3D

surface geometry ofat least a part of the object from at least one of said

2D images recorded by the color image sensor.

5 Disclosed is a scanner system for obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface

colorof an object, said scanner system comprising

- ascanner according to any of the embodiments, where the scanneris

configured for deriving surface color and 3D surface geometry of the

object, and optionally for obtaining a partial or full 3D surface geometry

10 of the part of the object; and

- adata processing unit configured for post-processing 3D surface

geometry and/or surface color readings from the color image sensor, or

for post-processing the obtained partial or full 3D surface geometry.

15 In some embodiments, the data processing unit comprises a computer readable

medium on which is stored computer implemented algorithms for performing said

post-processing.

In some embodiments, the data processing unit is integrated in a cart ora

personal computer.

20 Disclosed is a method of obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the method comprising:

- providing a scanner or scanner system according to any of the

embodiments;

- illuminating the surface of said object with probe light from said

25 multichromatic light source;

- recording one or more 2D imagesof said object using said color image

sensor; and

” to . : '
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- deriving both surface color and 3D surface geometry of a part of the

object from at least some of said recorded 2D imagesat least for a block

of said image sensorpixels, such that the surface color and 3D surface

geometry are obtained concurrently by the scanner.

The presentinvention is a significant improvement over the state of the art in that

only a single image sensor and a single multichromatic light source is required,

and that surface color and 3D surface geometry for at least a part of the object can

be derived from the same imageor images, which also meansthat alignment of

color and 3D surface geometry is inherently perfect. In the scanner according to

the present invention, there is no need for taking into account or compensating for

relative motion of the object and scanner between obtaining 3D surface geometry

and surface color. Since the 3D surface geometry and the surface color are

obtained at precisely the same time, the scanner automatically maintainsits

spatial disposition with respect to the object surface while obtaining the 3D surface

geometry and the surface color. This makes the scannerof the present invention

suitable for handheld use, for example as an intraoral scanner, or for scanning

moving objects. |

In the context of the present invention, the phrase “surface color” may refer to the

apparentcolor of an object surface and thus in some cases, such as for semi-

transparent or semi-translucent objects such as teeth, be caused by light from the

object surface and/or the material below the object surface, such as material

immediately below the object surface.

In some embodiments, the 3D surface geometry and the surface color are both

determined from light recorded by the color image sensor.

In some embodiments,the light received from the object originates from the

multichromatic light source, i.e. itis probe light reflected or scattered from the

surface of the object.

4
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In some embodiments,the light received form the object is fluorescence excited by
the probelight from the multichromatic light source, i.e. fluorescence emitted by

fluorescent materials in the object surface.

In some embodiments, a second light source is used for the excitation of

fluorescence while the mulitichromatic light source provides the light for obtaining
the geometry and colorof the object.

In some embodiments, the scanner comprisesa first optical system, such as an

arrangementof lenses, for transmitting the probe light from the multichromaticlight

source towards an object and a second optical system for imaging light received

from the object at the color image sensor.

In some embodiments, only one optical system images the probelight onto the

object and images the object, or at least a part of the object, onto the color image

sensor, preferably along the sameoptical axis, however along opposite optical

paths. The scanner may comprise at least one beam splitter located in the optical

path, where the beam splitter is arranged suchthatit directs the probe light from

the multichromatic light source towards the object while it directs light received

from the object towards the color image sensor.

In some embodiments, the surface color and 3D surface geometry of the part of

the object are derived from a plurality of recorded 2D images. In that case, both

surface color and 3D surface geometry of the part of the object can be derived

from a numberofthe plurality of recorded 2D images.

Several scanning principles are suitable for this invention, such as triangulation

and focus scanning.

In some embodiments, the scanneris a focus scanner configured for obtaining a

stack of 2D imagesof the object from a numberof different focus plane positions.

In some focus scanning embodiments, the focus plane is adjusted in such a way

that the image of e.g. a spatial pattern projected by the light source on the probed

object is shifted along the optical axis while recording 2D images at a numberof

focus plane positions such that said stack of recorded 2D images can be obtained
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for a given position of the scannerrelative to the object. The focus plane position

may be varied by meansof at least one focus element, e.g., a moving focus lens.

In some focus scanner embodiments, the scanner comprises meansfor

incorporating a spatial pattern in said probe light and meansfor evaluating a

correlation measure at each focus plane position between at least one image pixel

and a weight function, where the weight function is determined based on

information of the configuration ofthe spatial pattern. Determining in-focus

information may then relate to calculating a correlation measure of the spatially

structured tight signal provided by the pattern with the variation of the pattern itself

(which we term reference) for every location of the focus plane and finding the

location of an extremum ofthis series. ln some embodiments, the pattern is static.

Sucha static pattern can for example be realized as a chrome-on-glass pattern.

One wayto define the correlation measure mathematically with a discrete set of

measurements is as a dot product computed from a signal vector, /= (/1,...,/n),

with n > 1 elements representing sensorsignals and a reference vector, f= (f1,...,

fn), of reference weights. The correlation measure A is then given by

A=f-l=> fil
i=1

The indices on the elements in the signal vector represent sensor signals that are

recorded at different pixels, typically in a block of pixels. The reference vector f

can be obtained in a calibration step.

By using knowledgeof the optical system used in the scanner, it is possible to

transform the location of an extremum of the correlation measure,i.e., the focus

plane into depth data information, on a pixel block basis. All pixel blocks combined
thus provide an array of depth data. In other words, depth is along an optical path
that is known from the optical design and/or found from calibration, and each block

of pixels on the image sensor represents the end point of an optical path.

Therefore, depth along an optical path, for a bundle of paths, yields a 3D surface

geometry within the field of view of the scanner.

Pogo os : 7 1 : . nok
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It can be advantageous to smooth and interpolate the series of correlation

measure values, such as to obtain a more robust and accurate determination of

the location of the maximum. For example, a polynomialcan befitted to the values

of A for a pixel block over several images on both sides of the recorded maximum,

and a location of a deducted maximum can be found from the maximum ofthe

fitted polynomial, which can be in between two images.

Color for a blockof pixels is at least partially derived from the same image from
which 3D geometry is derived. In case the location of the maximum of A is

represented by an image, then also coloris derived from that same image. In case

the location of the maximum of A is found by interpolation to be between two

_ images, then at least one of those two images should be usedto derive color, or

both images using interpolation for color also.It is also possible to average color

’ data from more than two images usedin the determination of the location of the

maximum of the correlation measure, or to average color from a subset or

superset of multiple images used to derive 3D surface geometry.In any case,

some image sensorpixels readings are used to derive both surface color and 3D

surface geometry for at least a part of the scanned object.

Typically, there are three color filters, so the overall color is composed of three

contributions, such as red, green, and blue, or cyan, magenta, and yellow. Note

that colorfilters typically allow a range of wavelengths to pass, and there is

typically cross-talk betweenfilters, such that, for example, some green light will

contribute to the intensity measured in pixels with redfilters.

For an image sensorwith a colorfilter array, a color componentq, within a pixel

block can be obtained as

n

Gg = > Gii41
i=1

where gj= 1 if pixel / hasafilter for color c, O otherwise. For an RGBfilter array

like in a Bayer pattern, j is one of red, green, or blue. Further weighting of the

individual color components,i.e., color calibration, may be required to obtain

natural color data, typically as compensation for varying filter efficiency,
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illumination source efficiency, and different fraction of color componentsin thefilter

pattern. The calibration may also depend on focus plane location and/or position

within the field of view, as the mixing of the light source component colors may
vary with those factors.

In some embodiments, color is obtained for every pixel in a pixel block. In sensors

with a colorfilter array or with other means to separate colors suchas diffractive
means, depending on the color measured with a particular pixel, an intensity value

for that color is obtained. In other words,in this case a particular pixel has a color

value only for one color. Recently developed color image sensors allow

measurement of several colors in the samepixel, at different depths in the

substrate, so in that case, a particular pixel can yield intensity values for several

colors. In summary,it is possible to obtain a resolution of the surface color data

that is inherently higher than that of the 3D geometry data.

In the embodiments where color resolution is higher than 3D geometry resolution,

a pattern will be visible when at least approximately in focus, which preferably is

the case whencolor is derived. The image canbefiltered such asto visually

remove the pattern, howeverat a loss of resolution. In fact, it can be

advantageousto be able to see the pattern for the user. For example in intraoral

scanning, it may be important to detect the position of a margin tine, the rim or

edgeof a preparation. The image of the pattern overlaid on the 3D geometry of
this edge is sharper on a side that is seen approximately perpendicular, and more

blurred on the side that is seen at an acute angle. Thus, a user, whoin this

example typically is a dentist or dental technician, can use the difference in

sharpness to more precisely locate the position of the margin line than may be

possible from examining the 3D surface geometry alone.

High spatial contrast of the in-focus pattern image on the object is desirable to

obtain a good signal to noise ratio of the correlation measure on the color image

sensor. Improved spatial contrast can be achieved by preferential imaging of the
specular surface reflection from the object on the color image sensor. Thus, some

embodiments of the invention comprise means for preferential/selective imaging of

specularly reflected light. This may be provided if the scannerfurther comprises

sb tat oan) no . 5 H
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meansforpolarizing the probelight, for example by meansof at least one

polarizing beam splitter.

In some embodiments, the polarizing optics is coated such as to optimize

preservation of the circular polarization of a part of the spectrum of the

multichromatic light source that is used for obtaining the 3D surface geometry.

The scanner according to the invention may further comprise means for changing

the polarization state of the probe light and/or the light received from the object.
This can be provided by meansof a retardation plate, preferably located in the
optical path. [In some embodimentsof the invention the retardation plateis a

quarter wave retardation plate.

Especially for intraoral applications, the scanner can have an elongated tip, with

meansfor directing the probe light and/or imaging an object. This may be provided

by meansof at least one folding element. The folding element could be a light

reflecting element such as a mirror or a prism.

For a more in-depth description of the above aspects of this invention, see

WO2010145669.

The invention disclosed here comprises a multichromatic light source, forexample

a white light source, for example a multi-die LED.

Light receivedfrom the scanned object, such as probelight returned from the
object surface or fluorescence generated by the probelight by exciting fluorescent

parts of the object, is recorded by a color image sensor. In some embodiments,

the color image sensor comprises a colorfilter array such that every pixel in the

color image sensoris a color-specific filter. The colorfilters are preferably

arrangedin a regular pattern, for example where the colorfilters are arranged
according to a Bayercolorfilter pattern. The image data thus obtained are used to

derive both 3D surface geometry and surface color for each block of pixels. Fora

focus scannerutilizing a correlation measure, the 3D surface geometry may be

found from an extremum of the correlation measure as described above.

In some embodiments, the 3D surface geometry is derived from light in a first part

of the spectrum of the probe light provided by the multichromatic light source.
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Preferably, the color filters are aligned with the image pixels, preferably such that

eachpixel has a colorfilter for a particular color only.

In some embodiments, the colorfilter array is such that its proportion of pixels with

colorfilters that match the first part of the spectrum is larger than 50%.

in some embodiments, the scanneris configured to derive the surface color with a

higher resolution than the 3D surface geometry. ,

in some embodiments, the higher surface color resolution is achieved by

demosaicing, where color valuesfor pixel blocks may be demosaiced to achieve

an apparently higher resolution of the color image than is present in the 3D

surface geometry. The demosaicing may operate on pixel blocksor individual

pixels.

In case a multi-die LED or another illumination source comprising physically or

optically separated light emitters is used, it is preferable to aim at a Kohler type

illumination in the scanner, i.e. the illumination source is defocused at the object

plane in order to achieve uniform illumination and good color mixing for the entire

field of view. In case color mixing is not perfect and varies with focal plane

location, color calibration of the scannerwill be advantageous.

It can be preferable to compute the 3D surface geometry only from pixels with one

or two kinds of colorfilters. A single color requires no achromatic optics and is thus
provides for a scannerthat is easier and cheaperto build. Furthermore, folding

elements can generally not preserve the polarization state for all colors equally

well. When only somecolor(s) is/are used to compute 3D surface geometry, the

reference vector fwill contain zeros for the pixels withfilters for the other color(s).

Accordingly, the total signal strength is generally reduced, but for large enough

blocks of pixels,it is generally still sufficient. Preferentially, the pixel colorfilters

are adaptedforlittle cross-talk from one color to the other(s). Note that evenin the

embodiments computing geometry from only a subsetof pixels, color is preferably

stil! computed from all pixeis.

To obtain a full 3D surface geometry and color representation of an object, i.e. a

colored full 3D surface geometry of said part of the object surface, typically several

ai
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partial representations of the object have to be combined, where each partial

representation is a view from substantially the samerelative position of scanner

and object. In the present invention, a view from a givenrelative position

preferably obtains the 3D geometry and color of the object surface as seen from

that relative position.

For a focus scanner, a view correspondsto one pass of the focusing element(s),

i.e, for a focus scanner each partial representation is the 3D surface geometry and

color derived from the stack of 2D images recorded during the pass of the focus

plane position between its extremum positions. .

The 3D surface geometry found for various views can be combinedbyalgorithms

for stitching and registration as widely knownin the literature, or from known view

positions and orientations, for example when the scanner is mounted on axes with

encoders. Color can be interpolated and averaged by methods such astexture

weaving, or by simply averaging corresponding color components in multiple views

of the samelocation on the 3D surface. Here, it can be advantageous to account

for differences in apparent color dueto different angles of incidence andreflection,

which is possible because the 3D surface geometry is also Known. Texture

weaving is described by e.g, Callieri M, Cignoni P, Scopigno R. “Reconstructing

textured meshes from multiple range rgb maps”. VMV 2002, Erlangen, Nov 20-22,
2002.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or the scanner system is configured for

generating a partial representation of the object surface based on the obtained

surface color and 3D surface geometry.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or the scanner system is configured for

combining partial representations of the object surface obtained from different

relative positions to obtain a full 3D surface geometry and color representation of

the part of the object.

In some embodiments, the combination of partial representations of the object to

obtain the full 3D surface geometry and color representation comprises computing

the color in each surface point as a weighted average of corresponding points in

all overlapping partial 3D surface geometries at that surface point. The weight of
12
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each partial presentation in the sum may be determined by several factors, such

as the presence of saturated pixel values or the orientation of the object surface

with respect to the scanner.

Such a weighted average is advantageous in cases where some scannerpositions

and orientations relative to the object will give a better estimate of the actual color

than other positions and orientations. If the illumination of the object surface is

uneven this can to some degree also be compensated for by weighting the best

illuminated parts higher.

In some embodiments, the scanner comprises an image processor configured for

performing a post-processing of the 3D surface geometry, the surface color

readings, or the derived partial or full 3D surface geometries of the object. The

scanner may be configured for performing the combination of the partial

representations using e.g. computer implemented algorithms executed by an

image processorof the scanner.

The scanner system may be configured for performing the combination of the

partial representations using e.g. computer implemented algorithms executed by

the data processing unit as part of the post-processing of the 3D surface

geometry, surface color, partial 3D geometry and/orfull 3D geometry,i.e. the post-

processing comprises computing the color in each surface point as a weighted

average of corresponding points in all overlapping partial 3D surface geometries at

that surface point.

Saturated pixel values should preferably have a low weight to reduce the effect of

highlights on the recording of the surface color, The color for a given part of the

surface should preferably be determined primarily from 2D images wherethe color

can be determined precisely which is not the case whenthe pixel values are
saturated.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is configured for

detecting saturated pixels in the recorded 2D imagesandfor mitigating or

removing the error in the obtained color caused by the pixel saturation. The error

caused by the saturated pixel may be mitigated or removed by assigning a low

weight to the saturated pixel in the weighted average.

13
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Specularly reflected light has the color of the light source rather than the color of

the object surface. If the object surface is not a pure white reflector then specular

reflections can hence beidentified as the areas where the pixel color closely

matchesthe light source color. When obtaining the surface colorit is therefore

advantageousto assign a low weight to pixels or pixel groups whose color values

closely match the color of the multichromatic light source in order to compensate

for such specular reflections.

Specularreflections may also be a problem whenintra orally scanning a patient's »

set of teeth since teeth rarely are completely white. It may hence be advantageous

to assumethat for pixels where the readings from the color images sensorindicate

that the surface of the object is a pure white reflector, the light recorded by this

pixel group is caused by a specular reflection from the teeth or the soft tissue in

the oral cavity and accordingly assign a low weight to these pixels to compensate

for the specularreflections. ,

In some embodiments, the compensation for specular reflections from the object

surface is based on information derived from a calibration of the scannerin which

a calibration object e.g. in the form of a pure white reflector is scanned. The color

image sensor readings then depend on the spectrum of the multichromatic light

source and on the wavelength dependence of the scanner's optical system caused

by e.g. a wavelength dependentreflectance of mirrors in the optical system. If the
optical system guideslight equaily weil for all wavelengths of the multichromatic

light source, the color image sensorwill record the color (also referred to as the

spectrum) of the multichromatic light source when the pure white reflectoris
scanned.

In some embodiments, compensating for the specular reflections from the surface

is based on information derived from a calculation based on the wavelength
dependence of the scanner’s optical system, the spectrum of the multichromatic

light source and a wavelength dependentsensitivity of the color image sensor. In

some embodiments, the scanner comprises meansfor optically suppressing

specularly reflected light to achieve better color measurement. This may be

providedif the scanner further comprises meansfor polarizing the probe light, for

example by meansof at least one polarizing beam splitter.

14
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Whenscanninginside an oral cavity there may be red ambient light caused by

probelight illumination of surrounding tissue, such as the gingiva, palette, tongue

or buccal tissue. In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is

hence configured for suppressing the red componentin the recorded 2D images.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is configured for

comparing the color of sections of the recorded 2D images and/or of the partial

presentations of the object with predetermined color ranges for teeth and for oral

tissue, respectively, and for suppressing the red component of the recorded color

for sections where the coloris not in either one of the two predetermined color

ranges. The teeth may e.g. be assumedto be primarily white with one ratio

betweentheintensity of the different components of the recorded image, e.g. with

one ratio betweentheintensity of the red component andthe intensity of the blue

and/or green components in a RGB configuration, while oral tissue is primarily

reddish with another ratio between the intensity of the components. When a color

recorded for a region of the oral cavity shows a ratio which differs from both the

predetermined ratio for teeth and the predetermined ratio for tissue, this region is

identified as a tooth region illuminated by red ambientlight and the red component

of the recorded image is suppressedrelative to the other components, either by

reducing the recordedintensity of the red signal or by increasing the recorded

intensities of the other componentsin the image.

In some embodiments, the color of points with a surface normal directly towards

the scanner are weighted higher than the color of points where the surface normal

is not directed towards the scanner. This has the advantage that points with a

surface normal directly towards the scanner will to a higher degreebeilluminated

by the white light from the scanner and not by the ambientlight.

In some embodiments, the color of points with a surface normal directly towards

the scannerare weighted lowerif associated with specular reflections.

in some embodiments the scanneris configured for simultaneously compensating

for different effects, such as compensating for saturated pixels and/or for specular

reflections and/orfor orientation of the surface normal. This may be done by

generally raising the weight for a selection of pixels or pixel groups of a 2D image

15
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and by reducing the weight for a fraction of the pixels or pixel groups of said
selection.

In some embodiments, the method comprises a processing of recorded 2D

images,partial or full 3D representations of the part of the object, where said

processing comprises

- compensating for pixel saturation by omitting or reducing the weight of

saturated pixels when deriving the surface color, and/or

~ compensating for specular reflections when deriving the surface color by

omitting or reducing the weight of pixels whose color values closely

matches the light source color, and/or

-~ compensating for red ambient light by comparing color of the 2D images

with predetermined color ranges, and suppressing the red componentof

the recorded colorif this is not within a predetermined color range.

Disclosed is a method of using a scannerofthis invention to display color texture

on 3D surface geometry.It is advantageousto display the 2D color data as a

texture on the 3D surface geometry, for example on a computer screen. The

combination of color and geometry is a more powerful conveyorof information

than either type of data alone. For example, dentists can more easily differentiate

between different types of tissue. In the rendering of the 3D surface geometry,

appropriate shading can help convey the 3D surface geometry on the texture, for

example with artificial shadows revealing sharp edges better than texture alone
could do.

When the multichromatic light source is a multi-die LED or similar, the scannerof

this invention can also be used to detect fluorescence. Disclosed is a method of

using the scannerof the invention to display fluorescence on 3D surface

geometry.

In some embodiments, the scanneris configured for exciting fluorescence on said

object byilluminating it with only a subset of the LED dies in the multi-die LED,

16
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and wheresaid fluorescenceis recorded by only or preferentially reading out only

those pixels in the color image sensorthat have colorfilters at least approximately

matching the color of the fluoresced light, i.e. measuring intensity only in pixels of

the image sensors that havefilters for longer-wavelength light. In other words, the

scanneris capable of selectively activating only a subset of the LED diesin the

multi-die LED and of only recording or preferentially reading out only those pixels

in the color image sensorthat have colorfilters at a higher wavelength than that of

the subset of the LED dies, suchthat light emitted from the subset of LED dies can

excite fluorescent materials in the object and the scanner can record the

fluorescence emitted from these fluorescent materials. The subset of the dies
preferably comprises one or more LED dies which emits light within the excitation

spectrum of the fluorescent materials in the object, such as an ultraviolet, a blue, a

green, a yellow or a red LED die. Such fluorescence measurementyields a 2D
data array muchlike the 2D color image, however unlike the 2D imageit cannot be
taken concurrently with the 3D surface geometry. For a slow-moving scanner,

and/or with appropriate interpolation, the fluorescence image canstill be overlaid

the 3D surface geometry. It is advantageousto display fluorescence on teeth

becauseit can help detect caries and plaque.

In some embodiments, the processing means comprises a microprocessorunit

configured for extracting the 3D surface geometry from 2D images obtained by the

color image sensor and for determining the surface color from the same images.

Disclosed is a method of using a scannerofthis invention to average color and/or

3D surface geometry from several views, where each view represents a

substantially fixed relative orientation of scanner and object.

Disclosed is a methodusing a scannerof this invention to combine color and/or

3D surface geometry from several views, where each view represents a

substantially fixed relative orientation of scanner and object, such as to achieve a

more complete coverage of the object than would be possible in a single view.

Brief description of drawings

17
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Fig. 1 shows a handheld embodiment of the scanner according to the invention.

Fig. 2 showsprior art pattern generating means and associated reference weights.

Fig. 3 shows a pattern generating means and associated reference weights

according to the present invention.

Fig. 4 shows a colorfilter array according to the present invention

The scanner embodimentillustratedin fig. 1 is a hand-held scanner with

_ componentsinside the housing 100. The scanner comprisesa tip which can be

entered into a cavity, a multichromatic light source in the form of a multi-die LED

101, pattern generation means 130 for incorporating a spatial pattern in the probe

light, a beam splitter 140, an image acquisition means 180 including an image

sensor 181, electronics and potentially other elements, an optical system typically
comprising at least one lens, the object being scanned 200, and the image sensor,

The light from the light source 101 travels back and forth through the optical

system 150. During this passage the optical system imagesthe pattern 130 onto
the object being scanned 200 and further images the object being scanned onto
the image sensor 181.

The image sensor 181 has a colorfilter array 1000. Although drawn as a separate

entity because of its importance in the invention, the colorfilter array is typically

integrated with the image sensor, with a single-colorfilter for every pixel.

The lens system includes a focusing element 151 which can be adjusted to shift

the focal imaging plane of the pattern on the probed object 200. In the example

embodiment, a single lens elementis shifted physically back and forth along the

optical axis.

As a whole, the optical system provides an imaging of the pattern onto the object |

being probed and from the object being probed to the camera. ,

The device may include polarization optics 160. Polarization optics can be used to

selectively image specularreflections and block out undesired diffuse signal from

sub-surface scattering inside the scanned object. The beam splitter 140 may also
18
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have polarizationfiltering properties. {t can be advantageousfor optical elements
to be anti-reflection coated. .

The device may include folding optics, a mirror 170, which directs the light outof

the device in a direction different to the optical axis of the fens system, e.g. ina

direction perpendicular to the optical axis of the lens system.

There may be additional optical elements in the scanner, for example one or more

condenser Jens in front of the light source 101.

In the example embodiment, the LED 101 is a multi-die LED with two green, one

red, and one blue die. Only the green portion of the light is used for obtaining the

3D surface geometry. Accordingly, the mirror 170 is coated such as to optimize

preservation of the circular polarization of the green light, and not that of the other

colors. Note that during scanningall dies within the LED are active,i.e., emitting

light, so the scanner emits apparently white light onto the scanned object 200. The

LED mayemit light at the different colors with different intensities such that e.g.

one color is more intense than the other colors. This may be desired in order to

reduce cross-talk between the readingsof the different color signals in the color

image sensor. In case that the intensity of e.g. the red and blue diodes in a RGB

system is reduced, the apparently white light emitted by the light source will

appeargreenish-white.

Figure 2 shows an example of prior art pattern generation means 130 that is
applied as a static pattern in a spatial correlation embodimentof

W020101455669, as imaged on a monochromatic image sensor 180. The pattern

can be a chrome-on-glass pattern. Only a portion of the pattern is shown, namely

one period. This period is represented by a pixel block of 6 by 6 image pixels, and

2 by 2 pattern fields. The fields drawnin gray in Fig. 2 (a) are in actuality black

because the pattern mask is opaquefor these fields; gray was only chosen for

visibility and thus clarity of the Figure. Figure 2(b)illustrates the reference weights
f for computing the spatial correlation measure A for the pixel block, where n = 6 x
6 = 36, suchthat

19
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A >y7
i=1

where / are the intensity values measured in the 36 pixels in the pixel block for a

given image. Note that perfect alignment between image sensorpixels and pattern

fields is not required, but gives the best signal for the 3D surface geometry
measurement.

Figure 3 shows the extension of the principle in Figure 2 for the present invention.

The pattern is the same as in Figure 2 and sois the image sensor geometry.

However, the image sensoris a color image sensor with a Bayercolorfilter array.

In Figure 2 (a), pixels marked “B” have a blue colorfilter, while “G” indicates green

and “R”red pixelfilters, respectively. Figure 2 (b) shows the corresponding
reference weights f. Note that only green pixels have a non-zero value. This is so

because only the green fraction of the spectrum is used for obtaining the 3D

surface geometry.

For the pattern / colorfilter combination of Figure 3, a color component ¢ within a

pixel block can be obtained as

n

Gg = Ddgah
f=1

where gj = 1 If pixel /has a filter for color q, 0 otherwise. For an RGBcolorfilter

array like in the Bayer pattern, / is one of red, green, or blue. Further weighting of

the individual color components, i.e., color calibration, may be required to obtain
natural color data, typically as compensation for varyingfilter efficiency,

illumination source efficiency, and different fraction of color componentsin the filter

pattern. The calibration may also depend on focus plane location and/or position

within the field of view, as the mixing of the LED’s componentcolors may vary with
those factors.

Figure 4 shows an alternative colorfilter array with a higher fraction of green pixels

than in the Bayer pattern. Assuming that only the green portion of the illumination

is used to obtain the 3D surface geometry,the filter of Figure 4 will potentially

provide a better quality of the obtained 3D surface geometry than a Bayerpattern
20
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filter, at the expense of poorer color representation. The poorercolor

representation will however in many casesstill be sufficient while the improved

quality of the obtained 3D surface geometry often is very advantageous.
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Claims

. Ascannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an object,

the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight, and

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensor pixels for

recording one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

whereatleast for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color

and 3D surface geometry of a part of the object are derivedat least

- partly from one 2D image recorded by said color image sensor.

. Ascanneraccording to claim 1, wherein the surface color and 3D surface

geometry of the part of the object are derived from a plurality of recorded

2D images, and where for a numberof the plurality of recorded 2D images

both surface color and 3D surface geometry of the part of the object are

derived.

. Ascanneraccording to any of the preceding claims where the scanneris a

focus scanner configured for obtaining a stack of 2D imagesof the object

from a numberof different focus plane positions.

. Ascanner according to the preceding claim where the scanner comprises

meansfor incorporating a spatial pattern in said probe light and meansfor

evaluating a correlation measure at each focus plane position betweenat

least one image pixel and a weight function, where the weight function is

determined based on information of the configuration of the spatial pattern.

. A-scanner according to the preceding claim and wherethe spatial pattern is
static.

. Ascanner according to any of the preceding claims wherethe color image

sensor comprises a colorfilter array.

22,
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7. Ascanneraccording to any of the preceding claims where the colorfilters of

the array are arranged according to a Bayercolorfilter pattern.

8. A scanner according to any of the preceding claims where the 3D surface

geometry is derived from light in a first part of the spectrum provided by the
multichromatic light source

9. Ascanneraccording to the preceding claim where the colorfilter arrayis
suchthat its proportion of pixels with colorfilters that match the first part of

the spectrum is larger than 50%.

10.A scanner according to any of the preceding claims where the

multichromatic light source is a multi-die LED

11.A scanner according to any of the preceding claims where the scanneris
configured to derive the surface color with a higher resolution than the 3D

surface geometry

12.A scanner according to the preceding claim where the higher surface color

resolution is achieved by demosaicing.

13.A scanner according to any of the preceding claims where the scanneris

configured for exciting fluorescence on said object by illuminating it with

only a subset of the LED diesin the multi-die LED, and where said

fluorescence is recorded by only or preferentially reading out only those

pixels in the color image sensor that have colorfilters at least approximately

matching the colorof the fluoresced light.

14. The scanner according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the scanner

is configured for generating a partial representation of the part of the object

surface based on the obtained surface color and 3D surface geometry, and .

for combining partial representations obtained from different relative

23
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positions to obtain a full 3D surface geometry and color representation of

the part of the object.

15.A scannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an object,
the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight,

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, and

- anoptical system configured for guiding light received from the object to

the color image sensor such that 2D imagesof said object can be

recorded by said color image sensor;

wherein the scanneris configured for acquiring a numberof said 2D images
of a part of the object and for deriving both surface color and 3D surface

geometry of the part of the object from at least one of said recorded 2D

imagesat least for a block of said image sensorpixels, such that surface

color and 3D surface geometry are obtained concurrently by the scanner.

16.A scannerfor obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an object,

the scanner comprising: ;

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight;

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, where

the image sensoris arranged to record 2D imagesof light received from

the object; and

- animage processor configured for deriving both surface color and 3D

surface geometry of at least a part of the object from at least one of said

2D images recordedbythe color image sensor.

17.A scanner system for obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface colorof

an object, said scanner system comprising

24
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- ascanneraccording to any of the preceding claims, where the scanner

is configured for deriving surface color and 3D surface geometry of the

object, and optionally for obtaining a partial or full 3D surface geometry

of the part of the object; and

- adata processing unit configured for post-processing 3D surface

geometry and/or surface color readings from the color image sensor, or

for post-processing the obtained partial or fulf 3D surface geometry.

18. The scanner system according to the preceding claim, wherein the post-

processing comprises computing the color in each surface point as a

weighted average of corresponding points in afl overlapping partial 3D

surface geometries at that surface point.

19. The scanner system according to claim 17 or 18, wherein the scanner

system is configured for detecting saturated pixels in the recorded 2D

images and for mitigating or removing the error in the obtained color caused

by the pixel! saturation. ,

20. The scanner system according to the preceding claim wherein the error

caused by the saturated pixel is mitigated or removed by assigning a low

weight to the saturated pixel in the weighted average.

21. The scanner system according to any of claims 17 to 20, wherein the

scannersystem is configured for comparing the cotor of sections of the

recorded 2D images and/orof the partial presentations of the object with

predetermined color rangesfor teeth and for oral tissue, and for

suppressing the red component of the recorded color for sections where the

color is not in one of the two predetermined color ranges.

22.A method of obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an object,

the method comprising:

- providing a scanner or scanner system according to any of the previous

claims;

25
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illuminating the surface of said object with probe light from said

multichromatic light source;

recording one or more 2D imagesof said object using said color image

sensor; and

deriving both surface color and 3D surface geometry of a part of the

object from at least some of said recorded 2D imagesat least for a block

of said image sensorpixels, such that the surface color and 3D surface

geometry are obtained concurrently by the scanner.

23.The method according to claim 22, wherein the method comprises a

processing of recorded 2D images,partial or full 3D representations of the

part of the object, where said processing comprises

compensating for pixel saturation by omitting or reducing the weight of

saturated pixels when deriving the surface color, and/or

compensating for red ambient light by comparing color of the 2D images

with predetermined color ranges, and suppressing the red component of

the recorded colorif this is not within a predetermined color range.

26
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Abstract

Disclosed is a scanner, a scanner system, a user interface and a method

for obtaining 3D surface geometry and surface color of an object, the

scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probe light, and
- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

recording one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

whereat least for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color

and 3D surface geometry of a part of the object are derived at least

partly from one 2D image recorded by said color image sensor.
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(57) Abstract: Disclased are a scanner system and a method for recording surface geometry and surface color of an object where
both surface geometry information and surface color information fora block of said image sensorpixels at least partly from one 2D
image recorded bysaid color image sensor.
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Focus scanning apparatus recording color

Field of the application

The application relates to three dimensional (3D) scanning of the surface

geometry and surface color of objects. A particular application is within dentistry,

particularly for intraoral scanning.

Background

3D scanners are widely known from the art, and so are intraoral dental 3D

scanners (é€.g., Sirona Cerec, Cacent Itero, 3Shape TRIOS).

The ability to record surface color is useful in many applications. For example in

dentistry, the user can differentiate types of tissue or detect existing restorations.

For example in materials inspection, the user can detect surface abnormalities

such as crystallization defects or discoloring. None of the above is generally

possible from surface geometry information alone.

WO2010145669 mentions the possibility of recording color. in particular, several

sequential images, each taken for an illumination in a different color - typically

blue, green, and red - are combined to form a synthetic color image. This

approach hence requires means to change light source color, such as colorfilters.

Furthermore, in handheld use, the scanner will move relative to the scanned object

during the illumination sequence, reducing the quality of the synthetic color image.

Also US7698068 and US8102538 (Cadent Inc.) describe an intraoral scanner that

records both geometry data and texture data with one or more image sensor(s).

However, there is a slight delay between the color and the geometry recording,

respectively. US7698068 requires sequential illumination in different colors to form

a synthetic image, while US8102538 mentions white light as a possibility, however

from a second illumination source or recorded by a second image sensor, thefirst

set being used for recording the geometry.
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WO2012083967 discioses a scanner for recording geometry data and texture data

with two separate cameras. While the first camera has a relatively shallow depth of

field as to provide focus scanning based on multiple images, the second camera

has a relatively large depth of field as to provide color texture information from a

single image.

Color-recording scanning confocal microscopes are also known from the prior art

(eé.g., Keyence VK9700; see also JP2004029373). A white light illumination system

along with a color image sensor is usec for recording 2D texture, while a laser

beam forms a dot that is scanned, i.e., moved over the surface and recorded by a

photomultiplier, providing the geometry data from many depth measuremenis, one

for each position of the dot. The principle of a moving dot requires the measured

object not to move relative to the microscope during measurement, and henceis

not suitable for handheld use.

Summary

One aspect of this application is to provide a scanner system anc a method for

recording surface geometry and surface color of an object, and where surface

geometry and surface color are derived from the same captured 2D images.

One aspectof this application is to provide a scanner system for recording surface

geometry and surface color of an object, and wherein all 2D images are captured

using the same color image sensor.

One aspect of this application is to provide a scanner system and a method for

recording surface geometry and surface color of an object, in which the

information relating to the surface geometry and to the surface color are acquired

simultaneously such that an alignment of data relating to the recorded surface

geometry and data relating to the recorded surface color is not required in order to

generate a digital 3D representation of the object expressing both color and

geometry of the object.
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Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of

an object, the scanner system comprising:

- a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic probe

light for illumination of the object,

- a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for capturing

one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object, and

- a data processing system configured for deriving both surface geomeiry

information and surface color information for a block of said image sensor

pixels at least partly from one 2D image recorded by said color image sensor.

Disclosed is a method of recording surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the method comprising:

- obtaining a scanner system comprising a multichromatic light source and a

color image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels;

- illuminating the surface of said object with multichromatic probe light from

said multichromatic light source;

- capturing a series of 2D images of said object using said color image sensor;

and

- deriving both surface geometry information and surface color information for a

block of said image sensorpixels at least partly from one captured 2D image.

in the context of the present application, the phrase “surface color” may refer to

the apparent color of an object surface and thus in some cases, such as for semi-

transparent or semi-translucent objects such as teeth, be caused by light from the

object surface and/or the material below the object surface, such as maierial

immediately below the object surface.

In the context of the present application, the phrase “derived at least partly from

one 2D image’refers to the situation where the surface geometry information for a
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given block of image sensor pixels at least in part is derived from one 2D image

and where the corresponding surface color information at least in part is derived

from the same 2D image. The phase aiso covers cases where the surface

geometry information for a given block of image sensor pixels at least in part is

derived from a plurality of 2D images of a series of captured 2D images and where

the corresponding surface color information at least in part is derived from the

same 2D imagesof that series of captured 2D images.

An advantage of deriving both surface geometry information and surface color

information for a block of said image sensor pixels at least partly from one 2D

image is that a scanner system having only one image sensor can be realized.

lt is an advantage that the surface geometry information and the surface color

information are derived at least partly from one 2D image, since this inherently

provides that the two types of information are acquired simultaneously. There is

hence no requirement for an exact timing of the operation of two color image

sensors, which may the case when one image sensor is used for the geometry

recording and another for color recording. Equally there is no need for an

elaborate calculation accounting for significant differences in the timing of

capturing of 2D images from which the surface geometry information is derived

and the timing of the capturing of 2D images from which the surface color

information is derived.

The present application discloses is a significant improvernent overthe state of the

art in that only a single image sensor and a single multichromatic light source is

required, and that surface color and surface geometry for at least a part of the

object can be derived from the same 2D image or 2D images, which also means

that alignment of color and surface geometry is inherently perfect. In the scanner

system according to the present application, there is no need for taking into

account or compensating for relative motion of the object and scanner system

between obtaining surface geometry and surface color. Since the surface

geometry and the surface color are obtained at precisely the same time, the

scanner system automatically maintains its spatial disposition with respect to the

object surface while obtaining the surface geometry and the surface color. This
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makes the scanner system of the present application suitable for handheld use, for

example as an intraoral scanner, or for scanning moving objects.

in some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for deriving

surface geometry information and surface color information for said block of image

sensor pixels from a series of 2D images, such as from a plurality of the 2D

images in a series of captured 2D images. l.e. the data processing system is

capable of analyzing a plurality of the 2D images in a series of captured 2D

images in order to derive the surface geometry information for a block of image

sensor pixels and to also derive surface color information from at least one of the

2D images from which the surface geometry information is derived.

in some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for deriving

surface color information from a plurality of 2D images of a series of captured 2D

images and for deriving surface geometry information from at least one of the 2D

images from which the surface color information is derived.

in some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for deriving

surface geometry information from a plurality of 2D images of a series of captured

2D images and for deriving surface color information from at least one of the 2D

images from which the surface geometry information is derived.

in some embodiments, the set of 2D images from which surface color information

is derived from is identical to the set of 2D images from which surface geometry

information is derived from.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for generating a

sub-scan of a part of the object surface based on surface geometry information

and surface color information derived from a plurality of blocks of image sensor

pixels. The sub-scan expresses at least the geometry of the part of the object and

typically one sub-scan is derived from one stack of captured 2D images.
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In some embodiments, all 2D images of a captured series of images are analyzed

to derive the surface geometry information for each block of image sensorpixels

on the color image sensor.

For a given block of image sensor pixels the corresponding portions of the

captured 2D images in the stack may be analyzed to derive the surface geometry

information and surface color information for that block.

in some embodiments, the surface geometry information relates to where the

object surface is located relative to the scanner system coordinate system for that

particular block of image sensorpixels.

One advantage of the scanner system and the method of the current application is

that the informations used for generating the sub-scan expressing both geometry

and color of the object (as seen from one view) are obtained concurrently.

Sub-scans can be generated for a numberof different views of the object such that

they together coverthe part of the surface.

in some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for combining a

number of sub-scans to generate a digital 3D representation of the object. The

digital 3D representation of the object then preferably expresses both the recorded

geometry and color of the object.

The digital 3D representation of the object can be in the form of a data file. When

the object is a patient’s set of teeth the cigital 3D representation of this set of teeth

can e.g. be used for CAD/CAM manufacture of a physical model of the patient’s

set teeth.

The surface geometry and the surface color are both determined from light

recorded by the color image sensor.

in some embodiments, the light received from the object originates from the

multichromatic light source, i.e. it is probe light reflected or scattered from the

surface of the object.
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In some embodiments, the light received form the object comprises fluorescence

excited by the probe light from the multichromatic light source, i.e. fluorescence

emitted by fluorescent materials in the object surface.

in some embodiments, a second light source is used for the excitation of

fluorescence while the multichromatic light source provides the light for obtaining

the geometry and color of the object.

The scanner system preferably comprises an optical system configured for guiding

light emitted by the mullichromatic light source towards the object to be scanned

and for guiding light received from the object to the color image sensor such that

the 2D images of said object can be captured by said color image sensor.

In some embodiments, the scanner system comprises a first optical system, such

as an arrangement of lenses, for transmitting the probe light from the

multichromatic light source towards an object and a second optical systern for

imaging light received from the object at the color image sensor.

In some embodiments, single optical system images the probe light onto the

object and images the object, or at least a part of the object, onto the color image

sensor, preferably along the same optical axis, however in opposite directions

along optical axis. The scanner may comprise at least one beam spiitter located in

the optical path, where the beam splitter is arranged such that it directs the probe

light from the multichromatic light source towards the object while it directs light

received from the object towards the color image sensor.

Several scanning principles are suitable, such as triangulation and focus scanning.

in some embodiments, the scanner system is a focus scanner system operating

by translating a focus plane along an optical axis of the scanner system and

capturing the 2D imagesat different focus plane positions such that each series of

captured 2D images forms a stack of 2D images. The focus plane position is
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preferably shifted along an optical axis of the scanner system, such that 2D

images captured at a numberof focus plane positions along the optical axis forms

said stack of 2D images for a given view of the object, i.e. for a given arrangement

of the scanner system reiative to the object. After changing the arrangementof tne

scanner system relative to the object a new stack of 2D images for that view can

be captured. The focus plane position may be varied by means of at least one

focus element, e.g., a moving focus lens.

In some focus scanner embodiments, the scanner system comprises a pattem

generating element configured for incorporating a spatial pattern in said probe

light.

in some embodiments, the pattern generating element is configured to provide that

the probe light projected by scanner system onto the object comprises a pattern

consisting of dark sections and sections with light having the a wavelength

distribution according to the wavelength cistribution of the multichromatic light

source.

In some embodiments, the multichromatic light source comprises a broadband

light source, such as a white light source

In some embodiments, the pixels of the color image sensor and the pattern

generating element are configured to provide that each pixel corresponds to a

single bright or dark region of the spatial pattern incorporated in said probelight.

For a focus scanner system the surface geometry information for a given block of

image sensor pixels is derived by identifying at which distance from the scanner

system the object surface is in focus for that block of image sensorpixels.

in some embodiments, deriving the surface geometry information and surface

color information comprises calculating for several 2D images, such as for several

2D images in a captured stack of 2D images, a correlation measure between the

portion of the 2D image captured by said biock of image sensor pixels and a
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weight function. Here the weight function is preferably determined based on

information of the configuration of the spatial pattern. The correlation measure

may be calculated for each 2D imageof the stack.

The scanner system may camprise meansfor evaluating a correlation measure at

each focus plane position between at least one image pixel and a weight function,

where the weight function is determined based on information of the configuration

of the spatial pattern.

in some embodiments, deriving the surface geometry information and the surface

color information for a biock of image sensor pixels comprises identifying the

position along the optical axis at which the corresponding correlation measure has

a maximum value. The position along the optical axis at which the corresponding

correlation measure has a maximum value may coincide with the position where a

2D image has been captured but it may even more likely be in between two

neighboring 2D images of the stack of 2D images.

Determining the surface geometry information may then relate to calculating a

correlation measure of the spatially structured light signal provided by the pattern

with the variation of the pattern itself (which we term reference) for every location

of the focus plane and finding the location of an extremum ofthis stack of 2D

images. In some embodiments, the pattern is static. Such a static pattern can for

example be realized as a chrome-on-glass pattern.

One way to define the correlation measure maihematically with a discrete set of

measurementsis as a dot product computed from a signal vector, /= (/1,...,in),

with n > 1 elements representing sensor signals and a reference vector, f= (/1,...,

fn), of reference weights. The correlation measure A is then given by

aepr=Shn
i=l
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The indices on the elements in the signal vector represent sensorsignals that are

recorded at different pixels, typically in a block of pixels. The reference vector f

can be obtained in a calibration step.

By using knowledge of the optical system used in the scanner, it is possible to

transform the location of an extremum of the correlation measure,i.e., the focus

plane into depth data information, on a pixel block basis. All pixel blocks combined

thus provide an array of depth data. In other words, depth is along an optical path

that is known from the optical design and/or found from calibration, and each block

of pixels on the image sensor represents the end point of an optical path.

Therefore, depth along an optical path, for a bundle of paths, yields a surface

geometry within the field of view of the scanner, i.e. a sub-scan for the present

view.

it can be advantageous to smooth and interpolate the series of correlation

measure values, such as to obtain a more robust and accurate determination of

the location of the maximum.

In some embodiments, the generating a sub-scan comprises determining a

correlation measure function describing the variation of the correlation measure

along the optical axis for each block of image sensorpixels and identifying for the

position along the optical axis at which the correlation measure functions have

their maximum value for the block.

In some embodiments, the maximum correlation measure value is the highest

calculated correlation measure value for the block of image sensor pixels and/or

the highest maximum value of the correlation measure function for the block of

image sensorpixels.

For example, a polynomial can befitted to the values of A for a pixel block over

several images on both sides of the recorded maximum, and a location of a

deducted maximum can be found from the maximum of the fitted polynomial,

which can be in between two images. The deducted maximum is subsequently
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used as depth data information when deriving the surface geometry from the

present view, i.e. when deriving a sub-scan for the view.

in some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for determining a

color for a point on a generated sub-scan based on the surface color information

of the 2D image of the series in which the correlation measure has its maximum

value for the corresponding block of image sensor pixels. The color may e.g. be

read as the RGB valuesfor pixels in said block of image sensorpixels.

in some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for deriving the

color for a point on a generated sub-scan based on the surface color informations

of the 2D imagesin the series in which the correlation measure has its maximum

value for the corresponding block of image sensor pixels and on at least one

additional 2D image, such as a neighboring 2D image from the series of captured

2D images. The surface color information is still derived from at least one of the

2D images from which the surface geometry information is derived.

in some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for interpolating

surface color information of at least two 2D images in a series when determining

the sub-scan color, such as an interpolation of surface color information of

neighboring 2D imagesin a series.

in some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for computing a

smoothed color for a number of points of the sub-scan, where the computing

comprises an averaging of sub-scan colors of different points, such as a weighted

averaging of the colors of the surrounding points on the sub-scan.

Surface color information for a block of image sensor pixels is at least partially

derived from the same image from which surface geometry information is derived.

in case the location of the maximum of A is represented by a 2D image, then aiso

color is derived from that same image. In case the location of the maximum of A is

found by interpolation to be between two images, then at least one of those two
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images should be used to derive color, or both images using interpolation for color

also. It is also possible to average color data from more than two images used in

the determination of the location of the maximum of the correlation measure, or to

average color from a subset or superset of multiple images used to derive surface

geometry. In any case, some image sensorpixels readings are used to derive both

surface color and surface geometry for at least a part of the scanned object.

Typically, there are three colorfilters, so the overall color is composed of three

contributions, such as red, green, and blue, or cyan, magenta, and yellow. Note

that color filters typically allow a range of wavelengths to pass, and there is

typically cross-talk betweenfilters, such that, for example, some green light will

contribute to the intensity measured in pixels with redfilters.

For an image sensor with a colorfilter array, a color component ¢ within a pixel

block can be obtained as

n

CG = > Gili
i=

where gj; = 1 if pixel / has a filter for color c,, 0 otherwise. For an RGB filter array

like in a Bayer pattern, / is one of red, green, or blue. Further weighting of the

individual color components, i.e., color calibration, may be required to obtain

natural color data, typically as compensation for varying filter efficiency,

ilumination source efficiency, and different fraction of color componentsin thefilter

pattern. The calibration may also depend on focus plane location and/or position

within the field of view, as the mixing of the light source component colors may

vary with those factors.

in some embodiments, surface color information is obtained for every pixel in a

pixel block. In color image sensors with a colorfilter array or with other means to

separate colors such as diffractive means, depending on the color measured with

a particular pixel, an intensity value for that color is obtained. In other words, in this

case a particular pixel has a color value only for one color. Recently developed

color image sensors allow measurement of several colors in the same pixel, at

different depths in the substrate, so in that case, a particular pixel can yield
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intensity values for several colors. In summary,it is possible to obtain a resolution

of the surface color data that is inherently higher than that of the surface geometry

information.

In the embodiments where the resolution of the derivea color is higher than the

resolution of the surface geometry for the generated digital 3D representation of

the object, a pattern will be visible when at least approximately in focus, which

preferably is the case when coloris derived. The image can befiltered such as to

visually remove the pattern, however at a loss of resolution. In fact, it can be

advantageous to be able to see the pattern for the user. For example in intraoral

scanning, it may be important to detect the position of a margin line, the rim or

edge of a preparation. The image of the pattern overlaid on the geometry of this

edge is sharper on a side that is seen approximately perpendicular, and more

blurred on the side that is seen at an acute angle. Thus, a user, who in this

example typically is a dentist or dental technician, can use the difference in

sharpness to more precisely locate the position of the margin line than may be

possible fram examining the surface geometry alone.

High spatial contrast of an in-focus pattern image on the object is desirable to

obtain a good signal to noise ratio of the correlation measure on the color image

sensor. Improved spatial contrast can be achieved by preferential imaging of the

specular surface reflection from the object on the color image sensor. Thus, some

embodiments comprise means for preferential/selective imaging of specularly

reflected light. This may be provided if the scanner further comprises means for

polarizing the probe light, for example by means of at least one polarizing bearn

splitter.

in some embodiments, the polarizing optics is coated such as to optimize

preservation of the circular polarization of a part of the spectrum of the

multichromatic light source that is used for recording the surface geometry.

The scanner system may further comprise means for changing the polarization

state of the probe light and/or the light received from the object. This can be

provided by meansof a retardation plate, preferably located in the optical path. In

some embodiments, the retardation plate is a quarter wave retardation plate.
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Especially for intraoral appiications where the scanned object e.g. is the patient's

set or teeth, the scanner can have an elongated tip, with means for directing the

probe light and/or imaging an object. This may be provided by meansof atleast

one folding element. The folding element could be a light reflecting element such

as a mirror or a prism. The probe light then emerges from the scanner system

along an optical axis at least partly defined by the folding element.

For a more in-depth description of the focus scanning technology, see

WO2010145689.

In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for determining

the color of a least one point of the generated digital 3D representation of the

object, such that the digital 3D representation expresses both geometry and color

profile of the object. Color may be determined for several points of the generated

digital 3D representation such that the color profile of the scanned part of the

object is expressed by the digital 3D representation.

In some embodiments determining the object color comprises computing a

weighted average of color values derived for corresponding points in overlapping

sub-scans at that point of the object surface. This weighted average can then be

used as the color of the point in the digital 3D representation of the object.

In some embodiments the data processing system is configured for detecting

saturated pixels in the captured 2D images and for mitigating or removing the error

in the derived surface color information or the sub-scan color caused by the pixel

saturation.

In some embodiments the error caused by the saturated pixel is mitigated or

removed by assigning a low weight to the surface color information of the

saturated pixel in the computing of the smoothed color of a sub-scan and/or by

assigning a low weight to the color of a sub-scan computed based on the

saturated pixel.
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In some embodiments, the data processing system is configured for comparing the

derived surface color information of sections of the captured 2D images and/or of

the generated sub-scans of the object with predetermined color ranges for teeth

and for oral tissue, and for suppressing the red component of the derived surface

color information or sub-scan color for sections where the color is not in one of the

two predetermined color ranges.

The scanner system disclosed here comprises a multichromatic light source, for

exampie a white light source, for example a multi-die LED.

Light received from the scanned object, such as probe light returned from the

object surface or fluorescence generated by the probelight by exciting fluorescent

parts of the object, is recorded by the color image sensor. In some embodiments,

the color image sensor comprises a color filter array such that every pixel in the

color image sensor is a color-specific filter. The color filters are preferably

arranged in a regular pattern, for example where the color filters are arranged

according to a Bayer colorfilter pattern. The image data thus obtained are used to

derive botn surface geometry and surface color for each block of pixels. For a

focus scannerutilizing a correlation measure, the surface geometry may be found

from an extremum of the correlation measure as described above.

In some embodiments, the surface geometry is derived from light in a first part of

the spectrum of the probe light provided by the multichromatic light source.

Preferably, the color filters are aligned with the image sensor pixels, preferably

such that each pixel has a colorfilter for a particular color only.

In same embodiments, the colorfilter array is such that its proportion of pixels with

colorfilters that match the first part of the spectrum is larger than 50%.

In some embodiments, the surface geometry information is derived from light in a

selected wavelength range of the spectrum provided by the multichromatic light

source. The light in the other wavelength ranges is hence not used to derive the

surface geometry information. This provides the advantage that chromatic

dispersion of optical elernents in the optical system of the scanner system does

not influence the scanning of the object.
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it can be preferable to compute the surface geometry only from pixels with one or

two types of color filters. A single color requires no achromatic optics and is thus

provides for a scanner that is easier and cheaper to build. Furthermore, folding

elements can generally not preserve the polarization state for all colors equally

well. When only some color(s) is/are used to compute surface geometry, the

reference vector f will contain zeros for the pixels with filters for the other color(s).

Accordingly, the total signal strength is generally reduced, but for large enough

blocks of pixels, it is generally still sufficient. Preferentially, the pixel color filters

are adapted forlittle cross-talk from one color to the other(s). Note that even in the

embodiments computing geometry from only a subset of pixels, color is preferably

still computed from all pixels.

in some embodiments, the color image sensor comprises a color filter array

comprising at least three types of colors filters, each allowing light in a known

wavelength range, Wi, W2, and W3 respectively, to propagate through the color

filter.

in some embodiments, the colorfilter array is such that its proportion of pixels with

color filters that match the selected wavelength range of the spectrum is larger

than 50%, such a wherein the proportion equals 32/36, 60/64 or 96/100.

In some embodiments, the selected wavelength range matches the W2

wavelength range.

In some embodiments, the color filter array comprises a plurality of cells of 6x6

color filters, where the color filters in positions (2,2) and (5,5) of each cell are of

the W1 type, the colorfilters in positions (2,5) and (5,2) are of the W3 type. Here a

W1 type offilter is a colortilter that allows light in the known wavelength range W1

to propagate through the colorfilter, and similar for W2 and W83type offilters. In

some embodiments, the remaining 32 color filters in the 6x6 cell are of the W2

type.
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In a RGB color system, W1 may correspond to red light, W2 to green light, and W3

to blue light.

in some embodiments, the scanner is configured to derive the surface color with a

higher resolution than the surface geometry.

in some embodiments, the higner surface color resolution is achieved by

demosaicing, where color values for pixel blocks may be demosaiced to achieve

an apparently higher resolution of the color image than is present in the surface

geometry. The demosaicing may operate on pixel blocks or individual pixels.

In case a multi-die LED or another illumination source comprising physically or

opticaily separated light emitters is used, it is preferable to aim at a Kohler type

ilumination in the scanner, i.e. the illumination source is defocused at the object

plane in order to achieve uniform illumination and good color mixing for the entire

field of view. In case color mixing is not perfect and varies with focal plane

location, color calibration of the scannerwill be advantageous.

in some embodiments, the pattern generating element is configured to provide that

the spatial pattern comprises alternating dark and bright regions arranged in a

checkerboard pattern. The probe light provided by the scanner system then

comprises a patiern consisting of dark sections and sections with light having the

same wavelength distribution as the multichromatic light source.

In order to obtain a digital 3D representation expressing both surface geometry

and color representation of an object, i.e. a colored digital 3D representation of

said part of the object surface, typically several sub-scans, ie. partial

representations of the object, have to be combined, where each sub-scans

presents one view of the object. A sub-scan expressing a view from a given

relative position preferably records the geometry and color of the object surface as

seen from that relative position.

For a focus scanner, a view corresponds to one pass of the focusing elernent(s),

i.e. for a focus scanner each sub-scanis the surface geometry and color derived
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trom the stack of 2D images recorded during the pass of the focus plane position

betweenits extremum positions.

The surface geometry found for various views can be combined by algorithms for

stitching and registration as widely known in the literature, or from known view

positions and orientations, for example when the scanner is mounted on axes with

encoders. Color can be interpolated and averaged by methods such as texture

weaving, or by simply averaging corresponding color components in multiple views

of the same location on the surface. Here, it can be advantageous to account for

differences in apparent color due to different angles of incidence and reflection,

which is possible because the surface geometry is also known. Texture weaving is

described by e.g. Callieri M, Cignoni P, Scopigno R. “Reconstructing textured

meshes from multiple range rgb maps”. VMV 2002, Erlangen, Nov 20-22, 2002.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or the scanner system is configured for

generating a sub-scan of the object surface based on the obtained surface color

and surface geometry.

In some embodiments, the scanner and/or the scanner system is configured for

combining sub-scans of the object surface obtained from different relative

positions to generate a digital 3D representation expressing the surface geometry

and color of at least part of the object.

In some embodiments, the combination of sub-scans of the object to obtain the

digital 3D representation expressing surface geometry and color comprises

computing the color in each surface point as a weighted average of corresponding

points in all overlapping sub-scans at that surface point. The weight of each sub-

scan in the sum may be determined by several factors, such as the presence of

saturated pixel values or the orientation of the object surface with respect to the

scanner when the sub-scan is recorded.

Such a weighted average is advantageous in cases where some scannerpositions

and orientations relative to the object will give a better estimate of the actual color

than other positions and orientations. If the illumination of the object surface is

uneven this can to some degree also be compensated for by weighting the best

illuminated parts higher.
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In some embodiments, the data processing system of the scanner system

comprises an image processor configured for performing a post-processing of the

surface geomeiry, the surface color readings, or the derived sub-scan or the digital

3D representation of the object. The scanner system may be configured for

performing the combination of the sub-scans using e.g. computer implemented

aigorithms executed by the image processor.

The scanner system may be configured for performing the combination of the sub-

scans using e.g. computer implemented algorithms executed by the data

processing system as part of the post-processing of the surface geametry, surface

color, sub-scan and/or the digital 3D representation, i.e. the post-processing

comprises computing the color in each surface point as a weighted average of

corresponding points in all overlapping sub-scansat that surface point.

Saturated pixel values should preferably have a low weight to reduce the effect of

highlights on the recording of the surface color. The color for a given part of the

surface should preferably be determined primarily from 2D images where the color

can be determined precisely which is not the case when the pixel values are

saturated.

in some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is configured for

detecting saturated pixels in the captured 2D images and for mitigating or

removing the error in the obtained color caused by the pixel saturation. The error

caused by the saturated pixel may be mitigated or removed by assigning a low

weight to the saturated pixel in the weighted average.

Specularly reflected light has the color of the light source rather than the color of

the object surface. If the object surface is not a pure white reflector then specular

reflections can hence be identified as the areas where the pixel color closely

matches the light source color. When obtaining the surface color it is therefore

advantageous to assign a iow weight to pixels or pixel groups whose color values

closely match the color of the multichromatic light source in order to compensate

for such specularreflections.

Specular reflections may also be a problem when intra orally scanning a patient's

set of teeth since teeth rarely are completely white. it may hence be advantageous
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to assumethat for pixeis where the readings from the color images sensorindicate

that the surface of the object is a pure white reflector, the light recorded by this

pixel group is caused by a specular reflection from the teeth or the soft tissue in

the oral cavity and accordingly assign a low weight to these pixels to compensate

for the specularreflections.

In some embodiments, the compensation for specular reflections from the object

surface is based on information derived from a calibration of the scanner in which

a calibration object e.g. in the form of a pure white reflector is scanned. The color

image sensor readings then depend on the spectrum of the multichromatic light

source and on the wavelength dependence of the scanner’s optical system caused

by e.g. a wavelength dependent reflectance of mirrors in the optical system. If the

optical system guides light equaily well for all wavelengths of the multichromatic

light source, the color image sensor will record the color (also referred to as the

spectrum) of the multichromatic light source when the pure white reflector is

scanned.

In some embodiments, compensating for the specular reflections from the surface

is based on information derived from a calculation based on the wavelength

dependence of the scanner’s optical system, the spectrum of the multichromatic

light source and a wavelength dependent sensitivity of the color image sensor. In

some embodiments, the scanner comprises means for optically suppressing

specularly reflected light to achieve better color measurement. This may be

provided if the scanner further comprises meansfor polarizing the probelight, for

example by means of at least one polarizing beam splitter.

When scanning inside an oral cavity there may be red ambient light caused by

probelight illumination of surrounding tissue, such as the gingiva, palette, tongue

or buccal tissue. In some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is

hence configured for suppressing the red component in the recorded 2D images.

in some embodiments, the scanner and/or scanner system is configured for

comparing the color of sections of the captured 2D images and/or of the sub-scans

of the object with predetermined color ranges for teeth and for oral tissue,

respectively, and for suppressing the red component of the recorded color for
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sections where the color is not in either one of the two predetermined color

ranges. The teeth may e.g. be assumed to be primarily white with one ratio

betweenthe intensity of the different components of the recorded image, e.g. with

one ratio between the intensity of the red component and the intensity of the blue

and/or green components in a RGB configuration, while oral tissue is primarily

reddish with another ratio between the intensity of the components. When a color

recorded for a region of the oral cavity shows a ratio which differs from both the

predetermined ratio for teeth and the predetermined ratio for tissue, this region is

identified as a tooth region illuminated by red ambient light and the red component

of the recorded image is suppressed relative to the other components, either by

reducing the recorded intensity of the red signal or by increasing the recorded

intensities of the other componentsin the image.

In some embodiments, the color of points with a surface normal directly towards

the scanner are weighted higher than the color of points where the surface normal

is not directed towards the scanner. This has the advantage that points with a

surface normal! directly towarcs the scanner will to a higher degree be illuminated

by the white light from the scanner and not by the ambientlight.

in some embodiments, the color of points with a surface normal directly towards

the scanner are weighted lowerif associated with specularreflections.

in some embodiments the scanneris configured for simultaneously compensating

for different effects, such as compensating for saturated pixels and/or for specular

reflections and/or for orientation of the surface normal. This may be done by

generally raising the weight for a selection of pixels or pixel groups of a 2D image

and by reducing the weight for a fraction of the pixels or pixel groups of said

selection.

In some embodiments, the method comprises a processing of recorded 2D

images, a sub-scan or the generated 3D representations of the part of the object,

where said processing comprises

- compensating for pixel saturation by omitting or reducing the weight of

saturated pixels when deriving the surface color, and/or
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- compensating for specular reflections when deriving the surface color by

omitting or reducing the weight of pixels whose color values closely

matches the light source color, and/or

- compensating for red ambient light by comparing surface color

information of the 2D images with predetermined color ranges, and

suppressing the red componentof the recorded colorif this is not within

a predetermined color range.

Disclosed is a method of using the disclosed scanner system to display color

texture on the generated digital 3D representation of the object. It is advantageous

to display the color data as a texture on the digital 3D representation, for example

on a computer screen. The combination of color and geometry is a more powerful

conveyor of information than either type of data alone. For example, dentists can

more easily differentiate between different types of tissue. In the rendering of the

surface geometry, appropriate shading can help convey the surface geometry on

the texture, for example with artificial snadows revealing sharp edges better than

texture alone could do.

When the multichromatic light source is a multi-die LED or similar, the scanner

system can also be used to detect fluorescence. Disclosed is a method of using

the disclosed scanner system to display fluorescence on surface geometry.

In some embodiments, the scanneris configured for exciting fluorescence on said

object by illuminating it with only a subset of the LED dies in the multi-die LED,

and where said fluorescence is recorded by only or preferentially reading out only

those pixels in the color image sensor that havecolorfilters at least approximately

matching the color of the fluoresced light, i.e. measuring intensity only in pixels of

the image sensors that havefilters for longer-wavelength light. In other words, the

scanner is capable of selectively activating only a subset of the LED dies in the

multi-die LED and of only recording or preferentially reading out only those pixels

in the color image sensorthat have color filters at a higher wavelength than that of

the subset of the LED dies, such that light emitted from the subset of LED dies can

excite fluorescent materials in the object and the scanner can record the
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fluorescence emitted from these fluorescent materials. The subset of the dies

preferably comprises one or more LED dies which emits light within the excitation

spectrum ofthe fluorescent materials in the object, such as an ultraviolet, a blue, a

green, a yellow or a red LED die. Such fluorescence measurement yields a 2D

data array muchlike the 2D color image, howeverunlike the 2D imageit cannot be

taken concurrently with the surface geometry. For a slow-moving scanner, and/or

with appropriate interpolation, the fluorescence image can still be overlaid the

surface geometry. It is advantageous to display fluorescence on teeth becauseit

can help detect caries and plaque.

in some embodiments, the data processing system comprises a microprocessor

unit configured for extracting the surface geometry information from 2D images

obtained by the color image sensor and for determining the surface color from the

same images.

The data processing system may comprise units distributed in different parts of the

scanner system. For a scanner system comprising a handheld part connected to a

stationary unit, the data processing system may for example comprise one unit

integrated in the handheld part and another unit integrated in the stationary unit.

This can be advantageous when a data connection for transferring data from the

nandheld unit to the stationary unit has a bandwidth which cannot handle the data

stream from the color image sensor. A preliminary data processing in the handheld

unit can then reduce the amount of data which must be transferred via the data

connection.

in some embodiments, the data processing system comprises a computer

readable medium on which is stored computer implemented algorithms for

performing said post-processing.

In some embodiments, a part of the data processing system is integrated in a cart

or a personal computer.
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Disclosed is a method of using the disclosed scanner system to average color

and/or surface geometry from several views, where each view represents a

substantially fixed relative orientation of scanner and object.

Disclosed is a method using the disclosed scanner system to combine color and/or

surface geometry from several views, where each view represents a substantially

fixed relative orientation of scanner and object, such as to achieve a more

complete coverage of the object than would be possible in a single view.

Disclosed is a scannerfor obtaining surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probe light, and

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

recording one or more 2D imagesof light received from said object,

where at least for a block of said image sensorpixels, both surface color and

surface geometry of a part of the object are derived at least partly from one 2D

image recorded by said color image sensor

Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of

an object, the scanner system comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic

probelight, and

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

capturing one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object,

where at least for a block of said image sensor pixels, both surface color

information and surface geometry information of a part of the object are derived at

least partly from one 2D image captured by said color image sensor.
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Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of

an object, the scanner system comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight,

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, and

- anoptical systern configured for guiding light received from the object to

the color image sensor such that 2D images of said object can be

captured by said color image sensor;

wherein the scanner system is configured for capturing a numberof said 2D

images of a part of the object and for deriving both surface color information and

surface geomeiry information of the part of the object from at least one of said

captured 2D imagesat least for a block of said color image sensor pixels, such

that the surface color information and the surface geometry information are

obtained concurrently by the scanner.

Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of

an object, the scanner system comprising:

- amultichromatic light source configured for providing a probelight;

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels, where

the image sensoris arranged to capture 2D imagesoflight received

fram the object; and

- an image processor configured for deriving both surface color

information and surface geometry information of at least a part of the

object from at least one of said 2D images captured by the color image
sensor.

Disclosed is a scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color

of an object, said scanner system comprising
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a scanner system according to any of the embodiments, where the

scanner system is configured for deriving surface color and surface

geometry of the object, and optionally for generating a sub-scan or a

digital 3D representation of the part of the object; and

a data processing unit configured for post-processing surface geometry

and/or surface color readings from the color image sensor, or for post-

processing the generated sub-scan or digital 3D representation.

Disciosed is a method of recording surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the method comprising:

providing a scanner or scanner system according to any of the

embodiments;

illuminating the surface of said object with probelight from said

multichromatic light source;

recording one or more 2D imagesof said object using said color image

sensor; and

deriving both surface color and surface geometry of a part of the object

from at least some of said recorded 2D imagesat leastfor a biock of

said image sensorpixeis, such that the surface color and surface

geometry are obtained concurrently by the scanner.

Brief description of drawings

Fig. 1 shows a handheld embodiment of a scanner system.

Fig. 2 showsprior art pattern generating means and associated reference weights.

Fig. 3 shows a pattern generating means and associated reference weights.

Fig. 4 showsa colorfilter array.
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Fig. 5 shows a flow chart of a method.

Fig. 6 illustrates how surface geometry information and surface geometry

information can be derived

Fig. 1 shows a handheld part of a scanner systern with components inside a

housing 100. The scanner comprises a tip which can be entered into a cavity, a

multichromatic light source in the form of a multi-die LED 101, pattern generating

element 130 for incorporating a spatial pattern in the probe light, a beam splitter

140, color image sensor 180 including an image sensor 181, electronics and

potentially other elements, an optical system typically comprising at least onelens,

and the image sensor. The light from the light source 101 travels back and forth

through the optical system 150. During this passage the optical system images the

pattern 130 onto the object being scanned 200 which here is a patients set of

teeth, and further images the object being scanned onto the image sensor 181.

The image sensor 181 has a colorfilter array 1000. Although drawn as a separate

entity, the color filter array is typically integrated with the image sensor, with a

single-colorfilter for every pixel.

The lens system includes a focusing element 151 which can be adjusted to shift

the focal imaging plane of the pattern on the probed object 200. in the example

embodiment, a single lens element is shifted physically back and forth along the

optical axis.

As a whole, the optical system provides an imaging of the pattern onto the object

being probed and from the object being probed to the camera.

The device mayinclude polarization optics 160. Polarization optics can be used to

selectively image specular reflections and block out undesired diffuse signal from

sub-surface scattering inside the scanned object. The beam splitter 140 may also

have polarization filtering properties. It can be advantageous for optical elements

to be anti-reflection coated.
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The device may include folding optics, a mirror 170, which directs the light out of

the device in a direction different to the optical path of the lens system, e.g. in a

direction perpendicular to the optical path of the lens system.

There may be additional optical elements in the scanner, for example one or more

condenserlens in front of the light source 101.

in the example embodiment, the LED 101 is a multi-die LED with two green, one

red, and one blue die. Only the green portion of the light is used for obtaining the

surface geometry. Accordingly, the mirror 170 is coated such as to optimize

preservation of the circular polarization of the green light, and not that of the other

colors. Note that during scanning all dies within the LED are active, i.e., emitting

light, so the scanner emits apparently white light onto the scanned object 200. The

LED may emit light at the different colors with different intensities such that e.g.

one color is more intense than the other colors. This may be desired in orderto

reduce cross-talk between the readings of the different color signals in the color

image sensor. In case that the intensity of e.g. the red and blue diodes in a RGB

system is reduced, the apparently white light emitted by the light source will

appear greenish-white.

The scanner systern further comprises a data processing system configured for

deriving both surface geometry information and surface color information for a

block of pixels of the color image sensor 180 at least partly from one 2D image

recorded by said color image sensor 180. At least part of the data processing

system may be arrangedin the illustrated handheld part of the scanner system. A

part may also be arranged in an additional part of the scanner system, such as a

cart connected te the handheld part.

Figure 2 shows an section of a prior art pattern generating element 130 thatis

applied as a static pattern in a spatial correlation embodiment of WO2010145669,

as imaged on a monochromatic image sensor 180. The pattern can be a chrome-

on-glass pattern. The section showsonly a portion of the pattern is shown, namely

one period. This period is represented by a pixel block of 6 by 6 image pixels, and

2 by 2 pattern fields. The fields drawnin gray in Fig. 2A are in actuality black
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because the pattern mask is opaque for thesefields; gray was only chosen for

visibility and thus clarity of the Figure. Fig. 2B illustrates the reference weights f

for computing the spatial correlation measure A for the pixel block, where n = 6 x 6

= 36, such that

A= Sh
i=1

where / are the intensity values measuredin the 36 pixels in the pixel block for a

given image. Note that perfect alignment between image sensor pixels and pattern

fields is not required, but gives the best signal for the surface geometry

measurement.

Fig. 3 shows the extension of the principle in Fig. 2 to color scanning. The pattern

is the sameasin Fig. 2 and so is the image sensor geomeiry. However, the image

sensoris a color image sensor with a Bayercolorfilter array. In Fig. 3A, pixels

marked “B” have a blue color filter, while “G” indicates green and “R” red pixel

filters, respectively. Fig. 3B shows the corresponding reference weights f. Note

that only green pixels have a non-zero value. This is so because only the green

fraction of the spectrum is used for recording the surface geometry information.

For the pattern/colorfilter combination of Fig. 3, a color component c within a pixel

biock can be obtained as

n

cj = > Gali
i=1

where gj,i = 1 if pixel /has a filter for color c,, O otherwise. For an RGB colorfilter

array like in the Bayerpattern, / is one of red, green, or blue. Further weighting of

the individual color components, i.e., color calibration, may be required to obtain

natural color data, typically as compensation for varyingfilter efficiency,

illumination source efficiency, and different fraction of color componentsin the filter

pattern. The calibration may also depend on focus plane location and/or position

within the field of view, as the mixing of the LED’s component colors may vary with

those factors.
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Figure 4 shows an inventive colorfilter array with a higher fraction of green pixels

than in the Bayerpattern. The color filter array comprises a plurality of cells of 6x6

colorfilters, with blue coior filters in positions (2,2) and (5,5) of each cell, red color

filters in positions (2,5) and (5,2), a and green color filters in all remaining positions

of the cell.

Assuming that only the green portion of the illumination is used to obtain tne

surface geometry information, the filter of Figure 4 will potentially provide a better

quality of the obtained surface geometry than a Bayerpatternfilter, at the expense

of poorer color representation. The poorer color representation will howeverin

many casesstill be sufficient while the improved quality of the obtained surface

geometry often is very advantageous.

Fig. 5 illustrates a flow chart 541 of a method of recording surface geometry and

surface color of an object.

in step 542 a scanner system according to any of the previous claims is obtained.

in step 543 the objectis illuminated with multichromatic probe light. In a focus

scanning system utilizing a correlation measure or correlation measure function, a

checkerboard pattern may be imposed on the probe light such that information

relating to the pattern can be used for determining surface geometry information

from captured 2D images.

In step 544 a series of 2D imagesof said object is captured using said color image

sensor. The 2D images can be processed immediately or stored for later

processing in a memory unit.

In step 545 both surface geometry information and surface color information are

derived for a block of image sensorpixels at least partly from one captured 2D

image. The information can e.g. be derived using the correlation measure

approach as descried herein. The derived informations are combined to generate
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a sub-scan of the object in step 546, where the sub-scan comprises data

expressing the geometry and color of the object as seen from one view.

In step 547 a digital 3D representation expressing both color and geomeiry of the

object is generated by combining several sub-scans. This may be done using

known algorithms for sub-scan alignment such as algorithms for stitching and

registration as widely known in theliterature.

Fig. 6 illustrates how surface geometry information and surface geometry

information can be derived at least from one 2D image for a block of image sensor

pixels.

The correlation measure is determined for all active image sensor pixel groups on

the color image sensor for every focus plane position, i.e. for every 2D image of

the stack. Starting by analyzing the 2D images from one end of the stack, the

correlation measuresfor all active image sensor pixel groups is determined and

the calculated values are stored. Progressing through the stack the correlation

measures for each pixel group are determined and stored together with the

previously stored values,i.e. the values for the previously analyzed 2D images.

A correlation measure function describing the variation of the correlation measure

along the optical axis is then determined for each pixel group by smoothing and

interpolating the determined correlation measure values. For example, a

polynomial can befitted to the values of for a pixel block over several images on

both sides of the recorded maximum, and a location of a deducted maximum can

be found frorn the maximum of the fitted polynomial, which can be in between two

images.

The surface color information for the pixel group is derived from one or more of the

2D images from which the position of the correlation measure maximum was

determinedi.e. surface geometry information and surface color information from a

group of pixels of the color image sensor are derived from the same 2D images of

the stack.
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The surface color information can be derived from one 2D image. The maximum

value of the correlation measure for each group of pixels is monitored along the

analysis of the 2D images such that when a 2D image has been analyzed the

values for the correlation measure for the different pixels groups can be compared

with the currently highest value for the previously analyzed 2D images. If the

correlation measure is a new maximum valuefor that pixel group at least the

portion of the 2D image corresponding to this pixel group is saved. Next time a

nigher correlation value is found for that pixel group the portion of this 2D imageis

saved overwriting the previously stored image/sub-image. Thereby whenail 2D

images of the stack have been analyzed, the surface geometry information of the

2D imagesis translated into a series of correlation measure values for each pixel

group where a maximum value is recorded for each block of image sensorpixels.

Fig. 6A illustrated a portion 661 of a stack of 2D images acquired using a focus

scanning system, where each 2D imageis acquired at a different focal plane

position. In each 2D image 662 a portion 663 corresponding to a block of image

sensorpixels are indicated. The block corresponding to a set of coordinates (x,yj).

The focus scanning system is configured for determining a correlation measure for

each block of image sensorpixels and for each 2D imagein the stack. In Fig. 6B is

illustrated the determined correlation measures 664 (here indicated by an “x”) for

the block 663. Based on the determined correlation measures 664 a correlation

measure function 665 is calculated, here as a polynomial, and a maximum value

for the correlation measure function is found a position z). Tne 2-value for which

the fitted polynomial has a maximum (z;) is identified as a point of the object

surface. The surface geometry information derived for this block can then be

presented in the form of the coordinates (x,yi,z)), and by combining the surface

geometry information for several block of the images sensor, the a sub-scan

expressing the geomeiry of part of the object can be created.

in Fig. 6C is illustrated a procedure for deriving the surface color geometry from

two 2D imagesfor each block of image sensor pixels. Two 2D imagesare stored

using the procedure described above and their RGB values for the pixel block are

determined. in Fig. 6C the R-values 666 are displayed. An averaged R-value 667

(as well as averaged G- and B-values) at the z| position can then be determined by
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interpolation and used as surface color inforrnation for this block. This surface colir

information is evidently derived from the same 2D image that the geometry

information at least in part was derived from.
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Claims

. Ascanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner system comprising:

- a multichromatic light source configured for providing a multichromatic

probelight for illumination of the object,

- a color image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

capturing one or more 2D imagesoflight received from said object, and

- a data processing system configured for deriving both surface geometry

information and surface color information for a block of said image sensor

pixels at least partly from one 2D image recorded by said color image
sensor.

. The scanner system according to claim 1, wherein the data processing

system is configured for deriving surface geometry information and surface

color information for said block of image sensor pixels from a series of 2D

images.

. The scanner system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the data processing

system is configured for generating a sub-scan of a part of the object

surface based on surface geomeiry information and surface color

information derived from a plurality of blocks of image sensorpixels.

. The scanner system according to any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the data

processing system is configured for combining a numberof sub-scans to

generate a digital 3D representation of the object.

. The scanner system according to any of claims 2 to 5, where the scanner

system is a focus scanner system operating by translating a focus plane

along an optical axis of the scanner system and capturing the 2D imagesat

different focus plane positions such that each series of captured 2D images

forms a stack of 2D images.
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The scanner system according to any of the preceding claims, where the

scanner system comprises a pattern generating element configured for

incorporating a spatial pattern in said probelight.

The scanner system according to any of the preceding claims, where

deriving the surface geometry information and surface color information

comprises calculating for several 2D images a correlation measure between

the portion of the 2D image captured by said block of image sensorpixels

and a weight function, where the weight function is determined based on

information of the configuration of the spatial pattern.

The scanner system accordingto the preceding claim, wherein deriving the

surface geometry information and the surface color information for a block

of image sensor pixels comprises identifying the position along the optical

axis at which the corresponding correlation measure has a maximum value.

The scanner system according to claim 7 or 8, wherein generating a sub-

scan comprises determining a correlation measure function describing the

variation of the correlation measure along the optical axis for each block of

image sensor pixels and identifying for the position along the optical axis at

which the correlation measure functions have their maximum value for the

block.

10. The scanner system according to the preceding claim, where the maximum

11

correlation measure value is the highest calculated correlation measure

value for the block of image sensor pixels and/or the highest maximum

value of the correlation measure function for the block of image sensor

pixels

. The scanner system according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the

data processing system is configured for determining a sub-scan color fora

point on a generated sub-scan based on the surface color information of the
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15.

16.
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2D imagein the series in which the correlation measure has its maximum

value for the corresponding block of image sensorpixels.

The scanner system according to the preceding claim, wherein the data

processing system is configured for deriving the sub-scan color for a point

on a generated sub-scan based on the surface color informations of the 2D

imagesin the series in which the correlation measure has its maximum

value for the corresponding block of image sensor pixels and on at least

one additional 2D image, such as a neighboring 2D image from the series

of captured 2D images..

The scanner system according to the preceding claim, where the data

processing system is configured for interpolating surface color information

of at least two 2D images in a series when determining the sub-scan color,

such as an interpolation of surface color information of neighboring 2D

imagesin a series.

. The scanner system according to any of the preceding claims wherein the

data processing system is configured for computing a smoothed sub-scan

color for a numberof points of the sub-scan, where the computing

comprises an averaging of sub-scan colors of different points, such as a

weighted averaging of the colors of the surrounding points on the sub-scan.

The scanner system according to any of the preceding claims, where the

data processing system is configured for determining object color of a least

one point of the generated digital 3D representation of the object, such that

the digital 3D representation expresses both geometry and color profile of

the object...

The scanner system according to the previous claim, wherein determining

the object color comprises computing a weighted average of sub-scan color

values derived for corresponding points in overlapping sub-scansat that

point of the object surface.
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17. The scanner system according to any the previous claims, wherein the data

processing system is configured for detecting saturated pixels in the

captured 2D images and for mitigating or removing the error in the derived

5 surface color information or the sub-scan color caused by the pixel

saturation.

18.The scanner system according to the previous claim wherein the error

caused by the saturated pixel is mitigated or removed by assigning a low

10 weight to the surface color information of the saturated pixel in the

computing of the smoothed sub-scan color and/or by assigning a low weight

to the sub-scan color computed based on the saturated pixel.

19.The scanner system according to any any of the preceding claims, wherein

15 the data processing system is configured for comparing the derived surface

color information of sections of the captured 2D images and/or of ithe

generated sub-scans of the object with predetermined color ranges for teeth

and for oral tissue, and for suppressing the red componentof the derived

surface color information or sub-scan color for sections where the coloris

20 not in one of the two predetermined color ranges.

20. The scanner system according to any of the preceding claims where the

color image sensor comprises a colorfilter array comprising at least three

types of colorsfilters, each allowing light in a known wavelength range, W1,

25 We, and WS respectively, to propagate through the color filter.

21. The scanner system according to any of the preceding claims where the

surface geometry information is derived from light in a selected wavelength

range of the spectrum provided by the multichromatic light source.
30

22. The scanner system according to the preceding claim where the colorfilter

array is such that its proportion of pixeis with color filters that match the
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selected wavelength range of the spectrum is larger than 50%, such a

wherein the proportion equals 32/36, 60/64 or 96/100.

23. The scanner system according to claim 21 or 22, wherein the selected

wavelength range matches the W2 wavelength range.

24. The scanner system according to any of claims 21 to 23, wherein the color

filter array comprises a plurality of cells of 6x6 colorfilters, where the color

filters in positions (2,2) and (5,5) of each cell are of the W1 type, the color

filters in positions (2,5) and (5,2) are of the W3 type

25. The scanner system according to the preceding claim, where the remaining

32 colorfilters in the 6x6 cell are of the W2 type.

26. The scanner according to the preceding claim where the pattern generating

elementis configured to provide that the spatial pattern comprises

alternating dark and bright regions arranged in a checkerboard pattern.

2/.A scanner system for recording surface geometry and surface color of an

object, the scanner system comprising:

- amultichromatic lignt source configured for providing a multichromatic

probelight, and

- acolor image sensor comprising an array of image sensorpixels for

capturing one or more 2D imagesof light received from said object,

whereatleast for a block of said image sensor pixels, both surface color

information and surface geometry information of a part of the object are

derived at least partly from one 2D image captured by said color image
sensor.
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28.A method of recording surface geometry and surface color of an object, the

method comprising:

- obtaining a scanner system according to any of the previous claims;

- illuminating the surface of said object with multichromatic probelight

from said multichromatic light source;

- capturing a series of 2D images of said object using said color image

sensor; and

- deriving both surface geometry information and surface color

information for a block of image sensorpixels at least partly from one

captured 2D image.
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NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION UNDER35 U.S.C 371 AND 37 CFR 1.495

The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and TrademarkOffice, in its capacity as a
Designated / Elected Office (87 CFR 1.495), has ACCEPTEDthe aboveidentified international application for
national patentability examination in the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above. A Filing Receipt will be
issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE APPEARING ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE
“FILING DATEor 371(c) DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE LASTOF THE35 U.S.C. 371 (¢)(1) and (c)(2)
REQUIREMENTSHAS BEEN RECEIVEDIN THE OFFICE. THIS DATE IS SHOWN BELOW.Thefiling date of
the above identified application is the internationalfiling date of the international application (Article 11(3) and 35
U.S.C. 363)

07/28/2015
DATE OF RECEIPT OF 35 U.S.C.

371(c)(1) and (c)(2) REQUIREMENTS

The following items have been received:

* Copy of the International Application filed on 07/28/2015
* Copy of the International Search Report filed on 07/28/2015
«Preliminary Amendmentsfiled on 07/28/2015
«Information Disclosure Statementsfiled on 07/28/2015
«U.S. Basic National Feesfiled on 07/28/2015

« Substitute Specification filed on 07/28/2015
* Priority Documentsfiled on 07/28/2015
+ Powerof Attorneyfiled on 07/28/2015
* Application Data Sheet (37 CFR 1.76) filed on 07/28/2015

Applicantis notified that the above-identified application contains the deficiencies noted below. No period for
reply is set forth in this notice for correction of these deficiencies. However, if a deficiency relates to the inventor's
oath or declaration, the applicant mustfile an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, or a substitute
statement in compliance with 37 CFR 1.64, executed by or with respect to each actual inventor no later than the
expiration of the time period set in the "Notice of Allowability" to avoid abandonment. See 37 CFR 1.495(c).

« Properly executed inventor's oath or declaration for the following inventor(s) has not been submitted: Bo
ESBECH, Christian Romer ROSBERG, Mike VAN DER POEL, Rasmus KJAER, Michael VINTHER, and
Karl-Josef HOLLENBECK
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CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databasesvia the
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/pattt/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon paymentof the appropriate fee set forth
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached bytelephoneat(703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382,
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the
dates of receipt of correspondencefiled in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of
PAIR.

Further assistancein electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.
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Attorney Docket No. 0079124-090111
Page.1 of 3

COMBINED DECLARATION

AND ASSIGNMENTwont)

As one of the below named inventors, | hereby declare that this Combined Declaration and Assignmentis
directed to: :

(1) Ed PCT application number PCT/EP2014/052842,filed on February 13, 2014, entitled
, FOCUS SCANNING APPARATUS RECORDING COLOR:or

(2) (1__the attached application entitled

DECLARATION

Asone of the below named inventors, | further declare that:
The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made hy me.

| believe that | am an original joint inventorof a claimed invention in the application.

| have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified application, including the claims.

| acknowledge the duty to disclose to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office all information known to me
to be material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56.

| hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under
18 U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more. than five (5) years, or both.

ASSIGNMENT

THIS ASSIGNMENT, by the undersigned inventors (hereinafter referred to as "the Assignors"),
respectively, witnesseth:

WHEREAS, the Assignors have invented certain new and useful improvements set forth in an
application for Letters Patent of the United States, which is a nonprovisional.application;

WHEREAS, 3SHAPEA/S, a corporation duly organized under and pursuantto the laws of Denmark and
- having a principal place of business at Holmens Kanal 7, DK-1060 Copenhagen K. Denmark (hereinafter referred

to as "the Assignee’), is desirous of acquiring the entire right, title, and interest in and to said inventions, the
right to file applications on said inventions and the entire right, title and interest in and to any applications,
including provisional applications for Letters Patent of the. United States or other countries claiming priority to
said application, and in and to any Letters Patent or Patents, United States or foreign, to be obtained therefor
and thereon. .

NOW, THEREFORE, for good and sufficient consideration, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, the Assignors have sold, assigned, transferred, and set over, and by these presents do sell,
assign, transfer, and set over, unto the Assignee, its successors, legal representatives, and assigns the entire
right, title, and interest in and to the above-mentioned inventions, the rightto file applications on said inventions
and the entire right, title and interest in and to any applications for Letters Patent of the United States or other
countries claiming priority to said applications, and any and all Letters Patent or Patents of the United States of
America and all foreign countries that may be granted therefor and thereon, and in and to any and all
applications claiming priority to said applications, divisions, continuations, and continuations-in-part of said
applications, and reissues and extensions of said Letters Patent or Patents, and all rights under the International

BuchananIngersollA Rooneyrc .Attorneys & Goverament Refations Professionals
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Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, the same to be held and enjoyed by the Assignee, forits
own use and behoof and the use and behoofof its successors, legal representatives, and assigns, to the full
end of the term or terms for which Letters Patent or Patents may be granted as fully and entirely as the same
would have been held and enjoyed by the Assignors had this sale and assignment not been made;

AND for the same consideration, the Assignors hereby covenant and agree to and with the Assignee, its
successors, legal representatives, and assigns, that, at the time of execution and delivery of these presents, the
Assignors are the sole and lawful owners of theentire right, title, and interest in and to the inventions set forth in
said applications and said applications, inc uding provisional applications, above-mentioned, and that the same
are unencumbered, and that the Assignors have good and full right and lawful authority tc sell and convey the
samein the mannerherein set forth;

AND for the same consideration, the Assignors hereby covenant and agree to and with the Assignee, its
successors, legal representatives, and assigns that the Assignors will, whenever counsel cf the Assignee, or the
counsel of its successors, legal representatives, and assigns, shall advise that any proceedingin connection
with said inventions or said applications for Letters Patent or Patents, or any proceeding in connection with
Letters Patent or Patents for said inventions in any country, including interference proceedings, is lawful and
desirable, or that any application claiming priority to said application, division, continuation, or continuation-in-
part of any applications fer Letters Patent or Patents, or any reissue or extension of any Letters Patent or
Patents to be obtained thereon, is lawful and desirable, sign all papers and dccumenis, take all lawful oaths,

. and do all acts necessary or required to be done for the procurement, maintenance, enforcemeni, and defense
of Letters Patent or Patents for said inventions, without. charge to the Assignee, its successors, Jegal

representatives, and assigns, but at the cost and expense of the Assignee, its successors, legal representatives,
and assigns;

AND the Assignors hereby request the Commissioner of Patents to issue any and all said Letters Patent
of the United States to. the Assignee as the Assignee of said inventions, the Letters Patent to be issued for the
sole use and behoofof the Assignee, its successors, legal representatives, and assigns.

gin —tol v __ BO ESBECH a ELK
  

  
 

Date Name Signature

Iv - Z01 ¢ CHRISTIAN ROMER ROSBERG
Date Name

C/49 - 2075 ___ MIKE VAN DER POELDate Name os 
 Gf(2- 2ors | “RASMUS KJAER 0Date Name - ew
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Dac code: IDS

Dac description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed

PTO/SB/08a (01-10)
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit contains a valid OMB control number.

 
 Filing Date

Application Number  
 

| 4764087
  

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
 
 

First Named Inventor
 
   Bo ESBECHet al. 

 
_ Art Unit

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
  

U.S.PATENTS

Examiner Name

Attorney Docket Number

  
 

  

 
 2878

EPPS, GEORGIA Y

0079124-000111

 
 

 

Examiner,
eg Patent Number Issue DateInitial

   
 

Nameof Patentee or Applicant
of cited Document

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear
 

 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button.

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS
 

Examiner]
Initial*

Publication
Number

Publication
Date

 

   
 

Nameof Patentee or Applicant
of cited Document

alfliet et al.

Saint-Pierre et al.

Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear
 

(Corresponds to CN 102112845)

Dillon et al. (Corresponds to CN 102402799)

(Corresponds to CN 102008282)

 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

 
 

Examiner] Cite
Initial* No

Foreign Document
Numbers

Country
Code2j  Kind|Publication

Cade4 Date

Pages,Columns,Lines
where Relevant

Passagesor Relevant
Figures Appear

Nameof Patentee or

Applicantof cited
Document
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Application Number 14764087

Filing Date 2015-07-28

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Bo ESBECHetal.

 

 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
Art Unit

Examiner Name EPPS, GEORGIA Y

Attorney Docket Number 0079124-000111

02008282 2011-04-13

02112845 2011-06-29 pose

     
 

 

02402799 2012-04-04 Dimensional Photonics

(Corrresponds to
02802520 2012-11-28 BShape AS US 2012/0092461 and

WO 2010/145669

previously cited on

P012/007003 Al 2012-01-19 BShape AS

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Include nameof the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s),
publisher, city and/or country where published.

   
 

 

Examiner]
Initials*
 

he First Office Action issued on August 2, 2016, by the State Intellectual Property Office of People’s Republic of
hina in corresponding Chinese Patent Application No. 201480020976.3, and an English Translation of the Office

Action. (18 pages)

he First Chinese Search issued on July 25, 2016, by the State Intellectual Property Office of People's Republic of
hina in corresponding Chinese Patent Application No. 201480020976.3. (2 pages)

  
If you wish to add additional non-patentliterature documentcitation information please click the Add button

EXAMINER SIGNATURE

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whetherornot citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.

 

 
EFS Web 2.1.17
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Application Number 14764087

Filing Date 2015-07-28

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Bo ESBECHetal.

 

 

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)
Art Unit

Examiner Name EPPS, GEORGIA Y

Attorney Docket Number 0079124-000111

 
 

   
 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP $01.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document.
* Kind of documentby the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. ® Applicantis to place a check markhereiff
English language translation is attached. 

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Application Number 14764087 

Filing Date 2015-07-28 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor|Bo ESBECHetal.

Art Unit

Examiner Name EPPS, GEORGIA Y

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)  
 

Attorney Docket Number 0079124-000111

  
 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s):

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement wasfirst cited in any communication
from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three monthsprior to thefiling of the
information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1).

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to
any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2).

See attached certification statement.

Thefee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith.

<  Acertification statement is not submitted herewith.
SIGNATURE

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the
form of the signature.

Signature JWCRowland/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2016-08-26

Name/Print William C. Rowland Registration Number bo,s88
    
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the
public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on the amountof time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sentto the Chief Information Officer, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Gommissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria,
VA 22313-1450.

 
EFS Web 2.1.17
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Privacy Act Statement

 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentofthe application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by youin this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act
(5 U.S.C_ 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Departmentof Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s.

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Memberof Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whom the record pertains, whentheindividual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuantto the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

T. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordancewith the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this
purpose, and any otherrelevant(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in
an application which became abandoned orin which the proceedings were terminated and which applicationis
referenced byeither a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency,if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.

 

EFS Web 2.1.17
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Espacenet - Bibliographic data Page | of 1

 
Espacenet

Bibliographic data: CO(N1TO02008282 (A} — 2077-04-13

Number stamp intraoral scanner and oral cavity internal surface topography
image roaltime raconstructing system

Inventor(s): QINGYANG WU: BIN HUI; XIANGDONG GONG; JINGZHENLI +
(WU QINGYANG,; HUI BIN, ; GONG XIANGDONG., ; LI
JINGZHEN)

Applicant(s): UNIV SHENZHEN + (SHENZHEN UNIVERSITY)

Classification: - international:A6781/04; A6é1B7/24; A61C19/04; GO6T17/00
- cooperative: A61B1/00172; A61B1/24; AGiC9/006; GOIBit1/24;

A61B1/04; A61B1/0684

Application CN20101526092 20101029
number:

Priority number CN20101526092 20101029
(s):

Also published CN102008282 (B) U52013236850 (A1) US9149348 (B2)
as: WO2012055347 (A1)

Abstract of CNTO2008282 (Aj

The invention is sultable for medical equipment and provides a nurnber stamp intraoral
scanner which is provided with a windowfor limiting the size of the collection range.
The number stamp intracral scanner comprises a three-color light emitting diode (LED)
light source module, a micro lens array plate, a collimation lens assembly, a gray scale
coding grating plate, an optical deflector, a projecting lens assembly, a first reflector, a
second reflector, a third reflector and a camera, wherein the second reflector and the
third reflector are arranged in parallel, and the reflecting surfaces of the second
reflector and the third reflector are opposite.: In the invention, ihe number stamp
intraoral scanmer carn scan the interior of the oral cavity of human Body directly,
acquires the novel number stamp of a three-dimensional surface shape of taath bodies
and soft tissues in real ime and meets the requiremenis that deniisis and oral cavity
technicians can obtain the oral cavily slamp rapidly and accurately.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?7DB=EPODOC&II=0&ND=3&... 8/26/20160624
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Espacenet

Bibliographic data: CON10211 2848 (A} — 2017-06-28

Syatem for adaptive three-cdimensional scanning of surface characteristics

Inventor(s): ERIC SAINT-PIERRE; DRAGAN TUBIC; PATRICK HEBERT +
(SAINT-PIERRE ERIC, ; TUBIC DRAGAN, ; HEBERT PATRICK)

Applicant(s): CREAFORM INC + (CREAFORM INC)

Classification: - international: G01B11/248; G01B11/25
- cooperative: G81B11/03; G84B41/25; G01B11/30; GO6T7/0087

Application CN20098129832 20090730
number:

Prioritynumber \WO2009CA01105 20090730 ; US20080086554P 20080806
(s):

Also published ©N102112845 (B) WO2010015086 (A1}) 52011134225 (A1)}
as: US6284240 (B2) JP20115300771 (A) more
 

Abstract of CNTOG211 2848 (A}

There are provided sysiems and methods
for obtaining a ihree-dimensional surface
geometric characteristic and/or texture
characteristic of an object. A pattern is
projected on a surface of said object, a
basic 2D image of said oblect is ecauired:
a characteristic 2D image of said obiect is
acquired; 2D surface poinis are extracted
from said basic 2D image, from a
reflection of said projected patiern on said
Shiech a set af 3D surface points is
calculated in a sensor coordinate system
using said 2D surface paints; and a set of
2D surface geometriciexture
characteristics is extracted.

 
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?7DB=EPODOC&II=0&ND=3&... 8/26/20160631
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Espacenet

Bibliographic data: C(N1TOQ2402798 (Aj) — 2012-04-04

Oblect classification for measured three-dimensional object scenes

Inventor(s): ROBERTDILLON: BING ZHAO + (DILLON ROBERT, : ZHAO
BING)

Applicant(s): DIMENSIONAL PHOTONICS INTERNATINC + (DIMENSIONAL
PHOTONICS INTERNATIONALINC)

Classification: - international: A&1C18/04; GOET13/00
-cooperative: A6é1C9/6G6; G06K3/0G2601; GO6K2209/05

Application CN20111273996 20110909
number:

Prioritynumber U520100381731P 20100910 ; US2011132717652 20710825
(s):

Also published CN102402799(B) EP2428913 (A2) EP2428913 (A3)}
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Abstract of CNPO2402799 (A}

Described are methods that enable rapid automated object classification of measured
three-dimensional object scenes. Each method can be performed during a three-
dimensional measurement procedure while data are being acauired or afier completion
of the measurernent orocedure using the acquired data, in vanous embodimenis, an
object scene is iHuminated with an optical bearn and an image is scquired. in some
embodiments, the obiect scene is Huminated with a structured light patiern and a
sequence of images of the ablect scene Hiuminated by the patternat different spatial
phases is acquired. Coordinates are determined for points in the one or more imaqes
and @ transiucence value is determined for each of the points. An object class is
determined for each point based on fhe transiucence value for the point: Optionally,
addtional information, such as grayscale or color imaqe data for each point, is used fa
supplement the object class determination.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?7DB=EPODOC&II=0&ND=3&... 8/26/20160659
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Focus Scanning Apparatus
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Application CN2010827248 20100617

 

number:

Priority WO2010DK50148 20100617 ; US20090187744P 20090617 ;
number(s):

Also published CN162862520 (B) WO2010145669 {A1) US2015054922 (A1}
as: U52012092461 (At) U58878905 (B2) more

 

Abstract of CNTO2802820 (A)

Disclosed is a handheld scanner for obtaining and/or measuring the 3D geometry of at
least a part of the surface of an abject using confocal patieprojection iechniques.
Specific embodiments are given for intraoral scanning and scanning of the interior part
of a human ear.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?7DB=EPODOC&II=0&ND=3&... 8/26/20160675
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